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I PREFACE

The Topical Conference on LARGE AMPLITUDE COLLECTIVE NUCLEAR

MOTION was organized by the Roland Eötvös Physical Society and

i it was sponsored by the European Physical Society, by the

' Hungarian Academy of Sciences, the Eötvös University, Budapest

I and the Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest. The

'i Conference was held June 10-16, 1979 at Keszthely (Lake Balaton)

| Hungary.

71 The aim of the Conference was to provide a critical review

\vj of the present status of our knowledge about the different

3? aspects of the topics where large amplitude colletive motion

.•' occurs in nuclear physics and to encourage an exchange of ideas

. : among participants dealing with different aspects of the phe-

nomena of large scale nuclear motion.

The Conference Proceedings contains the accepted papers

- submitted for the Conference and sent in camera-ready form
: before the 1 of July.

The papers are collected in chapters corresponding to the

main subtopics dicussed at the meeting, and they ara reproduced
r by photo-reproduction with only minor editing. I,

The talks were generally followed by lively discussions.

However, in order to make the scientific atmosphere at the

Conference as relaxed and informal as possible the participants

were asked to formulate their questions and remarks for the

Proceedings in those cases, when they believed that it would

[•. essentially contribute to the discussed topics.

- We thank the authors for the quick preparation of their

;• manuscripts in camera-ready form for photo-reproduction. '

^ Budapest, July 1, 1979 i

\- A. Kiss I
J. Németh V
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I

EXCITATION OP GIANT NUCLEAR RESONANCES BY THE ELECTRONS,

PROTONS AND HEAVY IONS

G.N. APANSIEV

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Laboratory for

Theoretical Physics, Dubna, USSR

A possibility of the adequate theoretical descrip-

tion of the nuclear giant multipole resonances is of great

interest. One of the powerful tools for this purpose is

an inelastic electron scattering. These experiments give

enough information for the determination of the nuclear

transition density.- On the other hand, it car. be calculat-

ed using a specific nuclear model. So, there is a pos-

sibility to check this model.

I

•fr-

In the present work the nuclear charge transition |f

densities of the giant El and E2 resonances in Z are ;

calculated in the framework of the wellknown semimicroscopic :•-

model' '. Using these densities the differential inelastic ;

electron cross sections are obtained within the phase ana- J|

lysis method. Within the RPA method one easily obtains the I;

transition density for the one-photon state. The calcula- -}i

tional results for some of the most strong levels are it

presented in fig. 1. in the same figure the densities of M
1

the Tassie hydrodynamical model are drawn, which were 1]
used in ref. '2' to fit the electroexcitation of the El It

'>*
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giant resonance with an energy of 16.65 MeV and E2 resonance

with an energy 14.O MeV. These calculations show that the

maximum of the dipole transition density is shifted relati-

vely to the quadrupole one by about 0.5 fm to the large

radii. The model under consideration reproduces this result

remarkably well. The observed E2 resonance is descibed by

the two one-photon levels: El = 13.7 MeV and E2 14.0 MeV'3'.

The excitation form-factors squared for these levels, their

sum and experimental data are plotted in the left side

of fig. 2. In the right side similar results are given for

the El resonance. One observes an excellent agreement with

the experimental data. Note that the calculational procedure

did not contain any fitting parameters. All parameters of

the used semimicroscopic model /the average field, pairing,

isoscalar and isovector constants/ were exactly the same

as in ref.' '. The parameters of the ground state density

were taken from the electrom scattering experiments.

The cross sections taking into account the frag-

mentation effects are not very far from the one-phonon cross

sections. Both are within the experimental errors /fig. 3/.

For comparison we give also the angular distribution of the

electrons, scattered by the lowest 2 + level in Zr /fig. 4/

Although the parameters of the given model were the same

as for the giant resonance region, the agreement with ex-

periment is quite satisfactory.
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Now consider the inelastic scattering of the 1 GeV

protons. In the Glauber theory the inelastic scatterlnc

amplitude contains the following expression under the in-

tegral:

where n a n d 0 a r e proton and neutron transition

densities, jpp and j p v > are the elementary /pp/ and /pn/

amplitudes. Set \.. - , - - I jppi "3PKI. Then the expression

in braces may be written ad

For the isoscalar transitions the signs of the proton and

neutron are the same at the nuclear surface, where both

of them have the maximum value. As K : J / -f-, / -—0.15 for

the treated energy, the isovector term may be neglected.

Using isoscalar transition density 0,. _ p'P #vV\y an<i

isoscalar transition probability

one has
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where \ TV» ); is calculated with isoscalar transition density,

normed to unity. The index e means that cross section is

jj evaluated at the energy equal to e . Function X> [\\, £.)

| was defined in '. In obtaining the previous expression the

f j universality assumption of the transition densities was

v- used. This means the same shape of the transition densities

V$ for the strongest levels of the given giant resonance. The

%-1 calculations performed for the deformed nuclei' ' show that

L' differential cross sections for the proton are proportional

f; to the isoscalar reduced probabilities.

Turning to the heavy ions we suggest the following

simple quantum mechanical model which permits us to treat

the energy dissipation in heavy ion reactions. The incident

ion /see fig. 5/ is scattered inelastically on the nuclear

target and excites the intrinsic degrees of motion. We

adopt the simplest possibility and treat these intrinsic

of the target nucleons. For simplicity we treat these

modes in the spirit of the early papers on this subject,

i.e. we consider these modes as the mutual oscillations

of the proton and neutron components of the nuclear density.

The following simplifications are also made: a/ we neglect

the effects experienced by the proton component of the

nuclear density; this is equivalent to using of the

infinite mass of this component; b/ the proton and neutron U

components being treated as structurless objects /the same

is true for the incident ion/ are interacting by the i
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VA-
oscillator law; c/ the interaction of the incident ion with

the proton component /i.e., with the fixed force center

located at the origin/ is composed of the attractive square

well at small distances and of the Coulomb repulsion at the

greater ones; d/ the interaction of the incident ion in the

first order perturbation theory using the Fermi's Golden

rule- Point a/ is needed to escape the solution of the full

3-body problem and permit us to be limited to the considera-

tion of the scattering of particle 1 on particle 2 in the

field. Point b/ is needed to exclude the fission channel

of the proton and neutron density components. At last,

points e/ and d/ are aimed at presenting results in an

explicit from using the special functions of the mathematical

physics.

Now about the compound nucleus cross section. Due

to the excitation of the oscillator levels the kinematic

energy is decreasing and may be below the Coulomb barrier.

In this case the capture to the quasistationary levels

inside this barrier is possible. Nevertheless, taking into

account only the singleparticle quasistationary levels does

not give good results: the compound nucleus cross section

after passing the maximum value decreases too rapidly as

a function of the incident ion energy' '. One may easily

understand this if takes into consideration the fact that

compound nucleus is essentially many-particle formation.

So, it is not enough to treat only single-particle quasi-

stationary levels. In view of the information

f
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about the nature of many-particle quasistationary state we

postulate that each time as kinetic energy of the incident

ion drops below the Coulomb barrier, the formation of the

compound nucleus takes place with the probability equal to 1.

This is equivalent to summing of the partial excitation

cross sections over the oscillator states within the energy

interval: £- hh**"t £t,tet i £i ( Ev is the energy

the incident ion, Cv.C - -t»wĈ *** ̂ ^VL)-. The compound nucleus

cross section at first grows as a function of energy and

after passing the maximum decreases. The first is due to

the fact that cross section being equal to zero, if the

kinetic energy is less than the energy of the first excited

state, grows with increasing number of the excited states.

On the other hand, for E, sufficiently large there is rela-

tively small number of the excited states in the above

energy interval.

We want to point out the relation of the given

model to others in which the capture to the potential pocket

is due to the using of the classical equations of motion

with a friction force. In the present quantum mechanical

model this capture is due to the excitation of the intrinsic

degrees of motion.
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tFIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Transition densities for the strongest one-phonon

1~ and 2 + levels of the giant resonance region in

Zr . The numbers near the curves are the energy

/in MeV/ of these levels. The solid curves are

phenomenological densities of the Tassie model
121applied in ref.' ' to the description of the giant

resonances in the treated nucleus. The transition

density of the lowest 2 level is drawn for

comparison.

I
Fig. 2. Form factors squared for the strongest one-phonon f

levels of the giant El and E2 resonances. The upper ;~

curves were obtained when all the levels of the 'l\

giant resonance region were taken into account.

The experimental data are from ref.' ' . "• \

Fig. 3 Form factors squared for the El and E2 resonances

when fragmentation was taken into account.

Fig. 4. From factor squared of the lowest 2 level in Zr . i
i

The parameters of the semimicroscopic model are the t:

same as for giant resonance region.

4
Fig. 5. Schematic presentation of the treated model. :L
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The Isoscaiar Giant Resonances in Pb and Ca ' i

W. Eyrich, A. Hofmann, H. Rebel **K H. Rost, U. Schelb, S. Schneider, ]

F. Vogier (Phys1kal1sches InstUut UniversHat Erlangen-NUrnberg, Germany)

Two sensitive methods to get Information about giant resonances,

especially on the giant monopole resonance, which 1s of great Interest

oh the way to understand the structure of nuclei, are the measurement"of

hadron scattering at extreme forward angles and the study of the decay

of the resonances via coincidence experiments. We applied tha first

method to Ca and the second one to Pb. Both experiments were per-

formed at the Karlsruhe cyclotron using the 104 MeV «-beam.

Apart from the considerable experimental difficulties connected with

the detection of scattered particles at extreme forward angles the

method used In the Ca experiment 1s conventional. Therefore only

the result concerning the monopole should be given here. The angular

range from 4 ° , L - 16°i u measured in our experiment covers the region J

of the characteristic minimum of the EO excitation ', in our case

situated at about 5 ° c M . We found monopole strength of roughly 12 %

of the energy weighted sum rule around 21 MeV corresponding to a mass

dependence of E x » 72 • A"
1^3. Practically no EO-strength could be

found around 14.3 MeV In contradiction to a He-scattering experiment j

of Yamagata et al. Z K Further details of our 40Ca-experiment will be

published In a forthcoming paper. .

*

**

supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

Institut fiir Angewandte Kernphysik, Kernforschungszentrum
Karlsruhe
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In the following we report on the coincidence experiment on Pb.

Two main advantages of an angular correlation experiment Including

the decay of giant resonances are on the one hand the reduction of

the background and on the other hand the additional Information which

can be obtained from the angular correlation functions. Expedally

for a giant monopole resonance the angular correlation function must

be isotropic for all decay channels.

In heavy nuclei the decay of the giant resonances (GR) takes place

predominantly by emission of neutrons. Coincidence experiments

with sufficient energy resolution Including neutrons are very la-

borious because one has to apply time of flight technique. Most of

the advantages of a coincidence experiment can be preserved if one

measures in coincidence with the scattered particles not the decay

neutrons but the y-quanta from the subsequent decay of the residual

nucleus. Of course the n-decay Into the ground state of the residual

nucleus cannot be observed by this method. But there are also advan-

tages of this technique compared with the direct observation of the

decay-neutrons. One of them is the good energy resolution which can

be obtained by use of Ge(L1)-gamma-detectors which allow It to In-

vestigate the decay of the GR's Into the different states of the

residual nuclei without special efforts. We studied the decay of the
20R

isoscalar resonances in Pb via («,f)-correlations of the reaction

208Pb(ot,oc' )208PbSR (n) 207Pb*(j)207Pb. To our knowledge this is the

first experiment where the n-decay of a heavy nuclei is studied by

measuring in coincidence with the scattered particles the subsequent

"Jf-quanta.
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In 2 0 8Pb 1n hadron scattering two overlapping Isoscalar resonances

_j with a width of about 3 MeV were found around 10.9 MeV (GR1) and

~:' 13.7 MeV (GR2) ^' 3^. From the analysis of these experiments the

lower resonance has been assigned to be the giant quadrupole

; resonance whereas for the upper resonance from OC-particle scattering
;- evidence has been found for a "breathing mode" exhausting 100 and

V more percent of the EO-EUSR * ) • 3 ) .
'\

It was; the purpose of our experiment to get more detailed Informa-

|1 tion about the excitation region of these resonances. Therefore we

§i measured (ot'»y)-angular correlations at two fixed «-scattering angles

•V of 16° and 24° (corresponding to maxima in the «-angular distribution

; of the two resonances) for 8 positions of the y-detectors in the reac-

" tion plane. The inelastically scattered o(-particles were detected by

4 Si(Li) detectors arranged symmetrically with respect to the beam

;: axis. Gamma-quanta leaving the active target volume were detected
by two Ge(Li)-detectors.

J
Particle Identification was not necessary because the excitation s

region of interest 1s free of reaction products other than 0(- ;;

particles. '-

p- F1g. 1 shows in the upper part a f-spectrum coincident to the scattered ;1

'f of-particles from the giant resonance region. Compared with the "free" ft

% y-spectrum shown in the lower part 1n the coincident spectrum only the ^

^ y- quanta from two transitions are significantly enhanced. They belong Ê

fc to the n-decay into the first (J =5/2") and the second (J = 3/2") excited
207

state of Pb with subsequent J-decay Into the ground state. A possible ï
decay into the third excited state (J » 13/2+) of 2 0 7Pb cannot be ob- %

served in our ̂ coincidence experiment, because of thé life time of ^
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about 1 sec of this state. As also y-quanta from the decay to higher
207

excited states 1n Pb were not found 1n the coincidence spectra

within the statistical errors, side feeding Into the first and second

excited state which would complicate the quantItive analysis of the

experiment can be neglected. The coincident spectra also show no

indication that the GR's of Interest decay by charged particle emission.

That Is due to the mostly negative Q-values and the high coulomb

barriers of these processes in the observed system.
208Also no hint was found for a decay via ̂ -cascades in Pb.

That means, that the GR's of Interest decay by nearly 100 % by neutron
207emission into the lowest states of Pb,where the decays into the

first and second excited states can be Investigated In our experiment.

In fig. 2 particle spectra coincident to the photopeaks of the ^-quanta
207of the two observed transitions in Pb are shown. The spectra of

-' fig. 2a and 2b correspond to the n-decay into the first and the second

excited state, respectively. In fig. 2c the sum of both spectra is

shown. Random coincidences which are accumulated simultaneously In

our experiment are subtracted.

The two GR's of Interest are located at excitation energies between

:_ about 9 HeV and 15 MeV. In order to get the values for the «t-y angular

• correlation functions (comp. figs.3,4) GR1 was limited between 9.0 MeV

*r and 12.3 MeV and GR2 between 12.5 MeV and 15.1 MeV, respectively.

There are striking differences between these coincident spectra and
l:

the corresponding single particle spectrum. !n contrast to the large

background connected with the single particle spectra in the coincident
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<| spectra In the giant resonance region a pronounced bump appears

practically free of background. The GR region If framed by deep

minima showing that most of the large background in tht» free spectra

is due to processes which have nothing to do with the giant resonance

phenomenon. The events on the left and right hand side of the GR-

U region are due to the fact that In the ^-spectrum the photopeaks of

u interest sit on a background composed of compton edges corresponding

d to Y-decays of states other than the GR's of interest.

Considering the GR region it is obvious that the coincidence spectra

show a significant fine structure. Although the number of counts

in the spectra is small, statistical fluctuations cannot explain the

pronounced dips in the spectra. Moreover in all of our coincident

spectra this fine structure occurs and Its pattern Is correlated.

Therefore we conclude that the GR-bump is splitted Into several narrow

components. Their widths are probably limited by the experimental

energy resolution of about 300 keV. It should be mentioned that

comparing the coincident spectra with our single spectra and also

with the single spectra of the Groningen group taken at 120 MeV

bombarding energy 3' we find some indication of fine structure

correlated with the "peaks" of the coincident spectra.

f; in comparison with the free spectra in the coincident spectra the

region of GR2 Is enhanced relative to the region of.GRi. The reason

is prjbably the larger width of the decay of GR1 into the ground-
207state of Pb, which cannot be observed in our experiment.
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In the following we discuss which additional Information about the

GR region can be obtained from the angular correlation functions.

i In fig. 3a the experimental angular correlation functions are shown

for the decay of 6R1 Into the first (upper part) and second (lower

j part) excited state of 2 0 7 P b at the «^-scattering angle of 16°,

| respectively. In both cases a significant pattern appears 1n the

;q correlation function. The dashed lines represent the best fit according

h to the most general form of the correlation function for the spins of

^ 5/2 and 3/2 of the corresponding states In Pb under the assumption

|; of an E2-mode for GR1. It can be obtained from equation 2 1n a simple

jk| parametrization as

fy - A + B sin (^ - ƒ,) + C sin 2(fy - J2) (la)

and W(0y) . A + B sin (f -f,) (1b) . respectively.

The pattern of the experimental correlation functions are In agree-

ment with the quadrupole assignment to this resonance. We calculated

the angular correlation function using different microscopic Ipih

wave functions of the strongest E2 states 1n the giant resonance |

region obtained In the corresponding RPA-calcu1at1ons. Using the |

notation of Rybicki et al. ' (see also ref. ') the angular corre-

lation function which describes the coincident observation of the

scattered «-particles and the Viquanta separates In the following

form: f

= BKQ (JGR^-«') UK

cKQ(er

where the Index K Is limited by the spins of the GR and the residual

state Pb*. The BKg-coeff1c1ents are the statistical tensors describi

the (<x,9i )-react1o» and were calculated 1n the framework of DWBA using
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the optical potential of Gilset al. 6^. The ^-coefficients are the

statistical tensors of the unobserved Intermediate n-emiss1on. They

depend strongly on the partial widths corresponding to the different

possible angular momenta of the n-decay. These widths were calculated

as the product of the n-transmission coefficients for the different

angular momenta and the corresponding overlap of the used 1p1h wave
9m

functions of the GR with the n-hole states 1n U/Pb to which the GR

decays. In our calculations we used RPA wave functions from

Rinker and Speth ' denoted as WF1 and from Grecksch, Knlipfer and

Huber 8' denoted as WF2, respectively. The optical potential for the

calculations of the n-transmission coefficients was taken from tyiimore

and Hodgson '. The R^-coefficients are the statistical tensors of the sub-

sequent *y-decay and well known in our cases. The C^Q-rcoefficients are

spherical harmonics. From fig.3b one can see a good agreement with.both

calculations for the decay of GR1 into the second excited state (lower

part) but none of them can describe the data of the decay to the first

excited state. A very similar result was obtained from the data of

theoC-scattering angle of 24 degree. To demonstrate the sensitivity

of the angular correlation function to the used 1p1h wave function

we have slightly modified only one ph-amplitude in WF1 leading to WFX which

' can describe the data quite well.

I
Another quantity which can be extracted from the experiment and

compared with the model calculations 1s the relative branching ratio

of the decay of the GR into the two observed channels. In comparison

with the experimental value of 1.3 + 0.1 for GR1 the WF's 1 and 2

yield relative small values of 0.3 and 0.5, respectively. To demon-

strate the sensitivity of this branching ratio in addition the

value of 3.0 which belongs to a former calculation of Ring and
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? • Speth : should be mentioned. In fig. 4 the experimental corre-

-1 lation functions of GR2 are shown for the oc-scattering angle of

"~\ 16 degree. The correlation function of the decay into the first
1 207

: ! excited state of Pb (upper part) 1s nearly Isotropic in agree-

:J ment with the assumption that GR2 containes predominantly E0-

: strength. The correlation function of the decay into the second

-v excited state (lower part), however, shows a significant unisotropic

pattern in contradiction to the assumption of pure EO-strength,

Consequently there must be considerable strength of highfir multi-

I polarities. The dashed curve represents a best fit valid for all

•:: multipolarities higher than zero. From the fact that an unisotropy

• occurs at least in one decay channel and from the degree of this

unisotropy compared to the correlation function of GR1 we roughly

estimate 30 % - 40 % strength of higher multipolarities in the region

of GR2. Including experimental data of the corresponding OC-angular

: distribution of GR2 the chances are that this strength predominantly

belong to even multipolarities probably E2 or E4. "f
208 '̂

The results of our coincidence-experiment on Pb can be summarized j
as follows:

- The GR's around 10.9 and 13.7 MeV excitation energy in 2 0 8Pb
2 0 7 '"•

decay predominantly by n-emission into the lowest states of Pb. t

The large background seen in singles scattering spectra 1s

suppressed strongly in the coincident spectra. f
'T :

- Considerable fine structure 1s seen in the coincidence spectra,
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The pattern of the angular correlation functions of the GR around

10.9 MeV is compatible with the assumption of predominant E2

strength for this resonance.

The correlation functions turned out to be a sensitive test for

the microscopic structure of the giant resonances.

The pattern of one angular correlation function of the GR around

13.7 MeV is not compatible with the assumption , that in this

energy region occurs only EO-strength, there must be considerable

strength of other multipolarities.
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Fig. 2: Particle spectra
coincident to the photo-
peaks of the fl-quanta of
the two observed transitions
in 2 0 7Pb
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Fig. 3 a: Experimental angular

correlation functions of the

decay of GR1 Into the first

(upper part) and second (lower

part) excited state of 2 0 7Pb,

respectively. The dashed curves

are best fits according to the

most general form of the corre-

lation functions under the assump-

tion of an E2-mode of GR1
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Fig. 4: Experimental angular

correlation functions of the

decay of 6RZ into the f i rs t

(upper part) and second (lower part)

excited state of cw Pb,respectively.

The dashed curves are best f i t s

according to the assumption of a

inuHlpolarity higher than zero for
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SEARCH FOR ISOVECTOR GIANT RESONANCES IN CHARGE-EXCHANGE REACTIONS*

Aaron Galonsky

Cyclotron Laboratory, Michigan State University

East Lansing, MI 48824

INTRODUCTION

Although the oldest known giant resonance, the giant (electric) dlpole

resonance, is an isovector resonance, the rebirth of giant-resonance studies

since 1971 has focused on isoscalar resonances. Inelastic scattering, the

major tool used in these studies, is so effective in exciting the broad iso-

scalar states that the isovector states are hard to find. It is for this

reason that charge-exchange scattering such as (n,p), (p,n), ( He,t), and

( Li, He), which can excite only the isovector states, may be better suited

to finding Isovector resonances.

GAMOW-TELLER RESONANCE

Following the discovery by Anderson and Hong of isobaric analog states

in (p,n) reactions (equivalent to superallowed or giant Fermi transitions

in/7 decay) a giant Gamow-Teller (G-T), or spin-flip, transition in charge-
2

exchange reactions was predicted. Subsequently, a broad, structured peak
AA AA

in the Zr(p,n) Nb reaction was Interpreted as verifying the predicted transi-

tion, a 0-»l+, T-54T-4 transition from the ground state of 90Zr to an exclta-
90

tion energy in Nb centered at 8.4 MeV. Some of the neutron spectra of

Ooering et al. are shown in Fig. 1. In each spectrum the isobaric analog

i

I!
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J of the ground state (IAS) of Zr i s represented by the narrow peak at Eft«33 MeV

"i and the 1+ state by the broad peak around 30 HeV. If generalized to other

li nuclei> concentration of G-T strength at such excitation energies could account

\ for the generally low rates of G-T decay from the ground states of radioactive

I nuclei. The effect must- of course, be found in nuclei across the periodic

;! table if i t i s to be considered a giant resonance, according to present usage

^j of that label.
'?, 3

'•& The same transition has been seen with the ( He,t) reaction at SO HeV

at Grenoble2 and at 130 HeV at Julich. The Grenoble work separated the 8.4-

HeV peak into two groups, one at V.* HeV having the angular distribution of

' f a 0-»l transition, and another of unknown multipolarity at 9.7 HeV. The

Julich work revealed another broad bump, also present in re-scrutinized (p,n)
4 90

spectra, at 18.5 MeV in Nb. Before examining in detail work on Zr—that

already cited plus some current unpublished data—other cases of broad bumps

in (p,n) and ( Be,t) spectra will be briefly noted.SURVEY

The (n,p) reaction is special amongst charge-exchange reactions in that

it can populate only states whose isospin is one greater than that of the

target. In (p,n), for example, £T«0 and ±1 are all permitted. Representative

work has been done at the Crocker Laboratory in Davis, California. A recent
8

report included work on four nickel isotopes. An energy spectrum from the
62 62
Ni(n,p) Co reaction is shown in Fig. 2. The dashed curve represents a

*

computed phase-space background. Subtraction of the background in a consistent

manner from these data and from similar data from the other nickel targets

results in the spectra of Pig. 3. In this figure the known location of the

El giant dipole resonance (GDR) is indicated. The T, analog of the GOR is

seen in all four cases. The strength below the GDR decreases as A goes from
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58 to 64. King and Ullmanif suggest that this is Ml strength from» lf?^*'lf

and"1T2p r» Vi&\n transitions. These transitions would be mostly open for

1 SB 64
^ Hi and mostly blocked for Ni . C l e a r l y , s t a t i s t i c a l accuracy I s wanting,
': but Improvements may be p o s s i b l e .

t: j CO CO Q

'>v A low-reso lu t ion spectrum of the Ni(p,n) Cu r e a c t i o n l a shown i n F i g . 4.

~\ The analogs and antlanalogs of 1 states seen in Hi(t, He) Co and Ni(e,e')
-'•' i

:\̂  are at excitation energies around 10 and 6 HeV, respectively, and indeed these

'"'\ regions of Pig. 4 (above background) have the angular distribution of a 1

state. In a high-resolution experiment the 1 identification has been verified

|>' for several individual states between 9.8 and 11.0 HeV in 5 8Cu.

•'X The fifth and sixth figures give neutron spectra from (p,n) reactions

on Sn and Pb, respectively. The sharp peak (of the IAS) in each tin

spectrum is superimposed upon a broad peak which is particularly manifest

at 0 . This juxtaposition is similar to that seen in Fig. 1 for Zr, but

in this case no test has been made of a possible 1 assignment for the broad

peak. In the 0° spectrum for lead one can almost believe that the IAS peak

is once again on, in this case squarely on, a broad peak, but that idea is

not reinforced at the other angles.

Although ( He,t) reactions are subject to multistep complexities, they

induce the same transitions as (p,n) reactions, and In some laboratories they

have experimental advantages over (p,n). Experience will tell us the relative

sensitivity of the two reactions to new structure. In the Julich work with

3Be at 130 MeV, targets of 1 2 0Sn and 2 0 8Pb, in addition to 9 0Zr, were employed.

One of the spectra obtained with Sn is shown in Fig. 7. Except for a few

small peaks near the ground state of 1 2 0 S b , in 85 MeV of excitation energy

only the IAS of the target appears. Absent is a bump near the IAS, as seen

in the (ö,n) spectra of Fig. 3. The Julich spectra from 2 0 8 P b show only one
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peak, that due to the IAS. An investigation of broad bumps is currently under-

3 12
way at the University of Maryland with beams of He at 130 and 180 HeV.

1 o Af* A A ml 5Q

There is no evidence for bumps with targets of C, ' Tl, Ni, Co, and

120Sn, but 27A1, 40Ca, and 90Zr do yield such. One of the spectra from Ca

is given in Fig. 8. The center of the bump is at an excitation energy^12 MeV

(QM -26 MeV). At Groningen a study of 4 Ca(3He,f; Sc at 70 MeV has just

been completed. By their angular distributions, broad peaks at 7.8, 10.6,

and 13.3 MeV are interpreted as envelopes of groups of 1 states carrying

a significant part of the G-T strength.

THE CASE OP 9°Zr

90 3
Returning now to the case of Zr, it was proposed that the bump*/8.4 MeV

in 90Nb(E*>'30 MeV in Pig. 1) was not only a giant G-T transition, but that
n

90
it was related to the giant magnetic dipole resonance in Zr. The analog

relationships are easy to follow with the help of Fig. 11, a figure based

90 ' 90
on the closed-shell model of Zr. Dashed lines connect states in Zr ••• v

90 90 ~' '

with their isobaric analogs in Nb. States in Zr are expected around 9 MeV

with the 1 character from theVg 9 / 2 97/2 configuration. Transitions between ';-•

these states and the ground state comprise the giant Ml resonance. The analog [•"'

90 •

configuration in Nb,«v9 MeV above the IAS, obtained by application of the a;

lowering operator, has the two components shown in Fig. 9. Only the smaller ' ;

component can be reached in a direct (p,n) transition from the ground state )

90 «

of Zr. An orthogonal linear combination of the two components having T«4, .£

an antianalcg state, should be isospin split14 downward byvl00(N-Z)/A'"9 MeV. 1

In other words, it should be close to the IAS (at 5.1 MeV). As shown in •

Pig. 9, the part of this state which can be reached in a direct reaction has m

the larger amplitude,V^AO. Population of this state is presumably respon- :g

sible for at least part of the broad bump found near the IAS in the neutron3'4 K
- "A
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(Fig. 1) and triton ' spectra. The discovery of a a«con'? bump about 10 MeV

higher in excitation energy was taken as confirmation of this description

wherein the analog and antianalog of the giant Ml were seen in charge-exchange

reactions.

There are. several loose parts of the above picture. For one thing, there
; 1 90

V: has been no calculation with a detailed Zr wave function which might predict

'ï equal populations of the two isospin components. The factor of nine Implied

.'-i by the oversimplified closed shell model is certainly not observed. Another

point to remember i s that the bump around the IAS has structure. The French

group has concluded that only the component centered at 7.2 MeV is a 1

, ,, state. What is the origin of the other component? And finally, we must note

that the energies are not quits in agreement with the best estimates. The

two bumps are separated by more than 10 or 11 MeV (depending on which energy

we take for the T>4 bump), whereas the Bertsch and Mekjian estimate i s a

b i t lower, 9 MeV. The largest energy discrepancy involves the energy of the
• 90

1 resonance in Zr and the energy of i t s analog, presumably of the upper
90 +

••a bumpvl8.5 MeV in Nb. Since the IAS ia at 5.1 MeV, the 1 analog i s 13.4 MeV

; higher, which i s more than 4 MeV higher than expected. The expected value {_

: of 9 MeV comes from a study of 180° electron scattering by Cecil et a l . j

One of their spectra i s shown in Fig. 10. However, subsequent studies with

much higher resolution by the Darmstadt group revealed only*»15% of the possible

• Ml strength. Most of the strength they find*/9 MeV i s M2 rather than Ml.
- ' 90

; , Perhaps there i s not good evidence for a "giant" Ml in Zr, to say nothing c

: of its excitation energy. 1

% Another possibility for the character of the upper bump is that i t i s

on
connected with the famous giant El resonance in Zr. This resonance, at

16.8 MeV, ia included in Fig. 9. The excitation energy of the El state I
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90
and of its analog in Nb are too high by«*»3J| MeV to be identified with the

upper bump. However, as suggested by N. Marty, the isospin splitting of the

giant El, because of its collectivity, is much less than that of the Ml.

Applied to Nb, estimates of the T=4, T»5 splitting aren>3% MeV, just the

right amount to make the T=4 component agree with our upper bump. Perhaps

the original idea of the antianalogs being populated more abundantly than

the analogs is correct, and we are seeing the antianalogs of the Ml and the

El.

OTHER Zr ISOTOPES

In an attempt to clarify the situation, a (p,n) study on targets near

90 18 90 91 92 94

Zr has begun. Thus far neutron spectra from ' ' ' Zr have been

obtained from proton bombardment at 45 MeV. The first result is that both

bumps appear in spectra from all four targets. Figure 11 presents the spectra

at 15 . The location of the ground state is indicated by a vertical bar under

a zero. At E =33 MeV are the IAS peaks; at 16.5 MeV target gamma rays; and

around 18 and 30 MeV the upper and lower bumps, respectively. As we go from
90 94

Zr to Zr the bumps become less prominent. This is the second result. ••

Finally, the bump energies are clearly not related to the ground states of |i

their respective nuclei; the energy behavior is more one of fixed Q values, i

much as for the IAS. A fixed Q value is consistent with the interpretation ;

of the upper bump as the analog of a state at fixed excitation energy in the ,

four targets, perhaps a 1 state at 14 to 15 MeV. The lower bump does not,

however, follow the systenatics expected of the antianalog of such a state. !":J

If it did, isospin splitting,^ 100(N-Z)/A, would shift it"* 4 MeV lower in V;

than in Nb. :
94Zr

90
The observed decreasing strength of the bump transitions from Zr to

is also difficult to reconcile withJ/g„ ;£•*!- „ transitions. In the I
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simple view, the addition of neutrons to the g? ,2 shell begins with Zr. *

This addition should have the effect of reducing the antianalog-state cross

90section. Referring to Fig. 9, that cross section, for Zr, should be propor-

tional to the square of the amplitude V9/10. In general for the Zr isotopes

this amplitude i s /9/N-Z. The observed trend (see Pig. 11) with N-Z is some-

what stronger than predicted. The real discrepancy i s with the 1 , T-5 state.

Its cross section should be proportional to 1 —9/N-Z, an increase with N-Z!

If the addition of neutrons beyond the H»50 shell creates l*39 «
 n o l e B anaV°f

TfJ-jn particles, the observed decrease with N could conceivably follow for

both states. But this may not be the case.

Spectra from the four Zr targets have been obtained at 5° intervals from

10° to 70°. The angular distributions for the IAS and the two bumps are shown

90
in Fig. 12 for Zr. The other targets give similar results. Previous deter- ;,|;

minations of the IAS and lower-bump (open points) distributions agree with

these and have been shown to satisfy 0 and 1 assignments. Within experimental

error the shape of the angular distribution for the upper bump (solid points) 'J,

19i s the same as for the lower bump. Preliminary calculations with DWBA-70

of angular distributions utilizing a realistic effective nucleon-nucleon inter- '•;

20 + -i
action are in agreement with the data for 1 but not for 1 . •'•':{

93 -

We are seeking similar systematic effects in the Ho isotopes, in Mb,

and in the tin Isotopes. In a run completed one week ago i t appeared that '

most, or al l , of these targets exhibited two bumps with Q values similar to ':

those found in the Zr isotopes. Some of these spectra will be shown at the

meeting.

Studying these phenomena at Indiana Dniversity, where higher proton ener-

gies are available, might be very interesting, particularly in light of the

reported increase with energy of the spin-isospin-flip interaction in com-

parison to the pure isospin-flip interaction.

I
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i Figure Captions

'••" i 90
^ Fig. 1. Neutron spectra (Ref. 4) from Zr + p at 45 HeV showing the sharp
• 'i

I IAS a t 33 MeV and a broad bump *> 30 HeV.
•'1 62

:.,'j Fig. 2. Proton energy spectrum from Ni + n.at 59.4 HeV. The dashed curve

• represents a continuum background from a three-body final state.

Fig. 3. Proton spectra after subtraction of a continuum background (see

'" Fig. 2). By adding the Coulomb displacement energy each energy scale
was made to represent excitation of the analog in the target nucleus.

Fig. 4. Neutron spectrum (Ref. 9) at 20° from 5SNi + p at 45 NeV.

Fig. 5. Neutron sepctra (Ref. 4) from ' °Sn + p at 45 HeV showing the sharp

§" IAS at 31 HeV and a broad bump at/u30 HeV.

<-. 208

Fig. 6. Neutron spectra (Ref. 4) from Pb + p at 45 HeV. The IAS appears

;• to be on top of a broad bump *v26 HeV.

: Fig. 7. Triton spectrum (Ref. 6) from 12°Sn + 3He at 130 HeV. At high exci-

_ tation the IAS is the only discernable peak.

Fig. 8. Triton spectrum (Ref. 12) from 40Ca + 3He at 180 MeV.
90

•-}• Fig. 9. Giant resonance states of Zr and their isobaric analogs and anti-
- 90

analogs in Nb.
' 90 n

Fig. 10. Spectrum of electrons scattered by Zr through 180 (Ref. 15). The

anomaly around 9 HeV was presumed HI.

Fig. 11. Neutron spectra (Ref. 18) at 15° from bombardment of ' ' Zr

with 45-MeV protons.

Fig. 12. Angular distributions (Ref. 18) from 90Zr + p at 45 HeV. The Q values

plus Fig.11 identify the three distributions plotted here.
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'I Question to the talk by A. Galonsky by H.P. Morsch:
'v

-1 Your interpretation of the bumps seen in the charge

| exchange reactions for medium weight nuclei /Zr/ is

f\ crucially dependent on the assumption of a strongly

\ concentrated Ml strength in these nuclei. However,
. .A

\ recent electron scattering experiments of the Darmstadt

- group indicate that there is no such strong Ml excitation

•j v in these nuclei, indead there is M2 strength located in
\

j » ^ the energy region in question. Do you have any idea how

to reinterpret your data in the light of this changed

situation?
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Answer by A. Galonsky to H.P. Morsen

First of all, our original interpretation was of one bump

in the 9oZr /p,n/ spectrum. We said it was an antianalog

of a giant MI state in the target nucleon. Now we have to

interpret two bumps, not just in °Zr, but in most, if not

all, of the 15 targets we have studied between A=90 and

A=124. The two Q values for these bumps vary little amongst

all these targets. Such systematic behavior, clearly, must

have a single interpretation. We have not had time to check

whether the original association with a giant Ml is in

agreement with all these new data.

As for the Darmstadt results, yes, I had meant to mention

that Knilpfer et al. concluded that only 15% of the expected

Ml strength is present in Zr backward electron scattering.

Their interpretation is that the spin g-factor is quenched,

presumably due to core plarization and mesonic effects. The

Ml transition amplitude is proportional to g /p/-g /m/;
5 5

hence, the reduced strength. The /p,n/ spin-flip amplitude

has about the same spin-isospin operator as the /e,e/ Ml

amplitude. This first leads one to expect the two reactions

between corresponding states to be proportional. But in

fact the /p,n/ amplitude is not proportional to a g-factor,

but rather, to a form factor determined either

phenomenologically from special cases, or by calculation
*

from realistic nucleon-nucleon forces.
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Electromagnetic transitions in Rotating'Nuclei

I.Hamamoto, NORDITA, Copenhagen

Abstract

By exploiting the wave functions of the cranking model

we- investigate electromagnetic transitions both within a band

and between bands. Systematics o£ the expected patterns for

dipole transitions at high rotational, frequencies jaref explored.

We have obtained several characteristic features of the behav-

iour of the transition matrix-elements, which are essential-

ly different from what is obtained from the pertrubative treat-

% ment of rotational effect. The features are compared with
!, available experimental information. The dependence of polari-

zation charge on rotational frequency is also discussed.

1. Introduction

The Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov cranking (HFBC) model has been

used for the investigation of the properties of rotating

nuclei. Up till now, the main interest has been concentrated

i; in the study of energy levels, spin-alignment and the collec-

tive E2 transitions in terms of rotational frequency. It is

known that the structure of some single-particle states changes

drastically already at a small rotational frequency. The

corresponding change is expected to appear in various transi-

tion matrix-elements. In addition to this explicit dependence

of the wave functions on rotational frequency, the dependence

of electromagnetic polarization effects on rotational frequen-

cy is an importent subject to be investigated. These electro-

magnetic transitions play an important role in the investiga-

tion of, for example, the de-excitation mechanism of the re-

-,- sidual nuclei in (HI,xn) reactions, the decay-scheme of high-

spin isomers, and so on.

In the present talk I summarize the theoretical formula-

tion and the result which are obtained by using the cranking

§) The contents of the present talk are taken from ref.l and 2.
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model, and then mention a comparison between the result of

numerical calculations and available experimental data.

Available experimental data on the dipole transitions are

preliminary in the sense that, for example, none of the abso-

lute magnitudes of the transition probabilities are obtained

from experiments. In order to get the "measured" absolute

magnitudes, in the present analysis we have used relative

intensities of /-ray of competing collective E2 transitions,

together with a certain assumption of intrinsic quadrupole-

moments.

2. Formulation and the result of dipole transitions '

The reduced transition probability associated with a

spherical tensor T^» is given by

When we consider the case in which I.ssl^;^ , we get

^ (2)

Now, one notes that by taking the x-axis as a rotational axis

in the cranking model the angular momentum I is identified

with the component J of the total angular momentum of the

particles. Namely, the x-axis is the classical direction of

I. Thus, a state |l,M«I^ appeared in (2) is Interpreted as

a cranking state , by choosing the x-axis as a quantization

axis. Then, for example, the reduced El transition proba-

bilities are written as

(3)

Reduced transition probabilities of other electromagnetic

multipoles are written in a similar way.

The cranking Hamiltonian

(4)

I
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where the intrinsic Hamiltonian H
i n t r

 i s assumed to have

axial symmetry around the z-axisr is diagonalized for a given

rotational frequency to, by carrying out a Bogollubov-Valatin

transformation. The resulting quasiparticles are used to

construct the cranking states KJ )=I / •

Since the cranking Hamiltonian has ^-symmetry , namely

= 0 (5)

the one-particle motion has the corresponding quantum-number

r.

r - exp(-iirj ) = (-i for } =1/2, 5/2, 9/2,
X 1 X (6)

(+i for j =3/2, 7/2, 11/2,—

The two quasiparticle states with r=-l (+i,+i) and r=-l (-i,

-i) have the odd eigenvalues of J , while those with r=+l
A

(+i,-i) have the even eigenvalues of J . The quasiparticle

vacuum has r=+l.

In the calculation of transition matrix-elements one

uses certain selection rules due to the r-quantum-number.

Examples for El transition moments are written as

<"r=+l|z|r=+i> = ̂ r^ily |r=+i> = 0

|r=+î > = 0

<r=+lfz/r=+l> - <r=+l/y|r=+l> = 0

<r=+l/x/r=?l> - 0

The electromagnetic transit ion matrix-elements in the
cranking model depend on the r-quantum-numbers of the quasi-
particles composing the s ta tes Uj N=Itt,r^> . When the de-

•-' • ' 5 1

.; pendence is conspicuous, it may be used in the identifi-

cation of the structure of observed quasiparticle states.

•I Or in other words, the classification of observed nuclear
: states according to the r-quantum-number provides a test of

the cranking model.

In a practical calculation we use the intrinsic Hamilton-

ian, H^ ntr i which consists of the single-particle energy
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term and the monopole-pairing term.

H±ntr - X

1 The transition matrix-elements are assumed to be evaluated by

! using quasiparticles calculated at a given u> , though the

\ rotational frequency of the initial state is generally differ-
S1 ent from that of the final state.

,• In the following we take, as example», the Ml transition

•\ matrix-elements with no change of the quasiparticle number

-.*] (4v=0) and the El transition matrix-elements with 4 v-2, and

• summarize their characteristic features obtained from the
- i
I ! numerical calculations performed at the rotational frequency

'- lower than the backbending frequency. (The formulation

',- presented here can be used, of course, also in the region of

higher rotational frequencies. In fact, the application of

the cranking model to rotating nuclei would be more appropri-

ate for the region of the higher rotational-frequency. How-

ever, the frequency region lower than the backbending frequen-

cy is already very interesting, since it is seen that the

perturbation of the rotational motion on the transition

matrix-elements Is drastic already at rather low rotational-

frequencies and that the presently available experimental

information is limited to this frequency region.)

2.1. Numerical result of El transitions with Av-2

A typical example of calculated B (El)-values between

neutron 2qp and Oqp states is shown as a function of «*> in

fig.l. The deformed modified oscillator potential is used,

and the parameters are chosen to be the ones appropriate for

the nucleus x'*Hf. Namely, £2=0.24, ^4=0.03, *n=0.0637, j?

yUn=0.412, 4n=0.137ft««J. The absolute magnitudes of calcu- T

••- lated values are plotted by taking en
ff=e —

 Ifc is found that

already at a small rotational frequency the matrix-elements

of the El transitions show an essentially different behaviour -•_%

from what is obtained from the perturbative treatment of

rotational effect.
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Main points obtained by carrying out a systematic numeri-

cal calculation in the rare-earth nuclei are : 1) The calcu-

lated B(El)-values are decreasing function of Co , except at

very small values of u> where the cranking-model prediction

is unreliable anyhow. 2) The magnitudes of the B(El)-values

at a given (*> show a unique oscillating behaviour as a func-

tion of >\ . 3) In most of the region of >- and to-values

presently of interest, we have a relation

B(El:I+«-MI+l)~) >B(El:l"«-* I~) >B(El:I%->- (1-1)") ,

where I is even. 4) By making a comparison between calcu-

lated B(El)-values and measured ones, it is concluded that the

initial state of El transitions, (I+l)^-»-I , observed in

t 1 7 2Hf, 1 7 4W and 1 7 6W must be the 2qp states with the r-quantum

' \ numbers (+i,+i) and not (-i,-i). For transitions in some

other nuclei the dependence of the calculated B(El)-values

on the r-quantum-number of participating quasiparticles is not

so conspicuous as to conclude something definitely. 5) The

introduction of other deformations than £- » ^ o r example

f. , could have an appreciable effect on the absolute magni-

tudes of calculated B(El)-values, but it does not affect the

conclusions l)-4) written above.

The points 1) and 2) can be also obtained from a simple

schematic model which may correspond to a single infinitely-

large j-shell with the chemical potential placed around the

middle of the shell. From the model it is analytically seen

that the absolute magnitude of respective types of B(E1)-

values decreases as exp(-JZS) and that the point 2) is a

feature of 4v=2 transitions and not of Av=Q transitions.

It is intereting to note that in the model the interaction

matrix-element between the ground-band and the S-band is

• seen to be an oscillating function of >s in a very similar

.., way. This oscillating behaviour has also been found7' in a

^ more realistic calculation.

The point 3) can be understood by considering the fact

that it is most efficient for a single-particle state with

strongly-aligned spin (namely, ^ J X > ^ N + 1 / 2 , where the
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harmonic oscillator principal quantum-number is expressed by

N) to emit a photon in the direction of the alignment. The

i-i-i/2 quasiparticles involved in the El transitions are ex-

amples of such states.

2.2 Numerical result of Hi transitions with <dv=O

The effect of rotation on the &v=0 transition matrix-

elements in the Ml case turns out to be not so drastic as in

the above Av=2 El case. An example of numerical calculations

is shown in fig.2. The relative magnitudes between various

B (Ml)-values at w=0 remains approximately the same at (O/O,

except the case in which the wave functions of participating

quasiparticles have considerable components of 15=1/2 .

It is seen that if the chemical potential is placed low

among the levels of a given sigle-j-shell the B(Ml)-values

for the transitions between yrast states of odd-mass nuclei

such as I=j<-»I=j-l, j+2+*j+l, are much larger than those

such as I=j+l*»l=j, j+3«-*j+2, . These I-values should be

replaced by corresponding values in even-even'nuclei, if the

Ml transitions between 2qp bands in even-even nuclei are

' considered. This feature can be understood in the following

way : Supposing the case of a very low value of >\ , the low-

est-lying quasiparticles with r=-i and +i get the spin-align-

ment j of almost j and j-1 already at a small value of M .

Therefore, the Ml transitions of the first type such as I=j<^
•"I

/j I=j-1 can be essentially performed without changing the even-

even core state, while both the even-even core state and the

| odd quasiparticle state have to be changed in the Ml transi-

| tions of the second type such as I=j+l«->I=j.

'-'I
A! 3. El polarization charge

'I We briefly mention the dependence of El polarization

:1 effect on rotational frequency, which is estimated by cranked

deformed harmonic-oscillator model. The polarization effect

can be estimated by considering the contribution from the .

graphs in fig.3b as a renormalization to the contribution in

f
I:

I
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•j fig.3a. Only for the non-rotating system the RPA phonons with

I AI-+1 are the same as those with 4l=-l.

| By using a separable interaction of the form

" (9)

n with
'-w

i-i
I- the polarizability is written as

where

(12)

and nj[. (n_.) is the number of the i-th BPA phonon obtained

from the RPA equation for AI=+l (ÓI=-l).

In fig.4 we show examples of numerical calculations of

the polarizability in (11). Interesting observations are :

1) The value of the static El polarizability (i.e.4E=0) is

the same for the transitions with 4l=+l, and hardly changes

when the system rotates. 2) When the system rotates, the

polarizability with AZ?0 for the transitions with A 1=1

differs from the one for the transitions with 4I=-1. By

noting that the El effective charge is proportional to the

quantity, 1+ %.{Al=+1, 4 E ) , the El effective charge for an

I-»I+1 decay with é, > 6- can be considerably larger than

the one for an I-M-l decay with é A > e f , at a higher rota

tional frequency and for a larger value of 4 E . 3) In fig.4

the curve is drawn by taking the self-consistent values of

deformation for each value of <«Jrot • However, the drawn
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4 9)
• curve changes little, even if the self-consistency condition

j is not taken into account and the deformation at wJLot-O *s

':| kept at CO „^O.

TJ An example of the El transitions which are interesting

in connection with the present discussion of the El polariza-

tion charge is those observed as the statistical Y-ray spec-

vi trum following (HI,xn) reactions. The statistical El transi-

tion rate per second per unit energy-interval of final statesnear <?f i s

(41,4E, ^rofc)J 2 f (U f ,I f) (13)

where U~ expresses the excitation energy of the final state

): measured from the yrast line

and the state-density of fixed angular-momentum and x-com-
8)ponent i s given by

U'2exp{2 <£g 0 U f )
1 / 2 J (15)

For a given initial state and 4 E , the state-density

I.-l) is much larger than f(Uf,I_=I.+1), since

U-r » J V.'ÓE+dtO . for I ..=1.-1r \ l roc x x
(16) -

for I f«lj+1 -.i;

Therefore, for El transitions with a given AE?Q and a given V
£l>rot^0# t n e t w o * 3 u a n t i t i e s » e

e f f
 a n d ƒ » appearing in the

expression (13) are larger (smaller) and smaller(larger) for r

the /1I=-1 ( 4I=+1) transitions, respectively. Since the [f

exponential-dependence of f on J~Ul is strong, a numerical I

calculation made by using realistic parameters in medium or I

heavy nuclei shows that the transition rate T(4E:I.->I f=I.-l) \£

is considerably larger than the one T(4E:I.-*-I-=I.+l), at |ï

least in the practically interesting region of ̂AE<4 MeV, ?|.

V±&9 MeV and -ft«Jrot<,0.7 M e v j . Thus, we conclude that the M'
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bulk of the statistical El /-decays following (HI,xn) reac-

tions would occur as I.-»-I.-l rather than Ij-*lj+lf though the

estimated El effective charge is larger for the I^-»I^+1 tran-

sitions than for the I.-»-!.-! transitions.

I
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Fig.l Calculated

and experimental

B(El)-values between

the lowest-lying

negative-parity

neutron-2qp states and

the Oqp yrast states
172

•in Hf. Even values

of the total angular-

momentum are expressed

by I. The configura-

tion (+i,-i)f for ex-

ample, means that in

the negative-parity

side-band one quasi-

particle with negative

parity has r=+i, while

one quasiparticle with

positive-parity has

r=-i. The absolute

magnitudes of calcu-

lated values are plotted, for simplicity, by taking e = e

Namely, the ratio of the experimental values to the calcu-

lated ones expresses the value of (e°ff/e) . The "experi-
- + - +

mental" values of the transitions 13 -*• 12 and 11—*10 ,

which are obtained under certain assumptions by our analysis

of the data in ref.10, are shown by open circles.

•s
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v; or

Fig.3a

(or 1̂)

= • 1 (or -1)

Fig.3b

Fig.3 Diagrammatic representation of the core-polarization
process. The quantities (x2+ix,)//T express the dipole-
transition operators, while the angular momenta carried
by RPA phonons are shown by /I I.
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The angular-momentum and the energy-difference between the
initial and the final states are expressed by AI and 4 E ,
respectively. The deformation parameter is taken to be S
(u>2- tc?3)/u?0=0.2 at «;rot=0, while at tOTotW the self-

consistent values of deformation are used.
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TDENTIFICATION OF HIGH SPIN ISOMERS AND NUCLEAR REACTION

STUDIES FOR NUCLEI NEAR N=82

J. Jastrzebski, J. Jlukasiak, M. MoszyAski and Z. Preibisz

Institute for Nuclear Research, Swierk near Warsaw, Poland

J. Gizon, A. Gizon, S. Andre and J. Genevey

Institut des Sciences Nucléaires, /IN2P3/, Grenoble, France

,ABSTRACT

? 141 144 147
The 1O-2O mg/cm thick xPr, Sm and Sm targets

were bombarded with 1 6O and 1 2C ions of 70-130 MeV energy

from the Grenoble variable energy cyclotron. In the search

for high spin isomers the Ge/Li/ gamma ray spectra were

recorded in coincidence with gamma rays detected by a multi-

plicity filter consisting of 14 Nal/Tl/ detectors. Up to

three fold coincidences were recorded during the beam burst

and between the bursts. For many target-projectile energy

combinations high multiplicity delayed gamma lines were

observed indicating the formation of isomers with high

excitation energy. The excitation functions for the reaction

products were determined from the same measurements, the

observed gamma ray being normalized to the target K X-rays.

These excitation functions as well as the cross-bombardments

allowed in many cases an unambiguous identification of the

observed isomers. Seven previously unreported high spin

isomers were observed in 1 5 3Er, 1 5 2Er, 1 5 2Ho, 1 5 1Ho and

149
Dy with delayed multiplicities ranging from 4 to about 14.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It was recently shown by Pedersen et al. that heavy

ion reactions excite numerous, relatively long lived high

spin isomers in nuclei close to N=82. In some cases a delayed

multiplicity as high as 17 was determined. This finding,

combined with the theoretical predictions /see e.g. ref. 2

and references quoted there/ of the existence of so-called

"yrast traps" in this mass region, have given in many labo-

ratories impetus to search high spin isomers, better identify'

the final nuclei in which these isomers appear and eventually

carry out their detailed speetroscopy

The Grenoble-Swierk collaboration has joined this

program in the fall of 1978, when the gamma ray multiplicity

set-up was installed on a beam line of the variable energy j'

cyclotron at I.S.N. This work gives a preliminary account of

the data so far collected and analysed. ;.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

In the experiments C ions of 76-110 MeV energy and

0 ions of 100-130 MeV energy were used. The gamma rays

141 144 147 7 V

originating from Pr, Sm and Sm targets 10-20 mg/cm T

thick were detected by a Ge/Li/ counter operating in coinci- *

dence with a multiplicity set-up consisting of 14 Nal/Tl/ H,
detectors. Up to three fold coincidences were recorded during -\t
the beam burst and between bursts in the hardware mode /see I
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', ï

j fig. I/. Additionally a small, planar Ge/Li/ counter was

—4 employed to detect the target K X-rays for the purpose of

:wt normalization. In general, 1-2 h bombardment was sufficient
s

I to detect the existence of delayed, high multiplicity events.

In fig. 2 an example of the gamma ray spectra recorded between

12 144
beam bursts for the C + Sm reaction at 98 MeV bombarding

energy is shown.

During the same bombardment time information was gathered.

This was done in two ways: by collecting the gamma rays delayed

with respect to the beam bursts in the memory of 16k TRIDAC

analyzer divided into 16 subgroups and by performing the

14 Nal/Tl/ - Ge/Li/ coincidences and collecting the data on

magnetic tape via the PDP 9 computer.

Beside detection of the high spin isomers, the data from

these bombardments were used to determine the individual gamma

ray excitation functions and final products cross sections

/see sect. 3/.

During the subsequent experiment the y-Y-t coinci-

dences between two Ge/Li/ detectors were recorded for the

1 2C + 1 4 4Sm reaction at 98 MeV and for the 1 60 + 1 4 1Pr reaction

at 120 MeV bombarding energy. The angular distributions of

gamma rays were also measured for the same projectile energy

-target combinations.

I

I
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3. CROSS SECTION DETERMINATIONS

3.1. Method

The intensities of the gamma lines detected during the

beam burst and between bursts were obtained by summing the

0, 1, 2 and >, 3' fold "in" and "out" spectra. For each bombarding

energy these intensities were normalized to'the intensity of

the taryet K X-rays. The cross sections for the K-shell ioni-

zation were calculated using the Plane Wave Born Approxima-
4

tion . The absolute value of avv calculated in this way

may probably involve a large error factor. It is, however,

believed that, for a given target-projectile combination, the

variation of avv with the bombarding energy is well repro-

duced by the PWBA, at least within the limited energy range

employed in this work.

In the mass region of interest here many final products

have very short half-lives as compared with the irradiation

time of 1-2 hours. Therefore the between bursts /"out"/ gamma

ray intensities, corrected for the time-to-pulse-height conver-

ter dead zone and its "in" zone give easily the information

about the cross sections of the radioactive reaction products.

In view of the target thickness employed, the corrections for

the recoil of these products should not be higher than about

10-20% in the case when they are formed by the evaporation

process. The radioactivity cross sections determined in this

way were often crucial in the assignments of isomers to the

particular final nuclei.
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The cross sections of final products were also deduced

from the in-beam gamma rays, wherever the known level schemes

made this possible. In some cases the cross sections were

determined both from the in-beam and radioactivity data.

Comparison of these cross sections has allowed us to determine

approximately the summing correction for the in-beam gamma

rays, which amounts to about 20%. Owing to the employment of

the hardware data collection, the dead time correction was

never higher than 10%.

At the present stage of the work the in-beare cross

sections were not corrected for the angular distribution

effects. However, the close geometry of the Ge/Li/ detector

probably substantially attenuates these effects.

3.2. Results

The cross section results will be illustrated by the

C + Sin reaction leading to the Er compound nucleus.

Fig. 3 shows the cross sections of various final products vs.

the bombarding energy, Ê, of the C projectile taken at the

half-thickness of the target. In fig. 4 the distribution of

products at Ë = 90 HeV is displayed.

The mass and charge distributions, deduced from the

data in fig. 4, were compared with the fusion-evapoaration

model, employing the code ALICE , after normalization of

the total calculated cross section to the experimental one

/see fig. 5/.
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The mass distribution is fairly well reproduced by the

calculations. The only strong disagreement is observed for
1 Atk

A_ . . = 8 and is due to the o->
Dy nucleus for which,TSvaporated oz

after normalization, the calculated cross section is 9 times

higher than that observed. This is probably due to a too

small correction for the level density of this closed shell

nucleus obtained from its L.D. mass in the code.

In distinction from mass distribution the code completely

fails to reproduce the experimental charge distribution. The

experimentally observed strong proton emission is replaced

in the calculation by neutron emission. As the "experimental"

binding energies were used in the calculation, the origin of

this discrepancy is not well understood yet.

In fig. 6 the total, observed cross section vs. 1/ÊQ. is

plotted. It is hoped that in the future these data may be used

to deduce the fusion cross section when the target K-vacancy |
I

cross section has been experimentally determined. '

4. IDENTIFICATION OF HIGH SPIN ISOMERS

In fig. 2 an example of the gamma ray spectra recorded

between beam bursts has been shown. Thanks to the hardware

data collection the detection and fast estimation of the

delayed multiplicity events was greatly facilitated.

The delayed multiplicity, M,, was generally deduced

from the 2-fold/1-fold ratios under the assumption of a sharp

multiplicity distribution. Other fold ratios were used as a I
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} supplementary check. The method was tested on' several known

I isomers observed in this work and previously investigated by

-I other groups. In particular, the delayed multiplicity of a

high spin isomer in 148Tb, excited in our work by the 12C+141Pr

v] reaction, was found to be 11.8 + 1.0 what is in good agreement

with the preliminary data of the Oak Ridge group .

i The spin value of the observed isomers is estimated using

the experimentally determined delayed multiplicity and assuming

that, on the average, the yraat transitions take away 1.7 units

of angular momentum /average value from Gd, Dy, Dy,

Dy and Er/. The angular distribution data, presently

under evaluation, will allow for further precising these

estimates.

In the following we summarize the information about the

isomers identified in the course of the present work, which

have not been reported previously.

4.1. The Er nucleus

A cascade of 5 transitions with energies 229.5, 811.5,

588.1, 340.3 and 712.2 keV deexciting the Isomer with a half

153 7

-life of 360 ns in Er was recently reported . All these

lines were clearly observed for two lowest bombarding energies

in the reaction 1 C + Sm. Prom measurements made in the

present work it was found that their delayed multiplicity is

5.6 + l.o what is in agreement with the coincidence data of

ref. 7.

f
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At these bombarding energies another set of delayed,

high multiplicity transitions is observed and attributed to

the same nucleus on the basis of their excitation functions

and the lack of these lines in the gamma ray spectra from the

O + Pr reaction. The identified gamma ray energies are

349.0, 356.4, 418.3, 746.3 and 910.2 keV and their delayed

multiplicity is 8.6 + 1.0. It is very probable, in view of

intensity reasons, that this isoiner decays to the 360 ns one.

In this case the spin of the higher lying isomeric state would

be about 55/2 /assuming the decay of the M, - 5 cascade to a

7/2~ ground state/.

I CO

4.2. The i 3 Er nucleus

It can be anticipated that in the bombarding energy range

studied Er is formed in the C + Sm reaction. Indeed,

numerous strong gamma transitions, not observed in the 0+ Pr

reaction, were identified and, basing on their excitation

functions, attributed to Er. These attributions were consis-

tent with a recent Orsay-Grenobls spectroscopie study of the

8same nucleus

In the delayed two-fold and three-fold spectra /fig. 2/

the Er transitions are strongly enhanced what indicates the

formation of a high spin isomer. The delayed multiplicity was

dependent on the bombarding energy: M, = 9 + 2 at Ë = 74 MeV

and M, = 14 + 2 at Ë = 90 MeV what was interpreted as an evidence

for two isomers in this nucleus.
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The determination of the half-lives was difficult due to

the complexity of many transitions attributed to this nucleus.

Eventually, the 422.6 keV and 672.6 keV lines were judged

adequate for this purpose from the excitation function data.

These lines exhibit two components, determined to be 4 ns and

26 ns, however, with considerable uncertainty.

The following transitions are in cascade with almost equal

intensities in coincidence: 808.3, 672.6, 422.6, 764.4, 554.3,

279.8 and 787.2 keV. The order of this cascade is proposed

mainly in analogy to Dy , the isotone of Er. The inten-

sities of these transitions are also nearly equal in the 3-fold

spectra recorded between bursts. The first isomer is probably

located at an energy close to the sum of energies of these

transitions, i.e. about 4.3 MeV.

Other transitions attributed to Er and having delayed

intensities /3-fold/ between 6O% and 30% of the previously

indicated ones are: 175.4, 229.9, 329.7, 56O.9, 563.9, 731 and

940 keV.

152
In the case of Er estimation of the spin values is

difficult due to the presence of two isomers, each contributing

to the average delayed multiplicity in a proportion depending

on the delayed window setting and bombarding energy. Assuming

M^ ^ 14 for the higher lying isomer one gets I % 24 which may

still be an underestimate.

It is worth noting that isomers with spin, parity 16+. ,

21-, 25+ and 28+ are expected in this nucleus from the calcula-

tions performed by the Warsaw-Lund group 2' 1 0.
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4.3 . The 152Ho nucleus

,1 A strong cascade of four transitions with energies

604.3, 712.3, 734.1 and 759.2 keV is observed in the

12_ + Sm reaction at 98 MeV bombarding energy. The delayed

, multiplicity of those transitions is 4.5 + 0.5 what is in

agreement with the coincidence data. The half-life of the

isomer is longer than 200 ns. From its excitation function

/see figs. 3 and 7/ it follows that this cascade belongs to

149
A = 152 or, what is less probable, to Dy.

I Another weaker cascade belonging probably to the same

'• final nucleus, as found from the excitation function data,

has transitions of 143.1, 199, 450.7, 511, 703.8 and 865.1 keV

energy. The measured delayed multiplicity is 6.5 + 1.0. All

these transitions were observed to decay with a half-life of

65 + 10 ns, the 143 keV and 199 keV ones having, may be, also

a shorter component.

12 144
Both cascades are observed in the C + Sm and

O + Pr reactions what eliminates the Er isotopes as

149
final nuclei. The Oy nucleus is not attained in the

O + Pr reaction in the energy range studied. Therefore

Ho remains as the only candidate for the final nucleus.

It is not clear yet if the second cascade is placed

above the first one or constitutes a parallel path. From the

c} comparison of in-beam and radioactivity cross section values

the last suggestion is slightly preferred. In the latter

152
case the weaker cascade may end on low spin Ho /2.4 m/

I
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152and the stronger one on high spin Ho /52 s/. The excitation

energy of both isomeric states should then be close to 2.9 MeV.

4.4. The 151Ho nucleus

12 144
Numerous strong lines observed in both C + Sm and

1 6O + Pr reactions are easily identified by their excitation

functions as belonging to Ho. Their delayed multiplicity is

1 2 + 1 and the value or the half-life associated with these

transitions is 4 + 2 ns.

From the coincidence data the principal cascade of nine

transitions is established /in a preliminary transitions order/

as: 597.2, 789.4, 297.2, 414.2, 245.9, 128.5 455.7, 485.9 and

1396.3 keV and indicates that the excitation energy of the

isomer is higher than 4.8 MeV.

Comparison of the radioactivity and in-beam cross sections

shows that the main cascade ends on the higher spin state of

151Ho lx . From the "radioactive intensities" of the 775.4 keV

and 527.1 keV lines / Dy/ and from the coincidence data

the logft values of the 151Ho EC transitions to the 9/2- and

11/2- levels in 151Dy 1 2 were estimated as 5.7 and 6.1,

respectively. These logft values indicate AJ = 0,1 no EC

transitions. The 1 Ho spin should be therefore 9/2- or 11/2-.

The 11/2- value is prefered from the shell model arguments.

Taking this value into account the spin of the 4 ns isomer is

estimated as equal to about 51/2.
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In this region of spin values the following possible

i are calculated

47/2+, 55/2- and 57/2-,

traps are calculated 1 0 for the 151Ho nucleus! 39/2+, 43/2-, I
1494.5. The Dy nucleus

12 144In the reaction C + Sm at two highest bombarding

energies a 984.5 keV transition was observed which, from its

excitation function and for intensity reasons /o % 40 units

at Ë = 90 MeV, cf. fig. 4/ may belong to 1 5 1Ho, 150Dy, 149Dy

or 1 4 8Tb.

This gamma line was, however, not reported in previous

studies of 150Dy 9 and 1 4 8Tb high spin isomer 6. In the

reaction 1 60 + 141Pr also the 984.5 keV transition is not

observed, whereas the Ho nucleus is strongly formed. On

the contrary, in the energy range studied this reaction does

not populate the Dy nucleus which remains as the unique
l

candidate. The delayed multiplicity of this transition is "

7.5 + 1.0 and the half-life is 25 + 5 n?

From the coincidence data we find that the following

transitions are associated with the same final nucleus: 199.8,

240.2, 256.9, 272.0, 430.4, 489.4, 742.1, 984.5, 1336 and ,

1393 keV. For intensity reasons the cascade with Md = 7.5 1̂

should decay to the 27/2- state 1 3 in 149Dy, thus the spin

of the 25 ns isomer is about 53/2. t

The isomeric ratio in the C,a3n reaction of Dy |

/high spin/ to 1 4 9Dy /27/2-/ is 0.13 +0.03 at Ê = 90 MeV j

and 0.18 + O.O4 at Ë = 103 MeV.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

In the course of this work we have been seeking infor-

mation about the evaporation characteristics of compound

nuclei formed in H.I. reactions near the closed neutron shell,

N = 82. We have deduced many cross section values from the

in-beam and radioactivity gamma ray intensities. It appeared

that the proton emission may be very strong in this region

what has a direct implication on the identification of high

spin isomers.

We have been able to identify unambiguously the final

nuclei for seven previously unreported isomers with delayed

multiplicity ranging from 4 to about 14. Detailed spectro-

scopie studies of these isomers are in progress.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Blcok diagram of the electronics coupled with the

multiplicity set-up.

Fig. 2. Example of the gamma ray spectra collected between

beam bursts. The single spectrum is obtained from the

j sum of 0, 1, 2, > 3-fold spectra. Transitions with
j

energies indicated in the 3-fold spectrum oryginate

152from the decay of Er isomers.

12Fig. 3. Cross sections of nuclei produced in C bombardment

144 12
of the Sm target as a function of the mean C

2energy. The target thickness was 18 mg/cm . The curves

• drawn through the cross section points are to guide

;! the eye only. Preliminary estimated errors lie between

10% and 40%, depending on the knowledge of the level

schemes and branching ratios.
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12 144Fig. 4. .Distribution of products of the C + Sm reaction
1?at 90 MeV mean ( energy. The units are the same as

in fig. 3.

Fig. 5. Mass and charge distribution of the reaction products

12 144 12

from the C + Sm reaction at mean C energy of

90 MeV. The arrows indicate the average evaporated

mass and charge. The results of the evaporation model,

obtained with the code ALICE , are indicated by solid

bars. The calculations were performed with "experimen-

tal" Q value and binding energies. Myers-Swiatecki

Lysekil liquid drop masses with no pairing and. the S

wave approximation with a rigid rotor moment of inertia

were used. The calculated cross sections were normali-

zed to the experimentally observed ones for Z = 64-68

by multiplying the ALICE results by 0.41.

Fig. 6. The observed total cross section vy. 1/E_. for the
CM

1 2C + 144Sm reaction.

; Fig. 7. Comparison of the excitation functions of gamma transi-
r" i I C O

; I tions attributed to the decay of two isomers in Ho

;:/;j with the Ho production cross section deduced from

radioactivity data.

I:
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DEUTERON EXCITATION OF THE ISOSCALAR BREATHING MODE

RESONANCE IN 9 °ZR, ' 2 ° S N AND 2° 8PB

N.Marty, A.Willis, M.Morlet, R.Frascaria, V.Comparat

Institut de Physique Nucléaire, BP n° l , 91406 Orsay, France

and P.Kitelling

IPN and Univ. of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada

The compression modulus KA of a nucleus i s directly related to the ex-
citation energy Eo of the isoscalar monopole resonance :

* j • E o "

;.}j if all the strength of the resonance is concentrated around the E o energy.
If the width of the resonance cannot be neglected, E o= (ms/mi) where mi
and ma are the first and third momenta of the strength function (I);<r2>1 2

is the root mean square mass radius of the nucleus.

The first results supporting the existence of a monopole resonance at
EQ'V'SO A-1'3 MeV were obtained at Orsay by 82 MeV deuteron inelastic scatte-
ring on lt0Ca, 90Zr and 2 0 8Pb and reported at the Balatonfured Symposium on
nuclear structure (sept. 1975) and in ref.(2) and (3). Reanalysis of pre-
vious (e,e')data on 9°Zr and 208Pb (4) were shown to be consistent with these
values as were recent reanalysis of ancient (pp1) experiments (5) and a new
(act') experiment (6). Conclusive confirmation has been provided by Youngblood ,
et al.(7) in a experiments performed on 2 0 8Pb and '^Sm at angles small |
enough to cover the deep minimum,characteristic of the breathing mode. Many v
uncertainties still remain concerning the existence and energy of the mono- I
pole resonance in other nuclei and about the depletion of the energy weighted f
sum rule (E.W.S.R.).

Taking advantage of the new 108 MeV deuteron beam of the Orsay synchro-
cyclotron and of the new experimental set up which allow measurements with-
out background for angles as small as 4°, we have undertaken a systematic
study of the breathing mode and report here our results on 90Zr, J20Sn and
2 0 8Pb.

The incident beam was momentum dispersed and focussed on the target by
two analysing magnets and quadrupole lenses, while the scattered particles . \
were analysed by a magnetic spectrometer. The whole system was tuned to com-
pensate for the energy spread of the incident beam (in the so called "energy
loss" configuration). The particles were detected near the image plane of
the spectrometer by two multiwire proportional chambers working in the charge
induction mode. The center of gravity of the collected charge on the cathode
gave the position, in each chamber, of the trajectory of the particle to
better than 0.5 mm.

The two chambers, separated by a distance of 50 cm, covered a momentum
range Ap/p=3% , and were triggered by two plastic scintillators, separated
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by 100 cm. One of the scintillators was used to measure the (dE/dx) of the
particles. The overall energy resolution of the system was 60 keV.

The trajectories were reconstructed on-line and a kinematic analysis
performed to discriminate against particles scattered from light impurities
in the target. All the trajectories of interest were confined to an angular
aperture of ± 0.6° in the horizontal plane. By setting windows of ± 0.6 on
the acceptance of the reconstructed trajectories we got rid of a background
due to elastically scattered particles which were subsequently «scattered
inside the magnetic spectrometer.

With such a set up the ratio of the height of the resonance of the un-
derlying continuum is about 1 at small scattering angles.

The angular range studied was from 4 to 10° for 90Zr, 4 to 14° for
120Sn and 4 to 8° for 20BPb. Each measurement covered a range of about 6MeV,
each energy region was measured with two different magnetic fields in order
to avoid false bumps.

For all three nuclei the region of the resonance can be decomposed in-
to two components, the low energy one has an angular distribution in agree-
ment with that predicted by DWBA calculations for a quadrupole excitation ;
the high energy component displays the characteristic angular distribution
for a breathing mode as defined in version I of ref.(8) with a sharp minimum
at 6° for 90Zr and l20Sn and 5° for 208Pb. As an example in figs.l and 2 are
given three spectra for 90Zr and 208Pb and their decomposition, spectra for
*20Sn have been given previously (9). The continuum which has been substrac-
ted is nearly angle independent (see figs.l and 2).

For 208Pb fine structures have been seen previously in the region of
the GQR (4)(1O)(11)(12) : structures are clearly seen too in fig.2 at 9.4,
10.1, 10.6 MéV their relative strength is angle dependent and needs to be
studied in more detail. Their excitation by deuteron inelastic scattering
can be taken as evidence against an isovector nature as suggested in ref.(10)

The angular distributions for the two components are given in fig.3a
for 90Zr, figs.4 and 5 for 120Sn and 208Pb compared to DWBA curves calcula-
ted for the GQR and GMR using a set of optical model parameters from ref. (13)
with an imaginary surface term. The strength of the resonances have been ex-
tracted by normalizing to the strength of low lying levels measured in the
same experiment.

The levels and the value GL used for the transition probabilities (in
Weisskopf units) are given in table 1.

Table I

Nucleus

90Zr
120Sn
2oepb

level

EMeV

2.75

2.399

4.07
2.6

-3"

3"

2+

3"

18

17

8
36

.5

.1

.5

GL

(refs

(ref.

(ref.
(ref.

.7-14)

14)

14)
14)

4-Ï
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The radius R used to extract the percentage of the E.W.S.R. is the ra-
dius of the equivalent uniform matter distribution.

In table II are given the excitation energy EL, width and depletion of the
E.W.S.R. using the set P 1 for the three nuclei*and set P2 (see below) for
90Zr. The compression modulus K^ is given for each nucleus. For 206Pb the
strength of the resonance centered at 10.5 MeV is a maximum value obtained
by assuming Chat the whole excitation is a quadrupole one. Some of the fine
structures reported may have a different multipolarity.

Table II

Nucleus

90Zr

120Sn

208pb

<r

4

4

5

2>V2

.27

.65

.50

GMR
GQR

GMR
GQR

GMR
GQR

EL
(MeV)

17.2 +
14.1 +

16.1 ±
13.2 +

13.5±
10.5±

0.5
0.5

0.4
0.2

0.3
0.2

(MeV)

4.3±0.
4.0+0.

3.0+0.
3.2±0.

2.8±0.
2.8±0.

3
2

3
2

2
2

KA
(MeV)

130

135

133

%EWSR(PI)

(15)
(40)

(40)
(40)

(73)
(97)

%EWSR (P2)

(28)
(50)

The energies of the monopole resonance agree with that of ref.(7), but
are slightly higher than those obtained recently in a 108 MeV (3He,3He') ex-
periment (15). They lead to a mass dependent energy formula E^3 * 77+2 MeV.

From KA the compression modulus of nuclear matter Knu can be extrac-
ted (ref.l):

K N M = K A + 6 3 (Y +O where y gives the density dependence of nuclear for-
ces. Taking Y- 1/3 KNM'V'22O MeV.

The GMR strength decreases from 20BPb to 90Zr; it is in this analysis
lower than those obtained in ref.(7) and (15).

We have used for 90Zr another set of optical model parameters with an
imaginary volume term (P2) which fits the experimental points of ref.(!3)as
well as PI. Both sets give for the low lying 3" and 2+ levels a similar an-
gular distribution and a strength differing by less than 20%. The DWBA cur-
ves calculated with P2 for the giant resonances are given in fig.3 normali-
zed to the experimental points.

Using set P2 increases the strength of the GQR by about 20% and the
strength of the GMR by more than 50%. The depletion of the E.W.S.R. for the
breathing mode is very sensitive to the optical model used.

Deuterons have proved to be useful projectiles in demonstrating the
existence of monopole isoscalar resonances and in measuring their energies
and widths : the cross section for exciting isovector resonances is negligi-
ble and the deep minimum characteristic of the breathing mode is located at
an angle where the background continuum is small. Nevertheless a better
knowledge of optical potentials is needed before extracting reliable
strengths for the monopole resonance which differs from other excitations by
its volume transition density.
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Further works with projectiles for which the optical potentials are
better known and which allow comparison with microscopic calculations would
be useful.

The authors are indebted to Dr Frois for making them available the
90Zr target and to Dr O.Bohigas for many valuable discussions.
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Experimental Investigation of the Giant Monopole Resonance

In Heavy Nuclei

H.P. Morsch

Institut für Kernphysik

'•{ Kernforschungsanlage Jülich

| D-517O Jülich, W. Germany

j h summary is given in an investigation of the giant monopole

!. ) excitation in heavy nuclei using a and d scattering of energies

• up to 43 MeV/nucleon. For o scattering from Pb the energy de-

pendence of giant resonance excitations was studied for incident

energies between 100 and 172 MeV. Relative to the excitation of

the giant quadrupole resonance located at 10.9 MeV the resonance

at 13.8 MeV was found to be much stronger,excited at higher inci-

dent a energies. This yields direct evidence for the monopole

character of this resonance. Differential cross sections are pre-

sented for a and d scattering which are compared to microscopic

DT-J5A calculations. Several models were applied to the monopole

excitation/ some of them yield cross sections which are not con-

sistent with the data. The use of different transition densities

indicates a strong sensitivity of the monopole cross section to

details of the excitation mechanism.

This work was performed in collaboration with M. Rogge, P. Turek,
H. Machner, C. Sükösd, and C. Mayer-Böricke
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Two years ago a new resonance was found in heavy nuclei just

above the well known giant quadrupole resonance. This resonance

is of large current interest because it may represent the long

sought giant monopole resonance - the breathing mode of the nuc-

leus. Using the rather high a and d energies available from the

JUlich cyclotron we studied the giant resonance excitation in

208

Pb and other heavy nuclei and found a quite strong excitation

of this new resonance. In fig. 1 a spectrum of 172 MeV a scatte-

ring is shown. The giant quadrupole bump clearly exhibits a double

structure, the giant quadrupole resonance at E =10.9 MeV and the

new resonance at E x = 13.8 MeV. Qualitatively very similar spectra

are observed for d scattering showing also clearly the double struc-

ture of the giant resonance excitation.

O

600

400

200

a.2OêPb
E„ =172MeV

8U. -K5-

\
1 1 1 1

1

j
20 10

EwIMeV]

Flg. 1; Spectrum of scattered o particles.
Assumed background line and Gaussian fit are
indicated.

I
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I. Evidence for the giant monopole resonance

In the following evidence for the monopole character of the new

resonance from our data is discussed. Information on transferred

angular momenta for direct processes can usually be obtained from

the study of angular distributions. However, at higher energy a

scattering angular distributions for L=0 and 2 are quite similar

except for extreme small angles which were not accessible in our

detector telescope experiment. We therefore followed a different

idea based on dynamical arguments: for rather low energy hadron

scattering matching canditions are very important. For L=0 scatte-

ring systems only the elastic scattering is well energy matched

whereas a high lying monopole excitation is dynamically inhibited

(see ref. 3). At higher incident energies, however, matching can-

ditions are less important and a rather strong rise of the monopole

cross section is expected.

2O8
Differential cross sections for Pb were measured at four a ;1

energies between 100 and 172 MeV. Resulting cross sections for the &;

two resonances at E x = 1O.9 MeV and 13.8 MeV are given in fig. 2. ^

In the energy region considered we clearly observe a stronger rise

in cross section for the 13.8 MeV structure. It amounts to a fac-

tor of 4.5 as compared to an increase of the giant quadrupole cross s,

section by a factor of 2. P

Also the results of microscopic DWBA calculations are shown by ;

i i
the solid lines in fig. 2. In these calculations double folding form }?

factors were used in which an effective nucleon-nucleon interaction if

is folded into the density of the projectile and a transition den- ||

sity for the target excitation (see ref. 4). The data for the giant |
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= 10.9MeV

Ex=13.8MeV
L=0

100 UO 180 Ea(MeV)
Fia 2: Cross section (at the third diffraction maximum) for excita-
tion of the two giant resonances as a function of incident a ener-
gy. The solid lines correspond to microscopic DWBA calculations
discussed in the text.

quadrupole excitation are well described assuming a dominant L=2

excitation. A much steeper slope as observed for the 13*8 MeV cross

section could be obtained only if a monopole excitation is assumed.
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The drawn line for the 13.8 MeV resonance in fig. 2 represents a

calculation assuming a monopole strength which exhausts about

85 % of the energy weighted sum rule. The fact that the energy

dependence of the cross section is described only by a monopole

calculation can be considered as a new piece of evidence for the

monopole character of this resonance. Finally it should be noted

that this result is consistent with conclusions drawn from small

angle experiments .

II. Comparison of a and d scattering differential cross sections

with theoretical calculations

Differential cross sections for the 13.8 MeV excitation were

measured for a and d scattering. Whereas a scattering probes only

the far tail of the nuclear density, in d scattering larger contri-

butions to the cross sections are expected from the nuclear inte- <•

riour. Since the sign of the monopole transition density is oppo-

site in different radial regions this could cause larger diffe- ;

rences between o and d scattering. In figs. 3 and 4 cross sections ;

are displayed for a and d scattering, for comparison the data for j

the low lying 3 excitation are shown also. In o scattering for

both of these excitations a rather deep diffraction pattern is ;

observed. The drawn lines represent results of microscopic DWBA i

calculations as discussed above. For the 3" excitation a transition [;

density is used which yields B(E3) value and transition radius j

consistent with electron scattering. This yields a quantitative |

description of the data. I

For L=0 excitation different model transition densities have

been used. First a Tassie density JTR(r) = 3$(r) + r
 d* ( r ) has
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I - .„„., „.,..... _........,., -. _ „ , .
ji.ij been used quiLe commonly for estimates of the monopole cross sec-

ĵ tlon. The resulting cross section is shown by the dashed line in

j fig. 3. Further we applied a simple 1p1h density and obtain essen-

tially the same result. In both cases the cross sections are smaller

by a factor of two for a scattering. In a third calculation a simple

collective model is used in which the transition density is obtained

from derivatives of the ground state density . In this model in

addition to the compressional mode (which is related to the nuclear

compressibility and is assumed in the other models only) also a cer-

(: tain amount of surface oszillation is possible and actually is needed

to get a favoured collective vibration. Within this model excellent

fits to the data are obtained (solid line).

For d scattering an angular distribution is observed for the

13.8 MeV resonance which is less pronounced then that of a mono-

pole calculation. This fact can be explained by a stronger excitation

of the giant dipole resonance in d scattering which is located at

the same excitation energy. In the lower part of fig. 4 a collective

model calcualtion for the giant dipole excitation similar to the one

for L=O is shown by the dot-dashed line. The other lines represent

monopole calculations similar to those discussed for a scattering.

The sum of L=0 and 1 cross sections is given by the thicker lines

together with the data.

As found for ct scattering the Tassie and 1p1h density yield quite

similar cross sections (dashed lines) . However, different from a

scattering in which too small cross sections are obtained from these

models, we get here quite large cross sections and a fall off to-

wards angles cf about 25° which appears to be inconsistent with the
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data. In the collective model which yields good fits to a scatte-

ring also the d scattering data are well described (solid line).

The fact that the cross sections for a and d scattering are des-

cribed consistently further supports the interpretation of the

new resonance as being the giant monopole state.

In summary» experiments and calculations are discussed which
208yield strong evidence for the giant monopole resonance in Pb.

Recent experiments on lighter target nuclei Zr, Sn and Sm

yield also evidence for monopole strength above the giant quadru-

pole resonance. The study of differential cross sections indicate

that monopole cross sections are sensitive to nuclear models and

can yield information on details of compressional features of

nuclear excitations.
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Discussion

Lovas (Budapest):

I think one can imagine a diffusity oscillation without any

compression, and the diffusity oscillations seem to be favoured

against the traditional volume vibration. Does this mean that we

are prevented from learning anything about the compression modulus

from studying monopole resonances ?

Morsch:

No, I don't think so. Macroscopic as well as microscopic models

clearly predict dominant effects from the density mode. Obtained

transition densities are quite close to the Tassie density which

represents a collective description of the compressional mode. If

one would like to consider a surface vibration only, then an un-

realistically large amplitude of surface vibration (change in the

diffuseness parameter larger than that of the ground state density)

would be required in order to exhaust the energy weighted sum rule

strength. This would be also in clear disagreement with experiment

which is described best by the compressional mode with a small ad-

mixture of surface vibration.

I v- >

I
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1. Introduction and description of the model

One of the most exciting developments in nuclear

physics in the past few years has been the systematic

identification of giant resonances other than the well

v known dipole giant resonance. Besides leading to a

.4 deeper understanding of the nuclear response function

% 1 2

the recent observation ' of these collective modes in

heavy ion reactions opens new perspective on the role

played by these modes in the description of energy and

angular momentum dissipation in deep-inelastic heavy

ion reactions.

One of the problem one has to face when trying to

get spectroscopie informations from analyzing an in-

elastic spectrum is that of separating the direct exci-

tation of a single mode from its background. The con-

tribution from possible excitation of giant modes in

fact appears as small bump over an underlying plateau

••J of continuum states and the separation of the two con-

t' tributions is not unique. The presence of such a large

'-•:. background in all kinds of inelastic reactions seems to

?••; indicate a strong coupled situation which can not be

r>1 described in the usual DWBA treatment. The large num-

-,; ber of channels to be taken into accounts also rules
&i
*••'-!

y\ out the possibility of a full quantal coupled-channel
K| calculation.

C We want to give a partial answer to these
|
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problems by analyzing two typical inclusive inelastic

reactions, i.e. the 208Pb(a,a') reaction at 65 MeV and

the 1SO + 208Pb reaction at 315 MeV2. Both reactions

clearly show structures which one aims to relate to

giant modes.

We describe the two reactions utilizing the model

of heavy ion collisions proposed by Broglia, Dasso and
4

Winther . In this model the two nuclei are seen as a

collection of classical vibrators in the surface defor-

mation parameters a\u
 o f the t w o nuclear systems.

The model takes explicitly into account both low-lying

modes and damped giant resonances. The relative motion

is described classically. The coupling between the in-

trinsic degrees of freedom and the relative motion is

obtained through a shape-dependent interaction which in-

cludes both Coulomb and nuclear parts. The nuclear in-

teraction is taken to be of proximity type . The total

Hatniltonian of the system can be written as

4-
IA er
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where T Is the kinetic energy term for the relative

motion and the IT. (i) (i=a,A) are the Lagrange con-

jugate momenta to the a, (i) . The summations must
Ay

be intended as over all the modes of projectile (a) and
i

target (A). The mass parameter D,(i) and the re-
A

! storing force parameter C,(i) associated with each

mode are evaluated from the response function of the

two nuclei obtained by diagonalizing in RPA a schematic

particle-hole interaction.

The actual calculation amounts to solving a sys-

tem of coupled classical Hamilton equations (in the
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' • present cases about 20Ö equations). We remark that the

l̂J model allows to include the full response function of

•j the nuclear systems in a consistent way. Therefore we

; do not need to assume any absorptive potential, as ab-

\ sorption appears to be a direct consequence of dynamical

f processes.
A A A ! g

The simplified spectra of Pb and O util- „

•/ ized in the calculation are shown in table 1, together

> with the strengths (expressed as percentage of the EWSR)

:!•ƒ and the "widths" associated with each mode. No internal

p> degrees of freedom were given to the alpha particle.

\: In the case of the O + Pb reaction we have taken

into account in a simplified manner the depopulation of

the inelastic channel due to particle transfer processes.

xi

160 2f
2%

37
4t

208Pb 0?

2f
22

37
324t
4
57
5j

Üio(X±)

6.92

23.00

6.13

23.00

13.60

4.08

10.80

2.62

17.00

11.00

24.00

3.20

20.00

Table

I > ( Xi )

0.0

4.0

0.0

4.0

2.0

0.0

2.5

0.0

3.0

2.0

4.0

. 0.0

4.0'

1.

EWSR (%)

10.

85.

8.

45.

100.

10.

85,

12.

80.

20.

70.

6.

40.

I
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The quantal fluctuations associated with the zero-

point motion of the surface modes are taken into account

as discussed in ref. 6. The procedure, which is based

on the Wigner transformation, essentially amounts to

solve the classical system of coupled equations many

times for each inpact parameter with a canonical distrib-

J ution of initial deformations and conjugate momenta cor-

responding to the ground state energy %fiŵ  of each

mode. No zero-point motion was given to the giant

modes.,

M A A

2. The reaction Pb(ot,ot')

Let us first consider the Pb(a,a') inclusive

reaction at 65 MeV incident energy . The experimental

a-particle spectra at different angles show systematic

structures in the excitation region between 10 and 20

MeV. These structures, however, constitute only a j

small part of the total inelastic cross section which •

is an appreciable fraction (~ 1/6) of the total reac-

tion cross section. .Calculations based on a detailed

208

description of the response function of Pb show

that most of this large inelastic cross section in the

continuum region cannot be accounted for by the DWBA !

model. It has been suggested that a large part of

the plateau can be accounted for by the (a,5He,a+n) i
process. |
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-100
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Fig. 1

Our calculated deflection function and final

energy as a function of the inpact parameter p are

shown in fig. 1. In this figure we compare the result

of a calculation carried out with an average trajectory

/full line.' corresponding to the switching off of the

zero-point motion /ZPM/ with the result of a calcula-

tion where the ZPM is taken into account. These final

results are displayed giving the average values for

the scattering angle and the final energy of the o-

particle with the corresponding standard deviations.

r
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With the dotted line is also displayed the elastic de-

flection function. As apparent from the figure, due

to the inclusion of the fluctuations there is a

smearing of the ranges of Impact parameter where fusion

or inelastic processes take place. As a consequence

I

0 2 4 6 8 10

Pig. 2

the fusion cross section displays a rather marked struc-

ture as shown in fig. 2. This structure should reflect

itself in the decay of the corresponding system and so

be testable experimentally.

In order to get now the excitation function one

should use the inverse Wigner transformation to recon-

struct the diagonal density matrix elements. This «ould

however require a large increase /at least by two order

of magnitude/ in the statistic with which the final

phase space distribution is determined, ruling out at

present such a possibility. We have therefore 1
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proceeded as follows. .From the results utilized to

draw the fig. 1 we can obtain the average occupation

number <N(A.,p,9)> for each angle and impact parame-

ter and for each of the i different vibrational states

of multipolarity X . Assuming the population of each

mode to be governed by a Poisson distribution

(2)

valid for interactions linear in the deformation para-

meters a. , and utilizing the "transmission coeffi-

cients" t(p,9) which can be obtained from figs. 1

and 2, we can evaluate the double differential cross

section d o/dEdn associated with the excitation of -':

any combination of states with arbitrary occupation .,

numbers. For example the probability of an energy loss ,|

E at given impact parameter p and angle 6 is f

f
{v„> being all the sets of occupation numbers corre- -I
sponding to the same energy loss E . The double dif- \]

ferential cross section is therefore given by
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The resulting cross section (4) was distributed around

the energy E according to a Gaussian distribution of

width r(E) = (E vn r n ) * where I"n is the width as-
n

sociated with each mode.

The resulting cross section are displayed in

Fig. 3a for four different center of mass angles.

The discrete part of the spectrum is shown only for

6 = 20° . We observe that the systematic experimental
cm

decrease of the cross section as moving from the grazing

angle (9cm = 15°) to backwards angles is nicely re-

produced by the calculation. However, in all the cases

we are overestimating the cross section at high energy

loss and we have also too large cross section for the

excitation of the giant resonances at the grazing angle

<9cm - 1 5 > •

ij In fig. 3b the same cross section at 0 =20° i

;: i shown in comparison with the calculated background

identified with the multi-phonons excitation. The

structure at around 12 MeV arises from the excitation

of the monopole and of the quadrupole giant modes (in

this case the energy of the monopole state was fixed at

s 12 MeV). The structure centered at 17 MeV is due to
it
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the excitation of the octupole and pentadecapole giant

resonance while the remaining structure at <v> 24 MeV

Is due to the excitation of the exadecapole giant state.

so
eoaPbCac.a'DaoQPb

EU=B5 MeV

PbCcc.a'3aoaPb

•o so
E x C M e V D

3O

Pig. 3
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LM

The integrated cross section over all angles is

displayed in fig. 4 together with the contribution due

to the one-phonon excitation /a/ and to the multi-phonon
t

eo

h:'! \
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£ ̂ o
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O
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I
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O

•
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I"
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-
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excitation (b). As apparent from the figure only 40%

of the inclusive cross section can be ascrLbed to single

excitation of quantal states. This result agrees with

7
the findings of Tsai and Bertsh obtained in a DWBA ana-

lysis.

In table 2 the values of the total cross sections

are given in comparison with the experimental estima-

tlon. The fact that our calculated inelastic cross

Th.

Exp.

2110.

(2100.)

°F

1405.

(1750.)

705.

350

Table 2

section is about twice the experimental estimation is

essentially due to the longer tail of the excitation

function (see fig. 3a).
:i

3. The reaction 2°8Pb(16Q,16o') f

The attitude of heavy ions to excite giant reso- |

nances has been confirmed by a series of experiments2 'M

with O beam. The excitation function of the É

O + Pb reaction at 315 MeV incident energy shows T

together with the already known isoscalar quadrupole p

resonance and the monopole resonance, a new structure
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..j

,| at higher energy (17 + 20 MeV) which has been inter-

:'.; preted as arising from the excitation of the giant Getu-

ig
i
2 pole and pentadecapole modes.

j .The analysis of this reaction is performed on the

] same footing as the (a,a1) reaction. Also in this

J case the particle transfer channels are not included

,; dynamically in the calculation but their effect in the

j depopulation of the inelastic channel is taken into ac-

count. This is obtained by introducing the proper asymp-

>v totic behaviour of the transfer form factor as known from

previous studies of one nucleon transfer reaction (cfr.

ref. (9)). The probability of remaining in the 0

channels can be expressed in terms of a position depen-

dent mean free path W ^ f r f t ) ) through the expression

(5)

where the integral has to be carried out along the tra

jéctories corresponding to different impact parameters

p . For particles close to the Fermi surface we can

approximate10

(r) being a "typical" one particle form factor,

i
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the Coulomb barrier radius and a the parameter de-
••• g

' fining the slope of the form factor ( a good estimate

is a «a 1 fm). The normalization constant WQ , de-

pendent on the structure of the single particle levels

around the Fermi surface of the two nuclei, has to be

chosen as to fit the magnitude of the differential cross

sections.

The double differential cross section is thus

constructed generalizing formula (4) as follows

5?

(7)

A good agreement with the data is obtained giving the

value of 60 MeV to the normalization constant WQ' .

The double differential cross section d o/dEdft

- shows the main experimental features as can be seen 1

comparing fig. 5b With fig. 5a where a schematic re- I

presentation of the data is displayed. The structure

at 11 MeV is due to the excitation of the giant quadru-

pole resonance and of the 2fio> components of the

exadecapole giant resonance shared in the ratio 1:1.7 .

It is interesting to point out that the excitation of ;|

fi quadrupole resonance receives the largest contribution

' from impact parameters corresponding to the Coulomb

branch of the deflection function. The bump at around

1
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14 MeV corresponds to the excitation of the monopole

resonance. The broad structure centered at ~ 20 MeV

arises from the excitation of the giant octupole reso-

nance and pentadecapole resonance. The cross section

is shared in the ratio 1:2 . Also in the case of the

A = 3 resonance an appreciable contribution (15%) is

due to the Coulomb branch of the deflection function.

All events leading to an excitation of 0 of

10 MeV or higher were not included in the cross sec-

tion, as they would lead to particle decay and thus

will not be detected in the 0 channel.

We observe that for this grazing angle the multi-

phonon contribution to the excitation function is un-

able to account for the large background seen experi-

mentally. We believe that the main part of it must

16

arise from the re-scattering into the O channel (due

to particle evaporation) of pick-up transfer events.

In fig. 5c the excitation function is shown at
6 = 8 . All the remaining structure turns out to bewin •

due to the multi-phonon excitation. For even more for-

ward angles the excitation spectrum will be dominated

by deep inelastic events.

In fig. 6a we display in comparison with the ex-

perimental data11 (taken at 312.5 MeV) the elastic

cross section obtained by projecting out the resulting

phase space distribution into the elastic channel.
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-1.5

The difference between this result and the experiment

Is due to the finite wavelength In the relative motion

which Is not taken Into account In the present model.

12

In fig. 6b,c,d we show the classical differential

cross sections associated with the excitation of the

low-lying octupole state as well as with the structures

3D+aosPb EL B b=315 M e V16/

cm
ecm
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observed In the continuum region. The two maxima present

In these angular distributions at Ö = 15° and 0 = 10°
•S

3 seems to reflect the existence of Coulomb and nuclear

rainbows. The dotted lines In the above figures refer

to the angular distributions obtained when the absorptive

;!] effect of particle transfer Is not taken Into account.

As expected this effect becomes more Important at forward

angles which correspond to longer Interaction time.

We acknowledge financial support from the Danish

Research Council and from I.N.F.N. We want also to acknow-

ledge the kindness of Ulla Kr0yer In drawing part of the

figures and of Lise Madsen In typing the manuscript.
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Comment to 6. Pollaroo's talk by H.P. Morsch

You present results which confirm recent experimental

results indicating a rather narrow giant octqupole

resonance in Pb at an excitation energy of about

20 MeV. Hovever, this experimental binding of a quite

narrow bump is inconsistent with the results of other giant

resonance experiments, e.g. with rather high energy
ï

| and d scattering experiments of energies of 43 MeV/nucleon

' 12 '

; and a recent C experiment from Groningen. In these

• reactions the giant quadrupole resonance is strongly

excited but there is no indication for a narrow structure

at higher energy. Estimates of forward angle cross sections

for 172 MeV scattering yields values which are as large

/ as the cross section in O scattering for octupole

excitations» and the high energy particles are capable

: to excite even much larger angular moments up to L=10

with rather large cross sections. So, there is no reason

to believe that a strongly localized giant octupole

resonance should not be seen in scattering as clearly

as it would show up in 0 scattering. From our data we Iwould not exclude the existence of a giant octupole

h excitation in the predicted excitation region, but we would

assign to i t a very large width. j'

I
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DESCRIPTION OF GIANT RESONANCES WITHIN THE

QUASIPARTICLE-PHONON NUCLEAR MODEL

V.G. Soloviev and A.I. Vdovin

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research

1.INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the isoacalar E2-resonance in 1971 gave rise
to the experimental and theoretical investigations of the new high-
ly collective states the existence of which was predicted earlier

•| from general theoretical considerations . The new giant resonances
are intensively studied in different nuclear reactions: the scatter
ring of electrons and y-quanta, cL -particles, protons and heavy
ions. Some data have been obtained in the (K, Jf )-reactions. Along-
side with the isoscalar E2-resonance there are discovered the low-

i

| -energy E3-, isovector E2-, and M2-resonance. There are some indica-

I tions to the existence of the EO and E4-resonance.

At the same time the nature and properties of the new giant re-

. fjonances have been investigated theoretically. In.the seventies the

majority of theoretical works have been performed within the micro-

scopic or semimicroscopic models based on the ideas of the shell

structure of the nucleus. We shall point out the reviews and papers

summarizing the experimental and theoretical results ' of re-

cent years. In the present report we shall briefly review the re-

sults for the giant resonances obtained within the semimicroscopic

. quasiparticle-phonon nuclear model.

li 2.BASIC STATEMENTS OP THE QUASIPARTICLE-tPHOJSTON MODEL

|c- The quasiparticle-phonon nuclear model is a further development

P of the so-called superfluid nuclear model ' which proved to be rat-

t her good for describing the low-lying nuclear excitations. The mo-*

• del pretends to describe the excitation spectra of medium and heavy

r:: atomic nuclei related to a few quaslparticle components of the exci-
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ted state wave functions in the energy interval up to 25 MeV in the

continuum • The quasiparticle-phonon nuclear model is a eeraimicro-

scopic model in which the nucleus is treated as a system of nucle-

ons moving in the average potential and interacting via residual ef-

fective forces. A concrete form of the residual interactions which

is used in the quasiparticle-phonon nuclear model is as follows:

the short-range pairing forces resulting in the superfluid pairing

correlations in atomic nuclei, and the long-range separable multi-

pole V>Ct||*i) and apin-multipole Vjg-CÈJ,^^ forces including the

isoscalar and isovector components:

A separable form of the residual interaction simplifies strongly

the problem of calculating the energies and structure of the one-

-phonon excitations in doubly even atomic nuclei. The problem of

finding the energy U)^ of the one-phonon state jfy (\/*) with the wa

ve function

is reduced to the solution of a rather 3imple nonlinear equation

In formulae(2)-(3) Q^lUt is the phonon creation operator with mo-

mentum A , its projection /&• and number i , °*-j», fym) is the

creation (annihilation) operator of quasiparticle on the level of

average field Jtn , éro is the ground state wave function of a doub-

ly even nucleus (phonon vacuum), /jtJx is the reduced single-partic-

le matrix element of the operator t'Yj^ffyJi £/tji la the energy

of the two-qua8iparticle state. U:..- = i/,-. t^. +<4,Vit {£/.- and IK -the

Bogolubov transformation coefficients). The equation for the spin-

1
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-multipole phonons is derived from (3) by changing f.^. => tj(t) and

RegardlesB a relative Bimplicity of equation (3)t in the defor-

med nuclei, in which the density of the one-phonon states is very

large at the excitation energies Ex£-10 MeV, the calculation of the

energy -r I Btructuro of all one-phonon states needB much computatio-

nal time. In the spherical nuclei the same difficulty arises in the

consideration of the interaction of one- and two-phonon states when

the excited state wave function of a doubly even nucleus has the

form:

The equation for the energy f of the state tr^/j^J is rather cum-

bersome and the exact solution of it encounters great computati-

onal difficulties. At the same time, it is not necessary to know

the whole structure of the wave functions (2) or (4). The papers '

suggested to directly calculate the strength function blBXtf) des-

cribing the strength distribution of the E\ -transitions as a func-

tion of the excitation energy

jIn the RPA b(E,\)z (Xp j ,and for the states described by the wave

function (4) b(£\)z G?(X*)* • It appears that the function t>(E\,y)

can be calculated without solving the equations for the state ener-

gies and without finding the whole structure of the wave functions.

The method of strength functions can be applied not only for the

calculation of the strength distribution of electromagnetic transi-

tions but also for other physical quantities if they are related to

the coefficients #t or the two-quasipartide components % 9? in

the wave function (2). The parameter 4 should be not less than the

experimental resolution. Usually 4*0,4*1 MeV in the deformed nuclei

and 0,1*0,5 MeV in spherical.

3.GIANT DIPOLE RESONANCE

Let us start v/ith the giant dipole resonance which is well stu-
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died experimentally. The parameters characterizing the average fi-

eld which is of the Saxon-Woods form with the quadrupole and hexa-

decapole deformations for the deformed nuclei, are determined from

the data on the low-lying excitations and can be found in papers .

The constants of the pairing forces are determined from the data on

odd-even masa differences » All these constants are fixed in the

calculations of dipole and other resonances.

The constant of the isOBcaler dipole-dipole interaction Xo ' is

chosen in each nucleus so that the first one-phonon 1'-state has ze-

ro energy. This requirement allows one to exclude the spurious state

admixture arising owing to noninvariance of the model Hamiltonian

with respect to translations. This method of separating the spurious

state is not quite correct for the Saxon-Woods potential. The cor-

rect method for restoring the translational invariance of the Hamil-

tonian and separating the spurious state for separable form of resi-
12/dual forces is suggested in ref . It is also shown in this paper

1 "\l
that the simpler method used J' is sufficiently accurate. The iso-

vector constant 3?< is determined by the isoscalar one using the

relation xf =~4.2x0. In this case the dipole resonance energy agrees

satisfactorily with the experimental one.

As an example, let us consider the results of calculation of the

GDR in ^°Zr (Fig.1) '. In the random phase approximation (RPA) the

GDR 1? formed by several one-phonon states lying in the interval

4EX-13.5*18,5 MeV (Fig.la). These states exhaust 70% of the model

independent energy weighted sum rule

(EWSR). In the RPA the integral proba-

bility of excitation of the GDR is

O,196e b at the experimental value

O,17iO,O5e2b. The interaction of the

one-phonon states with the two-phonon

one8 results in that the El-transition

strength is distributed over a large

number of states in the same interval

AE X, and only its negligible part is

pushed out of the region of resonance

location (Fig.1b). Now 63% of the EWSK

Q03

0.02

001

002

0.01

_B(E4)h?b

-

•

1

*2

1"
-.11 if

.1 1 In .

14 16 18 EMeV
Fig.1. E1-resonance in.° Zr- a)RPA

calculation. b)Q+ + Q+Qf -calculation.

-l!

'i
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r'i.

1B exhausted in the interval A Ex, and the total B(E1)-value is

0,18 e2b. Thus we aee that to obtain an envelope of the GDR in Bphe-

rical nuclei, it is necessary to take into account the interaction

of one- and two-phonon states.

A different picture is observed in deformed nuclei. Figure2 shows

the strength function of the E1-transitions b(E1,cü) in Er, cal-

culated in the RPA14/\ Already in this-approximation the GDR is for-

med by a large number of the one-phonon stateB (-O00), and its re-

gion of location coincides by an order of magnitude with the experi-

mental one. It is also seen from

the Figure 2 that the resonance

broadens because the maxima of

the strength functions b(E1,fc>)

corresponding to the transitions

to the states with K=0,1 are shif-

ted with respect to each other,

Q8

OA

0

b(E1,w)-spu MeV'

K

8 10 12 14 16 18 20wMeV

Fig.2. E1-resonance in jBr,

RPA-calculation.Dashed curves-

-strength functions for the E1-

-transitions on the state with

K=0,1.Solid curve-summarized

0.6

0.3

8 9 10 11 12

Fig.3. E1-strength function

in 154Sm.Solid curve-RPA calcu-
lation.Dashed curve- Q+ -f Q+Q+-

calculation.

i.e. the splitting in K takes pla-

ce. The same occurs for other re-

sonances. Evidently, the interac-

tion with the two-phonon states

does not result in a noticeable

spreading of the resonance in the

deformed nuclei, as it was shown'

in paper for the nucleus Sm.

However, it should be noted that

the calculations of the strength

b(E1,tJ) taking into account the

interaction of one- and two-pho-

non states, were performed with a

very limited phonon basis. Fig.3

shows the results of such a cal-

culation for the function b(E1,1£ )

in comparison with the results in

the RPA. The difference of the re-

sults of these calculations is

not large and is within the model

accuracy.

The comparison with the expe-

rimental data confirms the results
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following from the methodical calculations. Fige.4 and 5 show the ex-

perimental and theoretical curves of the photoabsorption croso sec-

tions in 1 4 0Ce, i 6 6Er, 1 7 8Hf, and 2 3 8U 1 4» i 6 /(the experimental data

are taken from the refs. 1 7 /). The calculations in 1 4 0Ce have been

performed in the RPA (Pig.4a) and taking into account the interaction

of one- and two-phonon states (Fig.4b); in the deformed nuclei 6^t

was calculated in the one-phonon approximation only. It is seen, that

in the spherical nuclei the shape of the curve <^t(E) can be descri-

bed only taking into account the fragmentation of the one-phonon sta-

tes over the two-phonon ones, though the integral characteristics

of the resonance are satisfactorily described already in the RPA.

The latter statement is confirmed by the comparison of 6"0 , 61^ and

<512 for the GDR in
 14°Ce, calculated in two approximations (see

Table 1). In the deformed nuclei the experimental and theoretical

curves 6"^ (E) coincide satisfactorily already in; the RPA (Pig.5).

In Table 2 the values of 6", , 61, and (Lj, calculated for the spheri-

cal and deformed nuclei,

are compared with the ex-

perimental ones. In the

spherical nuclei the cal-

culation is performed ta-

king into account the in-

teraction of one- and two-

-phonon states and in the

deformed nuclei in the one-

-phonon approximation. The

agreement of the theory and

experiment is satisfactory.

However, it is seen from

Pigs.4 and 5 that the theo-

retical curves CTj-t (E)

are noticeably higher than

the experimental ones at

Pig.4. Photoabsorption

cross section 6^ for Ce.

a)RJPA-calculatlon} b)Q++Q+Q+-
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maximum and decreaoe sharply at the energies above the maximum of

• The low-energy tail of the GDR is described well.' In ref. '

51, for GDR in 140Ce

TABLE 1

Values of o"o , Gl< and i

Calculated in the RPA and Taking into Account the

Interaction of One- and Two-Phonon States

b IfleV mb mb MeV-1

RPA
Q++Q+Q+

2.15

1.90

136

137

8.2

9.8

TABLE 2

Theoretical and Experimental Values of 6̂  ,

and (T̂  for GDR in Spherical and Deformed Nuclei

b MeV >_« mb
NUCLEI

S^ mb MeV-1

124

140(
142,

152

160

186,

232

Te

Ce

Ce

Sm

Gd

W

Th

tr

exp

1.46

1.77

1.89
2.05+0.

2.53
3.00

2.00+0.

2.88+0.

1

25
15

theor

1.52

1.90

1.96

2.25

2.47

2.88

3.00

3.36

exp

98.7

123
131.8

144+10

169
203
198+20

235+15

theor

103

137
142
163
178
218

260

290

exp

6.6
8.8

10.2

10.6+0

12.1

14.5
16+2

19+1.5

theor

7.0
9.8
10.5

.7 11.5

12.5

16.1

21.0

23.4

MeV

19.0

18.5

17.4

20.0

29.5
28.6

16.3

18.3

the investigation of the E1-radiative strength functions at the ener-

gies near the neutron binding ener-

400
200
0

400
200
0

400
200
0

6-mb
166

V 178,Hf b)

238.
U

1

10 14 18 22 oMeV

gy in spherical nuclei has shown

that the approximation of the curve

6(t at low energies by means of the

Lorentz function is not always jus-

tified. The value of the E 1 - ra-

Fig.5. Photoabsorption cross

section G*tt in deformed nuclei
i66Er, 178Hf and 238U.Solid curve-

-results of the RPA calculations.
17/

Point8 are the experimental data «
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diative strength functions at the energies Bn is influenced by the

one-phonon states lying in this region. The influence of the GDR is

essential in those nuclei where the interaction of one- and two-pho-

non states is rather strong.

4.QUADRUPOLE AND OCTUPOLE RESONANCES

The unique determination of the constants of the isoBcalar quad-

rupole and octupole forces by the energies of the lov/est quadrupole

and octupole vibrational states simplifies the investigation of the

quadrupole and octupole resonances within the quasiparticle-phonon

model. For these values of constants the energy of the isoscalar E2

resonance in the deformed nuclei changes with A as 63A~ MeV, this

is in good agreement with experiment. The isovector constant XA
can be determined by the isoscalar one using the relations-''

3) (6)

Relation (6) follows from the qualitative considerations for the os-

cillator form of the average field potential and results in an over-

estimated value of the isovector quadrupole resonance energy in the

case of the Saxon-Woods potential. A more realistic is q̂  '=-1,5

which 1B closer to the estimates of hydrodynamic model. In this case

the energy of the quadrupole isovector

resonance is approximately 130A" JMeV
19'. ^ t us consider the strength di-

stribution of E2 transitions in Zr '.

Pig.6a) showB it in the RPA and Pig.6b)

taking into account the interaction of

one- and two-phonon states. The. iso-

scalar and isovector E2-resonances

spread noticeably as a result of the

fragmentation of the one-phonon states

over the two-phonon ones. If in the

RPA the isoscalar quadrupole resonance

is formed by two states spaced by

300 keV, the interaction with the two-

phonon configurations distributes the

E2-strength over many states in the in-

terval of 2 MeV. In the deformed nuclei

the E2 resonance width arises due to

006-

004

002

004

Q02
b)

k
10 20 30EMeV

Pig.6. E2-strength di-

stribution in 90Zr. a)RPA-

-calculation. b)Q++Q+Q* -

-calculation.
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4

the splitting in K as for the giant dipole resonance. This is seen

from Pig.7 for Er. The resonances are formed by a large number of

one-phonon states; 500 states in the region of the isoscalar reso-

nance and 1000 in the region of the iBovector resonance. The width

of the isoscalar E2 resonance in deformed nuclei, though with slight

fluctuations, decreases with increasing A from 4*5 MeV in the rare-

-earth region to 3 MeV in the actinide region. On the contrary, the

width of the isovector resonance increases from 5.5*6.5 MeV to 7.5 MeV
iq/

in the same nuclei *'.
The experimental information on the strength distribution of the

octupole transitions in nuclear spectra is very scarce and concerns

mainly the regions'E £10 MeV. The general picture of such a distri-

bution in the spherical nuclei is shown in Pig.8, and in the defor-
2^8

med nucleus J U in Fig.9- In the spherical nuclei the maximal B(E3)-

b(E2,u))spu-MeV"<

1 -
58K|.Nl

i l l ii • •!

90Zr

140,

,, I

5 10 15 20 25 30 W,MeV

Pig.7. E2-strength distribution

in i66Er.Calculation in the RPA.

The upper three figures are the di-

stribution of E2-transitions to

the state with K=0t1,2.

10 20

Pig.8. E3-strength dis-

tribution in spherical nu-

clei.

I
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-values are ccxitained37-level8. TTfè groups of levela with relatively lar-

ge B(E3)-values at the energies of 6+7 MeV and 10*12 MeV correspond

to the transitions over one shell and at', the energies of 20+25 MeV

and 30+35 MeV to the transitions over three shells. A relatively

small value of B(E3) at large excitation energies is probably due to

the absence of some quasistationary levels in our single-particle

spectra. In the deformed nuclei the resonance transition regions are

seen more clearly. The choice of the value of 32, is indefinite. For

q corresponding to eq.(6), the isovector resonance energy in the

blE^Jspu-MeV*1

Pig.9. E3-strength distribution

in deformed nucleus 238U.

007

0.05

003

0.01

HU- mo rr

; 9 ° Z r

! ï t
i . i l l ik

5 10EMeV

Pig.11. 3- -state and LEOR in 9°Zr. 0 2 4 6 8 10 12EMeV
Dashed lines-calculation in the RPA. Pig.10. Low-energy E3-

Solid lines-Q++Q+Q+-calculation. resonance in 238U.and 154Sm.

deformed nuclei is close to 226A"1/3 MeV and for q= -1.5+2.0 it is

of 172JT1/3 MeV, thus coinciding with the hydrodynamic estimate. The

position of the isoscalar E3-resonance depends weakly on the value

of qt3J and changes with A as 1O5A"1^3 MeV. Its width in the defor-

med nuclei as well as for the E2 resonance decreases with increasing

I
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'•I • 2 0 /

I A from 7*8 MeV when As 155 and" to 5 MeV when As240 MeV"" '
j Let us consider more thoroughly the low-energy E3-resonance which j
1 was discovered by the inelastic scattering of at -particles in many I
^ spherical nuclei and in the deformed nucleus *4Sm '. This resonance j
•i lies at the energies of 5*8 MeV and is connected with the transitions
J over one shell. A strong excitation of the latter in the scatter-
j ing of cL -particles testifies to the fact that this is the isoscalar
1̂ resonance. The low-energy octupole resonance (LEOR) manifests itself
; clearly in the calculations within the quasiparticle-phonon model. It
j is seen in Pig.8 in all three nuclei. In the deformed nuclei the
ii strength function b(E3»U)) at the energies W < 1 2 MeV is shown in
• J 1 ?/I Pig.10 . In the heavy nuclei the LEOR lies close to the lowest oc-
! tupole vibrational states and occupies the region of 5*6 MeV. Its

'4 centroid in '*Sm is at 4.4 MeV (the experimental value is 4.2 MeV),

;-5 in this nucleus the LEOR exhausts 16% of the isoscalar EtVSR (the ex-
perimental value-12%). Pig.11 shows LEOR in ^°Zr in more detail8'.
In the RPA it is represented by two one-phonon states (the dashed li-
nes) at the energies of about 6.5 MeV. The interaction with the two-
-phonon states enlarges the region of resonance location up to 1*5 MeV.

90 -
Note, that in J Zr even the position of individual 3 -levels forming
the LEOR is in qualitative agreement with experiment.

5.MAGNETIC RESONANCES AND ELECTRIC RESONANCES WITH A > 3
The investigation of the electric resonances withA>3 and MA -

resonances within the quasiparticle-phonon model is accompanied by
an arbitrary choice of the residual separable forces. Por the iso-
scalar constant of the multipole forces there is the following qua-
litative estimate18/:

OJ

On the basis of the analogous considerations, the expression for the
O'S /

constants of the spin-multipole forces is as follows: J'

(XL) fAi.) £ 5 ^ Me
** - ^ S - <rz^ ln» (8)

The numerical coefficient in eq.(8) has been determined by the 1S1- l
resonance position in 208Pb. Similar values for the constants have f
been obtained in paper2*/ when analyzing the HI-resonance position
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in many nuclei from 'TJi to * Ce. The experimental values of the

H1-resonance excitation probabilities are obtained in this case at

the values of the effective gyromagnetic factors 0 =0«8£B
ree' T n e

analysis of the magnetic moments and M1-resonance in the deformed

nuclei also results in the values of the constants of separable

spin-multipole forties coinciding with eq.(8) in the order of magni-
2A ?6 ?7 /

tude. It was shown in papers H* * ' ' that the isoscalar spin-mul-

tipole forces slightly influence the Integral characteristics of the

HA -resonances. Therefore, all further results have been obtained

with the following values of the constants:
M

= 0, < :

30

20

10

30

20

10

40

30

20

10

blMi^j V

1 Ni

J v
t

•

1

140Ce

i

8 10 11

Fig.12. H1-resonance in sphe-

rical nuclei.Q++Q+Q+-calculation.

MeV (9)

Note, that with the constants (9)

the value of the magnetic moment

of the Ni ground state is yU*

*-O.92yU„, and at its experimen-

tal value /*exp=-0.75/n
28/.

First we consider the M1-re-

sonance. The strength function of

M1-transitions b(M1,to ) calcula-

ted taking into account the inte-

raction of one- and two-phonon

states in the spherical nuclei
58Ni, 90Zr and 140Ce is shown in

Fig.1226^. Most strongly the in-

teraction of one- and.two-phonon

states affects the M1-resonance

in 5TJi, in which the M1 -resonan-

ce in the RPA Is represented by

the only one-phonon state with

energy 10 MeV. The position of

the M1-resonance main peak in^Ni

and the total B(M1)-value concen-

trated in the peak are in satis-

factory agreement with the data

of ref.29' In 90Zr and 140Ce the

111-resonance is fragmented weakly.

f.
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The position of the Mi resonance in 4 Ce agree with the data on (n,

y )-reaction ^°^ and (e ef)-scattering, ' but the theoretical B(M1)-

value is much lesser than the experimental one. Thus, the interacti-

on with the two-phonon states does not strongly spread the M1 reso-

TABLE 3

Mi-Radiative Strength Function in Spherical Nuclei

Ew <fk(M1)>-109 MeV"3

126™ 7.915
ie 9.09

138Ba 8.54

Ce 9.1

exp

39
-

90+35

37

theor

18.0
22.0
37.0

35.0

1000

1000

1000

B(M2Hjjj;ffTia

58

llj.l.

Ni

I .I. L

90Zr

h , t

2000

1000

10

140,

ll
Ce

i Ji .I

•- Pig.13. Distribution of M2-atrength

in spherical nuclei.RFA calculation.

Fig.14. Distribution of M2-strength
Eg QQ

in y"Ni and * Zr taking into account

the interaction between one- and two-

-phonon states.
5 10 15

nance. However,the fragmentation should be taken into account, as it

is shown in refs. '31', in order to correctly describe the M1 -radi-

ative strength functions. The 'comparison of their theoretical and ex-

perimental values at Bn is given in Table 3. Pig.13 Bhows the magne-

tic quadrupole resonance in the same spherical nuclei, •* Ni, 90Zr,
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^ Ce. '̂  The calculation is performed in the RPA. In this approxi-

mation in nuclei with A <100 the main strength of M2-transitions is

concentrated in two regions E = 8+12 MeV and E r18+20 MeV. In 140Ce
the strong M2-transitions occupy a wide region from 8 to 18 MeV. The

interaction with the two-phonon states sharply changes this picture.

Pig. 14 shows the strength functions b(M2,<) ) in "»i and 9 Zr calcu-

lated taking into account the interaction of one- and two-phonon sta-

tes. The comparison of them with Pig.13 shows that in these nuclei a

strongly collectivized 2~ state with energy of about 18 MeV spreaded

almost completely over the two-phonon states. As a result a notice-
90able concentration of M2-strength in Zr is conserved at E -8*12MeV

only, and in •'̂ Ji It decreases up to 6+10 MeV. The total probabili-

ty B(M2) in 90Zr in the interval 8+10 MeV is 1100fm2 u2t in our cai-
12/culation3; this is in good agreement with the data of ref. The

comparison of the M1 and M2 strength distributions in •* Ni shows that

in ref. °' at the energies 6.5+8 MeV in •* Ni there has been obser-

ved the M2-resonance and at the energies 10+11 MeV. the M1-resonance.

The E4+E7 resonances have been investigated in the deformed nuc-

lei within the quasiparticle-phonon model. ' Pig.15 shows the strength

functions b(E>,u>) in i66Er, calculated in the RPA with the cons-

tants determined by formulae (6)-(7). The increased concentration

10

b(E4)fspu.MeV~'
166 Er

b(E5)lspu-MeV

b(E6)tspu-MeV~'

10 20 30<J,MÉV- 10 20

Pig.15. ES -strength distribution in i66Er.Calculation in the RFA.

•R

i
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of strength of the E>-transitions Is observed at the energies
W<10 MeV only. Por the E5 and E7 excitations this region corresponds
to the transitions over one shell analogous to those forming the
LEOR. At higher excitation energies up to 30 MeV the clearly seen
resonance regions are absent. The decrease in the isoEcalar conotants
results in transfers the E X-strength into the region of higher ener-
gies, but it 1B distributed over a wide interval öf excitation ener-
gies without forming the resonance regions.

6.SCATTERING OP ELECTRONS AND HIGH

ENERGY PROTONS WITH THE EXCITATION OP GIANT

RESONANCES

The results of the above paragraphs show that the integral pro-
perties of resonances as the position of their centroid,the total
excitation probability,the value of the 'location region are cor-
rectly described by the quasiparticle-phonon model. The model haB
been checked in more detail in papers*^ '' devoted to the excita -
tion of giant resonances in the scattering of electrons and high energy
protons on atomic nuclei. The information about the structure of nuc-
lear excited states necessary for calculating the differential cross
sections of the inelastic scattering of electrons within DWBA is
given by the transition densities y o ^ 4 0 / . In the RPA the lat-
ter have the following form:

Por the low-lying states and in the spherical nuclei in which the
giant resonances in the RPA are formed by a few one-phonon states,
one can easily calculate Ji"tP* for each a state and then calculate

34^the resulting defferential cross section. In ref .J>4/ these calcula-
tions have been performed for the E1-and E2-resonances in 90Zr (see
Pigs.1a and 6a). In Fig.16 the solid line denotes the corresponding
form factors P2(q) m(d^/tJ(Sl)/(eferttl>tt/^JL), Within the experimental emr

\

results4 ' agree with the theoretical ones. It should be noted that
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1

the electron scattering or the low-lying states whose structure has

been calculated with the same parameters, is satisfactorily descri-

bed too. As an example Fig.17 shows the experimental ' and theore-

tical form factors of electron scattering with excitation of the 2^

level in 90Zr.

In the deformed nuclei in which the number of one-phonon states

forming a resonance is very large* and in the spherical nuclei in

IF!2

ra'3

Id5

IFf

a)
1Ö3

b)

E2

V*N
10

05 ID 15 ,-1 05 1D 15

10'

2+2,186MeV

0A 08
Fig.16. Form factors squared for the

£1- and E2-resonancea in ^ Zr. Solid cur-

ve s-RPA calculation, dashed curves-Q++

+Q+Q+ -calculations.Points are the ex-

perimental data .

Fig.17. Form factor

squared fbr the 2t -state

in °Zr.Points are the ex-

perimental data

the approximation taking into account the fragmentation of the one-

-phonon states over the two-phonon ones» a direct calculation of the

differential cross sections is rather complicated. But in this case

we can use the method of strength functions. Assuming the form of

the transition densities to be the same for all the states forming

the resonance» we can obtain-' '

(10)
c/Jlolu)

The index co Implies that the cross aection is calculated at the ex-

citation energy eJ . Using formula (10) there have been calculated

the electron scattering cross sections with excitation of the giant
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resonances in the deformed nucleus 152Sm35'. In Pig.18 the solid li-
ne denotes the theoretical differential cross section of (e,eO Scattering
in15'?üm with excitation of the EV, E2-and E3-resonances. The dashed
line shows the experimental data for 1 5 ONd 4 3 / (E =64.3 MeV, #«93°).

20

15

10

5

cfe/dttdEx(10"V/srMeV)

,152Sm

E0=6A,3MeV
9=93°

Fig.18. Theoretical
and experimental diffe-
rential cross-section
of electron scattering
in deformed nuclei.The-
oretical calculation for
' Sm, experimental da-
ta for 15ONd43/#

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40E*MeV
The shape of both the curves is in satisfactory agreement (the abso-
lute value of the experimental cross section for ^ Nd has not been
determined). The main peak in the cross section in Fig.18 is related
with excitation of the E1 and isoscalar E2 resonance and the peak at
E =25 MeV with the isovector E2 resonance. The contribution of the
E3-resonance to the theoretical cross section is very small. The con-
tribution of the resonances of higher multipolarity increases with
increasing energy of electrons.

Formula (10) was also used to study the change in the form-factors
after taking into account the fragmentation of the one-phonon states,
forming the giant resonance, over the two-phonon ones . The corres-
ponding form factors for excitation of the E1 and E2 resonances in
7 Zr (see Figs.1b and 6b) are shown in Fig.16 by the dashed line. The
fragmentation of the one-phonon states results in a slight decrease
in the differential cross section (10-15&)» preserving the same de-
gree of conformity with experiment.

The scattering of the high energy protons with excitation of the
giant resonances has been investigated in refs.^ ^" in the frame-
work of the Glauber theory in the approximation of one inelastic col-
lision. Note, that the experimental differential cross section for
the inelastic scattering of protons with an energy of 1 GeV with ex-
citation of the 2t-level in 5 8Ni 4 4^ is correctly reproduced with our
wave functions 38' (see Fig.19). This makes the predictions of the
model more valid. The basic result of the calculations for the total
and differential cross sections of protons scatterins at E a 1 GeV
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on nuclei 58Ni, 90Zr, 1 2 0Sn 3 6 / and 1 5 4Sm 3 7» 3 9 / is the proof of the

preferential excitation of the isoscalar modes of the collective nuc-

var excitations in these reactions. Por instance, the ratio of the
90

total cross sections for the E1 and isoscalar E2 resonance in * Zr

0.8

0.4

0.4
0.2 V

/>

->E3
\

154Sm
e=3f

e=5°

• .

Pig.19. Differential cross-

section of the proton inelas-

5 10 15 20 25 30

Pig.20. Differential cross-sec-

scattering on ' Ni with the tions of excitation of E2- and E3-

excitation of 2*-state.Experi-

mental data from ref. '

-giant resonances in

protons.

by 1 GeV

b-7

i

is of an order of 1O~ . The reactions with the high energy protons

allow one not only to separate the isoscalar resonances» but also to

distinguish between the contributions from resonances of different

multipolarities3'*3^'. In Fig.20 this is clearly seen for the isosca-

lar E2-and E3-resonances in -^Sm. Por this purpose, one should mea-

sure the differential crosb sections for scattering of protons at

small but different angles. Note, that this method, which is quite

real with the contemporary state of the experimental technique, can

be used to study the giant resonances of higher multipolarity.

The authors are grateful to Ch.Stoyanov, L.A.Malov, V.V.Voronov,

V.Yu.Ponomarev, V.O.Nesterenko, G.Kyrchev, V.M.Shilov, G.N.Afanaeiev,

S.I.Fedotov, R.A.Eramzhyan and S.V.Akulinichev for cooperation, dis-

cussions and advices.
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i
j ON COLLECTIVE PHENOMENA IN HYPERNUCLEI.

3. 2ofka, Nuclear Physios Instituts, Czechoslovak Acadeny

of Soiancea, Rei near Prague

Introduction.

-" ~-i

\! There ara three links between present subject and subjects

to be dealt with at this Conference. First, in addition to often

|; used K~-beai»8, reactions of high energy heavy ions as production

,•; sources of hypernuclei have recently been considered [lj. L

r Second* it is expected [2] that the addition of a hyporon into

. the nuclear medium tests and changes some collective features of

; nuclei and may shed new light on such bulk characteristics as

compressibility* And third, there is a connection between the

:• excitation mechanism of the nuclear core in the hypernucleus and

that of giant resonances in nuclei, which makes also possible to

use the sane theoretical schemes [3"] •

It is the aim of this contribution to study microscopically

A -binding energies, changes of radii and shapes of light deformed

and spherical hypernuclei, to comment their relation to liquid

.• drop estimates [2^ and possibilites to extract them experimentally.

* Hypernuclei are interesting objects for both theoreticians and

experimentali8t8.In spits of short lifetimes, ingenious methods
r' have been devlced to study not only ground states, but also bound

excited and resonance-like ones. And the hyperon (here, only the

A -hyperon is considered for simplicity) is allowed to penetrate
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• I

into the very central parts of the nucleus, which cannot be

reached by an extra nuoleon due to Pauli principle* Especially,

theoretical investigations of deformed s-d shell hypernuclei

are now needed, when they become experimentally accessible {VJ.

I
Results.

In order to have both collective and independent particle

pictures of the same phenomena at our disposal, Hartree-Fock

(HF) and hyperspherical harmonics {HHM) models have been employed.

Both models allow nuclear core to polarize dynamically when A

is added. HHM, even in the lowest approximation K • K r o i n. proved

to be very efficient in the description of the collective pheno-

mena, where relative radial changes are important as e« g. mono-

pole giant resonances \_5J. Its virtue is also a correct treatment

of center-of-mass (CM) spuriosities, what is not negligible in

view of small masses of hypernuclei available. Details of both

models are sufficiently known, thus the input interactions are

to be commented here only. The N-N interactions used are three

Gaussian phenomenological ones with varying compressibility K

(denoted by K 150 ~ K 350) and fitting reasonably binding energies

and radii of all doubly magic nuclei \p\i Coulomb interaction

and CM corrections are included fully. As opposed to N-N inter-

action, much less is known about the /\-N interaction and its

form is still an open problem. At present stage of investigation,

also phenonenological conclusions from various models are worth-

while. Thus, central Gaussian A -N interactions with varying

ranges ^ and Majorana exchange components «fx
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giving reasonable A -binding B 4 In A O and /ca. have been

adopted here. Three of thea are listed In Tab. 1, together

filth corresponding B A In ths eiapleet haraonlc oscillator

•odel (VNN -a K 200 of ref. [e]).

An explicit Inclusion of spin-exchanges Is not needed ss

for even-even nuclear cores, studied here, it does not represent

s new free fitting parameter. The spring constant for ths

A-hyperon HF wave function has been related to that of riucleons

(2)

where O • •u/«A
 r 0.8416* Eq. (2) does not restrict variation

substantially because if b . and b N are varied Independently,

eiailar relation for b's results [VJ. For HHM, eq. (2) le en

essential ingredient. ||

The binding energies B of ths A -hyperon, being the h

binding energy differences B A
 m B E A + A ~ BEA' °"apend "ono-

tonically on the number of nucleons A [8] and they are die-

played in Fig. 1 as resulted froe HF calculations. As noted

l;j previously, B ^ does not depend strongly on the N-N Interactions i

used [9J. B . for deforced hypernuclel baa eysteaatically lower {•

valuee than euggeeted by a saooth extrapolation fro» spherical

onee. Thie difference Ie sneller for harder (higher K) nuclear i

cores and/or if Majorana exchange la atronger. It aay be partly hi

due to the use of non-projeoted intrinsic HF wave function, but 1
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Fig. I /\-binding anerglss , resulting Ir om HF aodsl

.1-,

• if,

I
for various V N N and V.N interactions.
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the change in <3 2 > due to A added le very «all (/w l%).
it

Hence, rather supporte the non-zero value of «^ . ae eleo

indicated by the l\-tt scattering experiment analyeie.

It wee suggested in Ref. f2l, that the nuclear core pola-

rization in the hypemucleus is simply related to the nuclear

compressibility coefficient K, the value of which has been

extracted fro* tfte excitation of giant monopole resonance*

up to now. More explicitly, the added hyperon should conpress

the nuclear care in approximate accordance with

K A >

which le elwaye negative. It hoe appeared, however, that in (3J,

VAN Interferes in more complicated menner eo thot for rfrf *v - 1.,

nuclear core would oxpand lnetead of being comprooood \?~\» Thle

eleo llluetretee the difference between the mechanics of mono-

polo (breathing) excitation and «bat of hypernucloar polari-

zation. In the former, oil nucloone fool o unlforo harmonic-like

field and this results in a coherent excitation [si. Con-

sequently, the aonopole excitation may bs simply raleted to the

bulk characterietlco of the nuclear medium only [s J

In the latter, nucleone aro subjected to varloua (spherically

symmetric) flelde according to their quantum numbers and in the

reeulting polarization, the coherence is not so well pronounced.

From Teb. 2., it is eeen that A r decreeeee with increasing K
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:••- and A, but differently than predicted by eiaple sq. (3). It

U cannot be thue ussd directly for extraction of K, when analysing
'A
1 the experimental data. More details on V^N aay appear e. g.
1 es followsJ

3 (5) Ar - - r .

- J
K A

HNA

and r„„_ is the radius.
TIBS

I view of snail values, radial changes quoted are likely

difficult to be detected experimentally. Would however changes

of the intrinsic deformation be large enough ( A/ 10%), the

hypernuclear B(E2) transition probabilities would differ fron

nuclear ones and one would have an indication of the creation

of the excited hypernucleus and its deexcitation. Fig. 2 depicts

changes of intrinsic charge quadrupole deformations

(6) i

as a function of A. The largost 4 Q results for ?Be, exceeding

10% for soft nuclei (K ^ - 150 MeV). HF description of this

hypernucleus is likely not very reliable, however. It is lntereet-

ing to note that for soft nuclei, i Q Is peaked at *9Si in the [f
V'

s-d shell, whereas for hard nuclei (K M • 360 MeV), no such

s peak appeare. Valuee of & Q for e-d ehell, being of the j

order of 1 -f 3% give only a little hope to distinguish between L

nuclear and hypernuclear transitions at present. m
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'A

Flg. 2. Changaa of quadrupola intrinaic deforaatlone AQ [%].

yialdad by HF model for various VNN and V.N interactions.
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Another Measure of the shape polarization is the change

in the total energy of the nucleone alone, E* , suggested

in J7]|. It again oxpressee the average change of single particle

wave functions of nucleons. In Table 3, typical features of

nuclear core changes in hypernuclei arm seen on the behaviour

of E*. The polarizability diminishes with increasing nuclear

incompreesibility substantially. The dependence of E on A

suggests, that V^N saturates fast. When A-hyperon eits in the

lowest Sjy2 orbit, nuclear s-d orbits change less than p ones.

When compared with results of ref. f?], the polarizability of

lowest orbits is not so strongly suppressed with increasing A.

This night mean that the Skyrme N-N interactions ]7 j, in contrast

to finite range ones, yield Much harder central nuclear parts

and only valence orbits can polarize. To decide, which situation

is Bore realistic would demand to study the orbits separately,

to introduce compressibilities (or polarizabilitiea) for each

orbit or at least for the central part of the nucleus. E is

experiaentally difficult to be taken; but the Coulonb energy

differences are also sensitive to changes in separate shells

and such a measurement may help not only to Measure the overall

K, but also to decide which N-N interactions are preferable in

the above sense.

The Model of hyperspherical ha monies in its generalized

fora (HHM- A), suited for hypernuclei, introduces collective

hyperradiue J for the system of A nucleone and A hyparon

as follows (3,

(7)
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where fa are the (usual) Dacobl coordinates of nueleons and

a hyperon, R is the center-of-mase position of the entire hyper-

nucleus. This model makes possible to study microscopically

a. g. the influence of /INN interactions, which are supposed

to be important compared with A-N ones. HHM- A has been used

here in the lowest approximation Koln to estimate the changes

in the overall softness of matter due to A added by calculating

the energy of the first monopole excited state. They are only

apeculative in hypernuclei, when already in nuclei, they are

so difficult to be traced. Table 4 shows that the addition of'

the A particle shifts K, calculated according to eq. (4),

slightly upwards, what would one expect when adding a nucleon,

as well [jBJ. In contradiction with such an expectation, breathing

excitation energy becomes higher.

A comparison of HHM- A and HF results for O and Ca (Tab. 5)

illustratee, that an introduction of a collective variable and

subsequent calculation in the lowest order yields reasonable

results only if the operator studied has a simple form in that

collective variable fsj. This is not the case for the hyper-

radius and V«N interaction, especially when the Majorana ex-

change is strong and thus, the K B i n approximation becomes worse.

From Table 5 It may be again noticed a similarity of HHM and

a simple model, in which lowest harmonic oscillator orbits are

filled.

Conclusion.

It has been briefly shown that the addition of a /l-hyperon

to a nucleus and creation of a hypernucleus enables us to study

I

-.'1

I
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macroscopic nuclear characteriatice. It einulates a collect ivo

excitation of the nucleus to sons extent and leada to the

changes of nuclear radii Ar and quadrupole deformations 4Q.

Their measurements would be of use in the choice of a. g. nuolear

compressibility coefficient K, in distinguishing varioua features

of N-N interactions. Present study, uaing schematic A -N inter-

actions, pointed out the dependence of Ar, 4Q on Majorana

component of V^N and their insensitivity to the range of V^N«

The actual values of 4 r, | Q obtained here would likely not

be experimentally detectable. Would realistic A -N interactions

be known and employed, it would give more credit to actual

measurability of AQ, Ar.

Discussions with M» Sotona, L. Majling and V. N. Fetisov

are greatly acknowledged.
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Table 1.

Specification of A-N Interactions. V. and B . are given

In MeV, u4 in fa.

VAN

1

3

5

Vl

-25.25

-79.15

-878.8

1.2

1.2

0.6

V

0.

313.

5432.

2

1

0

-

0.6

0.3

0.

-0.5

0.

15.0

16.0

15.0

BA(Ca)

26.2

26.2

26.2

I

Table 2.

Changes of radii of nuclear cores due to A-hyperon added,

resulting froa HF aodel, Ar - **"***«"•«— (in % ) .

ti

K(N-N)

A -N

Be

Ne

Mg

Ca

150

1

3.91

2.03

1.85

1.32

350

1

2.47

1.31

1.14

0.66

150

3

2.45

1.25

1.18

O.J9

360

3

1.40

0.79

0.71

0.39

! \
i"- 'A
- 'A
r, /I

i
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Table 3.

A HF HPExcitation energy E*« E A - EV^ (core) of the nuclear core

due to A-added. It is given in MeV.

NN

AN

Be

Ne

Mg

Ca

150

1

0.42

0.66

0.67

0.76

250

1

0.30

0.52

0.52

0.53

360

1

0.27

0.41

0.41

0.41

250

3

0.14

0.18

0.20

0.20

250

6

0.26

0.50

0.50

0.50

f

f.-i.

Table 4.

Characteristics of aonopole excitations of spherical nuclei

and hypernuclei. Excitation energy E^. and K are given in MeV,

r G S l n

VNM

K 250

K 250

?•» i

VAN

1

Lnteracti

0

EBM

28.04

29.40

Lone are

rGS

2.58

2.51

specif

K

126.4

131.4

led In f i rs t two

EBM

24.0

24.71

Ca

rGS

3.36

3.30

coluans

K

156

160

.0

.1
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Table 5.

Coaparlaon of BA'a (MeV) ae yielded by HF, HHM-A and HO

•odela. For V-N epeeification eee Tab. 1.

VJ»N

V°
'Je.

1

1 4 .

2 5 .

8

6

BA(HF)

3

15.9

27.6

6

14

25

•8

.5

1

16

26

BA<

. 2

. 7

HHI

3

15

2 6

•3

. 7

l >
5

15

26

. 2

. 7

BA(HO)

1 . 3 . 5

16.0

26.2

fi.

ï
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THE SP(2,R)-MODEL AS THE DESCRIPTION OF LARGE AMPLITUDE COLLECTIVE
MOTION

F. AHckx, J. Broeckhove
Dienst Teoretische en Wiskundige Natuurkunde

Rijksuniversi tair Centrum
Groenenborgerlaan 171, B-2020 Antwerp, Belgium

Ml fol

The Model introduced and developed l ' l J under the name

of "Sp(2,JR)-model" provides a means fer a microscopic description

of large amplitude collective motion in light uniaxially deformed

nuclei. The model can be summarized as follows: the irreps of 7

Sp(2JR) yield the states which are most strongly coupled by the

Hamiltonian, therefore providing a good choice for relevant

subspaces in the A-particle Hubert Space, in which to diagonalize

the Hamiltonian. It is interesting to note that the model was

introduced by analyzing the CI results for Be ; it therefore

provides a justification in the framework of A-particle theory

of a submodel of the Sp(6sTR) model
 l ' which was introduced on a

collective level through CM(3).

The states of the Sp(2^R) irreps are "intrinsic states",

i.e. they usually have a well-defined deformation, but no good

angular momentum. Thus the calculation of the physically relevant

eigenstates of the Hamiltonian whithin the subspace specified

by the irrep under consideration must contain an angular momentum

projection before diagonalisation.

The (complex-extended) Sp(2JR) algebra consists, in its

general form, realized in terms of the oscillator creation and

annihilation operators a and a, of the following operators:

I
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= U*

LO(V) = i ^

where a^(+)(i)=a*+)(i)-(l/A)J a*+)(j), v specifying the cartesian

component4satisfying the commutation relations:

IM+,MJ = L„

ILO,M±] = ±M±

P>.
The two-body form of these Sp(2^R) operators is chosen to provide \

a description of nuclei which is free of spurious centre of mass' |

motion. ' •

As specific realisations of the algebra we propose the r

following, depending on the specific structure of the nucleus

considered: ;

- Spherical nuclei (e.g. He) 4

monopole algebra:

M+ = M+<x)+M+(y)+M+(z)

M_ = M_(x)+M_(y)+M_(z)

LQ = L0(x)+L0(y)+L0(z)

8 I
- Prolate nuclei (e.g. Be) |

prolate algebra:

M+ = M+(z)

M_ = M_(z)

Lo = L0(z)
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12
- Oblate nuclei (e.g. C)

oblate algebra:

M+ = M+(x)+M+(y)

M_ = M_(x)+M_(y)

LQ = L0(x)+L0(y)

For the lowest weight state of the irreps leading to the lowest

lying states one chooses the leading SU(3) state.

For the 8Be nucleus a calculation within a complete irrep of

Sp(2^R) has now been performed, using a two-body interaction of

the Volkov-type. To produce the calculation within a complete

irrep of Sp(2JR) we have taken resort to the Generator Coordinate

Method (GCM), with the generator state defined as:

XCM.+M )
*(X) = e *

*0 = detl

0

f

where "*Q is the highest weight leading state irrep in the SU(3)

model ((Xy) = (U0)), and <fiQ and <p^ are the harmonic oscillator _:\

states with respectively zero and one quantum in the z-direction. |

The generating state is essentially the *0 in which the internal \

1 motion is scaled in the z-direction. '

.• To solve the corresponding GCM-problem we have used a variational

; technique for the discretisation procedure which allows us to let

•' the Hamiltonian choose those GC values which are best suited for

a rapid convergence of the spectrum * ' . J

a I
The numerical results for Be are shown on figure 1 where y

! for comparison we have indicated some of the experimental levels

as obtained from o-scattering experiments. A drastic deviation ;

from the pure SU(3) description is observed, as was already pre-

viously described in a truncated calculation ' ' j one also notes

thestrongly enhanced B(E2)'s and the favourable comparison with

experiment.

I
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40 .

30

20

10

0

GCM
10
NM4.P

73.0

.8

14.7

^ 7 3

40.4

52.9
.8

138.3

71.4

214.9
.6

11Q.5

188.5

2
n

73.2

53.6

28.5

20.0

EXP

.4

.2

.0

Figure I
Calculated CB1 force) and experimental spectrum. Energies in MeV
and B(S2)'s in e fm . The calculated groundstate energy i s
- t7 .9 MeV.

I
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To indicate the large amplitude character of the ststes

we have developed the resulting eigenstates onto the original

Shell-Model basis. These results are shown in the table:

one immediately notices that of the Ohu> component (the SU(3)

description) only 30% has remained, whereas strong couplings to

higher configurations have been introduced, thus indicating the

relevance of the model.

TABLE

Expansion coefficients squared of the lowest lying band in terms

of the nfcu Shell-Model configuration.

n
L

0

2

•

6

8

10

0

0.

0..

0.

-

-

30

28

2»»

2

0.

0.

0.

0.

w

33

33

31

m

0

0

0

0

0

.19

.20

.21

.23

.06

-

6

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

10

10

12

21

12

01

8

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

05

05

06

16

15

OH

10

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

02

02

03

11

16

07

H
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SEMICLASSICAL DYNAMICS

N.L. Balazs

Department of Physics

State University of New York

Stony Brook, New York 11794

I. Introduction

The recent development of classical mechanics has shown that the

motion generated by a time independent Hamiltonian is very complicated.

In general we find that if we consider a 2n dimensional phase 'space'some

of the orbits wind smoothly round n dimensional tori, while others wander

stochastically over manifolds of higher dimensionality.

Consider now the quantummechanlcal behavior of systems in such

states which in the classical limit belong to different types of motions.

The families of orbits which lie on tori correspond to wavefunctions

which are of the familiar type approximable by WKB type of wavefunctionn

quantised in the Bohr-Sotnmerfeld manner. What is the quantummechanical

behaviour of systems in the stochastic regions of the phase space?

Recently, these problems were studied in two memoirs and detailed

computations were made on a special model. Some of the results are as

follows.(2'3)

Display-the quantum mechanics in a pq manifold using Wigner's

function, W(p,q,t) and let the latter describe a non-stationary quantum

state i|i(q,t) for a system of one degree of freedom. The initial state

iKq.o) corresponds classically to a set of points represented by a curve

C Q. Clasically, CQ develops into Ct. It turns out that Wigner's

function, which was large only on and around C at time zero, continues
o

to hug the evolving curve C , and that the semiclasslcal oscillations of.

W depend only on C and the geometry of the neighbouring curves.

In particular, consider a family of curves parametrised by P given

by F(p,q,o,P)«0 where C corresponds to the parameter value P , and let

this family develop classically through the action of the Haailtonlan

into the family Ft(p,q,P) - 0. For P we shall close the classical

action. Then one finds that for pq points near the curve G£ Wigner's
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function Is given by

«(q.p.t) - i;i»2B<p.i>il/M*:;il"<<'"i;it (1>

where Ai(x) is the Airy function, P(p,q) the classical action associated

with the curve going through the point (p,q), and

B(p.q) = P q
2P p p + P

2
p Pqq -2 P p qP pP q (Pp - 3P/3P).

(3 A)
Such a form for U was already obtained before for stationary situations. '

We see now that the form persists during the time evolution as well,

exhibiting the characteristic properties associated with this form. In

particular the following properties should be noted: W is large of the
-2/3order h near C ; In the classical limit it becomes a delta function

#
* $ (P(p.q)-P ) ; on the convex side of the curve the function decays

exponentially away from C ; on the concave side it develops quantum

oscillations.

II. Model Calculations

These results suggest that In studying semlclassical dynamics the

proper object of interest is the time evolution of a curve in the

classical phase space {our C ) , since given that we can easily reconstruct
# c

W, (or the associated wave function if the system is in a pure state).

In order to do this investigation easily, and to study the wave

functions in the stochastic regions conveniently we shall investigate a

model vhich is one liimansional but nevertheless exhibits these stochastic

features. Consider then a system with a time dependent periodic

Hamiltonian H(p,q,t), where
2

H(p.q.t) - p /2MY 0<t<YT

-Y) YT<t<T. <2)

o- Thus during the period T the Hamiltonian is purely kinetic during the

, : time yT, and purely potential otherwise. The memoir in reference 3

\ contains the detailed study of the time evolution of this model. Here l

we discuss briefly the characteristic behaviour of the system based on |

the classical evolution of Cfc, exhibit the approximate wavefunctlon, or If

rather the momentum and position distributions obtained from it. I

The time evolution of C Q Into C t generated by a classical Hamiltonian r
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can be thought of as a mapping sending each point of the pq space Into

another, deforming thereby the curve C . These maps have fixed points

and the Increasing complexity of C Is a consequence of the complicated

distortion of C around these fixed points.

There are two kinds of fixed points. The elliptic fixed points

wind up the curve as shown in Figure l(a). The hyperbolic fixed points

produce a serpentine like complexity, which can be seen developing on

Figure l(b). In general these fixed points appear surrounding each other,

generating a tremendous complexity in the morphology of the curve. The

hyperbolic fixed points are responsible for the appearance of the

stochastic regions.

If we now construct an associated Wigner function we must lay a
2/3ribbon of width h over these curves. As long as the convolutions are

well separated this poses no problem. However, we will expect that there

will be critical times, t , such that for times greater than these

segments of the curve will be so close as to prohibit the laying down of

individual ribbons. These critical times are of the order log h for

deformation produced by hyperbolic fixed points, and of the order h

for elliptic fixed points. Thus we will expect that for times longer

than these critical times the quantummechanical motion will exhibit a

completely different behaviour from the classical one.

Thus Planck's constant will play a dual role in semiclassical

mechanics. On the other hand it makes the motion richer in details

because it spreads the curve Cfc (which would describe the classical

motion) into a function; on the other hand it obliterates details by

averaging out a fine structure of the classical motion which would

manifest itself in regions smaller than h. How can we construct wave-

functions knowing the classical curve C ?

Consider the classical curve C. which evolved from C on which
t o

originally the points were distributed, with uniform density. For our

model with V = Aq /A a curve evolution is shown in Fig. 2, where n

1 denotes the time in periods. Classically, the intersections of this curve

with a q constant line will give delta function contributions to the

| probability density in q. (Similarly, the intersections with p equal

constant line will give the contributions to the probability density

in the momenta.) Where this line becomes tangent to C , as for example

at a turning point, the contribution will become singular. In analogy

|
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to optics one can call these caustic spikes. .However, the BO

constructed densities contain too much classical detail and we have

to smooth these by averaging over regions corresponding to the local

de Broglie wavelength. The so resulting probability densities

associated with the curves shown in Fig. 2 are exhibited in Fig. 3.

Fig.. A shows the actual probability densities computed from quantum-

mechanics. There is visibly 'an excellent agreement between the smoothed

functions. The tremendous complexity of the functions for n > 2 is

associated with the stochastic properties of the motion, and originate

in the deformations of C as exhibited In Fig. 2, which in turn are

produced by the fixed points associated with the periodic Hamiltonian.

(A detailed discussion of these matters is given in the second memoir.)

III. Summary

Thus we see that the properties of the classical motion plays an

important role in determining the quantum dynamics of a system.

The fixed points of the classical map generated by the classical

motion have a deep effect on the quantum dynamics; however, to exploit

this one must study not so much the orbits but the evolution of curves

which classically represent ensembles corresponding to wavefunctions.

'These fixed points also generate new quantummechanical time scales,

such that for times larger than these critical tinea (depending on

Planck's constant) the quantum dynamics will profoundly differ from the

classical one.

Those regions of the classical phase,where the hyperbolic fixed

points generate a stochastic motion contain states described by wave-

functions with an interesting and unusual structure. The probability

density in position exhibits many peaks of the type usually only

associated with the classical turning points of the motion, but appearing

in thp Interior of the cloHBlcnily allowed domflin. The momentum distri-

bution is tHuuilly complicated showing the Hpcctrnl impurity of the wnve-

functions.
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Angular Momenta of Fission Fragments

by

K. Dietrich

PhysDc-Departrient, Technische UniversitHtMUnchen

1.) Introduction

I wish to report on work done in collaboration with M. Zielinska-

Pfabê1'2.

In the introduction, we want to give reasons why the angular

momenta of fission fragments deserve interest. In section 2, we

show how the angular momenta of the nascent fragments are related

to bending modes in the scission region, and we discuss quantum

numbers which may be of importance for the angular momentum distrib-

ution. In section 3, we give a short outline of the theory) in

particular, we formulate the Hamiltonian of the bending modes.

In the last section we present some results of our calculations.

While we have reached a fairly good understanding of the

fission process up to the top of the fission barrier, our under-

standing of the passage from the saddle point to the scission region

is still unsatisfactory. Once the nascent fragments are separated,

the dynamical evolution is again uncomplicated, since Coulomb ex-

citation and de-excitation processes as well as the statistical

emission of neutrons by the fragments can be calculated in the
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conventional way once we know the 'initial conditions' at the

scission point.

A promising approach to the problem would be to study the time

evolution,up to scission, of a macroscopic probability distribution

P(A,^jt) (A » 'macroscopic' collective, variables like distance r

between fragment centres, shape-degrees, mass- and charge variables;

^"a conjugate momenta of these variables) starting from initial

conditions at the saddle point: For energies E ̂ E f larger than the

fission barrier E-, the excess energy (E-Ef) can be assumed to be

statistically distributed, while the threshold energy Ef (measured

with respect to the groundstate energy of the system) is contained

in deformation degrees. Since there are numerous empirical in-

dications that the passage from saddle to scission is a slow pro-

cess, the assumption,that the statistical equilibrium of the in-

trinsic degrees is never substantially perturbed during the dyna-

mical evolution of the system,appears to be sound. This then means

that we can use the linear response theory developed by Hofmann

and Siemens for calculating such a distribution function

A preliminary study of this kind was published by Jensen et al.

at the recent Jülich conference . More detailed studies were

begun by K. Pomorski in our Institute. In lack of this desirable

but complicated calculation, we wish to consider a simple model of

the system at the scission point and to try to find the essential

features of the system in the scission region by analyzing the

empirical data. In doing so, there is the considerable complication

that the deformation energy,which might still be present at the

scission pointjis quickly thermalized after scission, before ob-

servable processes like the neutron emission set in. Thus we have

t

I:
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to focus our attention upon quantities which are conserved after

scission, or whose changes are controllable. Apart from the masses

and charges of the fragments and their excitation energies* an ob-

viously very informative quantity are the angular momenta of the

primary fragments. They can be measured by observing the number

and (as far as possible) the multipolarlty of the Y -rays emitted

by the fragments. I wish to stress that all the data on average

angular momenta of fragments which appear in our figures depend

on certain assumptions concerning the roultipolarity of the trans-

itions . More extensive experimental work on this field would be '

of great importance.

2.) Angular momenta as a result of bending modes in the

scission region

In their famous classical study of the fission of a droplet.

Nix and Swiatecki introduced the bending, wriggling, and twisting

modes as normal modes of the system at the scission point (which

happened to coincide with the saddle point in their model). Later,

Rasmussen et al. presented the first quantum treatment of the

bending mode of one deformed fragment in the field of the spherical

(doubly magic) partner. We extended the quantum mechanical treat-

ment for the angular modes of two deformed fragments which we assuned

to be spheroidal in the model calculations performed. Obviously,

bound or quasibound states of the angular motion at scission imply

that the conjugate variables which are,loosely speaking, the

angular momenta I.., I, of the fragments, are 'unsharp', i.e.

characterized by a distribution P d ^ I j ) . If this distribution is

only weakly modified during the rapid rupture of the system, it is

I
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this distribution which determines the angular momenta of the

fragments. We checked that the perturbation of the angular momentum

distribution after separation due to Coulomb excitation amounts to

at most i £ , if the shape vibrations are overdamped. This latter

assumption underlies the whole model calculation.

The correct dynamical description of the angular motions of

the two-fragment system requires the introduction of 3 body-fixed

coordinate systems apart from the inertial frame SQ ( Xo yo Ze ) t

(1) a 'molecular1 system S(xyz) whose orientation JZ»

with respect to S is chosen such that the inertial tensor of the

total system is diagonal;

(11) two 'atomic' systems S.. (x-y-z..), S-fx-y-z,) whose orien-

tatlon J2, H ty.Afr ) , -A? = (% , *?, rz )
with respect to S is defined such that the inertial tensors of the I

individual fragments are diagonal. Fig. 1 shows a schematic pic-

ture of the z-axes of S^S-, and S as well as the quantum numbers
—•> -—>

describing the projections of the angular momenta I. and I- on the

z-axis of the molecular frame (M,.,M2) and on the z-axes of the

fragment frames (K.. «K.). '[•

The projections K. and K_ and the sum

M 1 2 » M1 + M 2 (1)

of the projections on the z-axis turn out to be conserved quantum

numbers of the bending modes, if certain Coriolis and rotation- |-

vibration terms are neglected. The conservation of M 1 2 corre- I

sponds to the symmetry of the Hamiltonian H^ (see eq.(13)) of the

bending modes with respect to a rotation of both the fragments >:

around the z-axis. This quantum number H 1 2 turns out to be equal I

to Bohr's K-quantum number if a certain rotation-vibration term V
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1
in the total Hamiltonian is negligible. The eigenfunctions

(A f-£li -J2z) o f t n e bending modes may thus be characterized

by the quantum numbers

where Wg is the number of nodes. The probability Pl^Ij) that

the fragments have angular momenta I1»
I
2
 i a given by

.Tx) = Z (2)

where ZtPr -r is the probability of finding I«»I, in a given

bending mode ftp. while W^ is the probability that the bending

mode with quantum numbers /£ is occupied. We calculated &LrT

from a simple model of two spheroidal nuclei: The wave function

is expanded in terms of a product of D-functions

and Ze?-. —. Is given as a function of the expansion co-
'g"f'LZ

efficients by

The probability Afr is assumed to be given by a Boltzmann factor _

*
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Tigwhere ^ are the eigen-energles of Tig (see eq.(t3))

and I is a auclear temperature which measures the statistically

distributed part of the excitation energy at scission.

The experimental numbers to compare with are the average

angular momenta T, 2 of the fragments. They are given by

- I T, m

= Z T^ ̂)
(and analogously for T2)

f

f
I
I
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3.) Short outline of the theory

We have to show how the Hamiltonian H* which determines the

eigenfunetions (h is obtained and how we determine the

: °i»fl2 °* t h o a P h e r o l d s a s well as the distance r between their

\ centers. A detailed presentation is found in ref. 2. Here we only
• - i

\\ sketch the main ideas.

We write the total Hamiltonian H as a sum of a kinetic energy

•i of collective rotation of the whole system (ft) * the kinetic energies
i *** (*i ** (i)
! %i . Kt

 o f collective rotation of the fragments versus S, and a
A* -

c- remainder h (QJJ) •

K+K*"+K | Z'+h (8)
_ JL

3

3

*" " £ &«"& r) (10)

where oC" 1»2« T h e angular momentum TTof collective rotation of the

nuclear system as a whole versus S is expressed in terms of the

total angular momentum I and the angular momentum I 'of the frag-

ments

IT-?-? ?<1>?<2> (11)
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The angular momentum R'*6' of collective rotation of fragment *£ «lth

respect to S is expressed as the difference between the total angular

momentum "f^ and the Intrinsic angular momentum j**' of the fragment

- f<*> (12)

The"AnsatzH (9), (11) can be viewed in analogy to a Bohr model of a

deformed core and two extracore particles. The quantities J*(Q),

3. itl.,r) are the principal moments of inertia of the nuclear mole-

cule and the fragments respectively . The prime in eq. (1O) means

that the component is with respect to the fragment-fixed system

S.. The variable»Q comprise the collective variables

Q A (•£,rJ^rq1«q2»nrr)

q1(2)° s h aP e variables of fragment 1(2)

n a neck variables

r a distance of fragment centers •

A
The Hamiltonian h is specified in ref.2. It contains the Hamlltonian

of intrinsic motion, the Hamiltonian of collective vibrations and the

coupling between intrinsic and collective modes, as obtained from the

cranking approximation.
A.

Substituting (11),(12) into (8) and extracting from h the potential
^ ) which is defined as the difference between the potential

energy for arbitrary orientation-^,-^ of the fragments minus the

potential for the aligned configuration of two spheroids of distance
A

r, we obtain the Hamiltonian H# of the bending modes as a conveniently
A A

defined part of H.
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„„
The potential V and the moments óf Inertia J^**' depend on the

deformations É^QJ of the spheroidal fragments and V depends, in

addition» on the distance r of the fragment centers.

We calculate ViJlyJl^) as a sum of the Coulomb interaction between

uniform charge distributions and the nuclear proximity Interaction

depending on the distance s(Ail-;r) of the nuclear surfaces. The

potential is shown as a function of r for aligned fragments in fig.2.

We choose as distance r . the valley distance in fig. 2. The same

figure shows the average angular moments I u as a function of this

distance r as obtained from our model. It is crucial for the approxi-

mate validity of our simple model calculation that these values of ï^

depend rather weakly on r, as long as there is still some nuclear

Interaction. The reason is that the opposite effects, of the Coulomb

and nuclear interaction are weakened by about the same amount as r

increases from the value at the valley to the one at the barrier

In fig. 2.

The deformationsS^.2)
 o f t h e fragments are determined from the

experimental total excitation energies E^.-. (- average energy released

by neutron and ƒ-emission) by requiring that E1{2. equals the sum of

the deformation energy B1^jJ (fl^ and the thermal energy E^J,™ of the

fragment at scission.
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The nuclear temperature Is a free parameter which measures the

degree of intrinsic excitation at scission.

4.) Results

Our purpose is to study qualitatively the effects of the

temperature T and of the conceivable conservation of the quantum

numbers K^, K2, M^2 on the average angular moments of the fragments.

By comparison with the existing data on average angular momenta

(which imply assumptions on the multipolarities of the transitions)

we may get information on the state of the system In the scission

region. One should, however, keep in mind that the model is too crude

to be quantitatively meaningful. Wnat we firmly believe is that it

represents the qualitative features correctly, especially the shell

effects which arise as a result of the variation of/^ .j. as a function

of the mass split (see fig. 3). We distinguish 3 cases:

1.) "Adiabatic^_case: Only the zero-point mode of the angular

motion is assumed to be occupied, (i.e. only the state with

M12 - K1 - K2 « i^ - O . (16)

; Note that this does not exclude intrinsic excitations which are
j
i compatible with the quantum numbers (16).

2.) Completely statistical limit

All the quantum numbers M<2, K^, K2, n may he unequal to zero

and the corresponding energies E^ are thermally occupied according

to (5) (TjO).
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3.) Intermediate situations

The thermal occupation (T*0) Is restricted to states with

fixed values of the quantum numbers M12, K.,, K2 (see fig. 5).

In Fig. 4.we present the deformation energies for*the case of

low energy fission of 24OPu and 236U as obtained from (14) with T-0.

If T#0, the deformations are smaller, but the marked shell effects

seen In fig. 3 persist at least up to T= 1MeV. This shell dependence

of the deformation variables propagates into the moments of Inertia

J| (which we took from the cranking theory), into the potential

energy V (see eq.(13)), and thus finally into the eigenfunctions

I:

(Piif- ^^\v} °* Hb w h i c h determine the angular momentum distribution
(see eq

We show typical results obtained for spontaneous fission of
252

Cf in fig. 5, since there is the largest amount of experimental

data for this nucleus. The experimental points are from J^-multi-

6 7 8
plicity measurements ' and from isomer population rates .

6 7The experimental work on y -multiplicities ' differs mainly

concerning the assumptions on the multipolarity of the transitions.

Finally, in fig. 6, we present results obtained for the average

angular momenta if one considers only fragments with a certain kinetic

energy of relative motion. This provides a selection of excitation

energies, large kinetic energies implying small excitation energies.

The deformation parameters B.|B2
 w e r e adjusted to the different experi-

1 mental excitation energies again by using eq. (14),(15). It is seen

that the calculated average angular momenta decrease as the excitation

of the fragments decrease. Unfortunately,there are no experimental data

as yet for selected windows of the excitation energy. Clearly, more
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experimental work Is needed and, as far as the theory Is concerned^

we have to replace the simple model by a calculation of the distribution

d(Q,t) of the system with respect to the deformation degrees Q u a

function of time. I hope that I could convince you that the subject

of angular momenta of low-energy fission fragments Is of great Importance

for our understanding of the fission process and that further experi-

mental and theoretical work is called for.

I
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Fig. 1 : Schematic picture of the scission configuration and

the quantum numbers which are relevant for the bendin

modes.

M
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t:

- 2

15 16 21 r(fm)

Fig. 2 i Potential V between aligned spheroids (masses 144 and

92) as a function of the distance r between the centers

(fissioning system s 2 3 6u ).

92 144

Dashed curves: average angular momenta as a function of

the choice of the distance z* in the model.
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82 122 130 138 146
nombre de masse

Fig. 3 : Deformation parameters B of the fragments at scission

as obtained from experimental total excitation energies

according to equ. (14) for T « O. Slow neutron induced

fission of 236u and 240Pu.

1
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102 HO 118 126 134 142 150 158
mass number

Flg. 4 : Average angular momenta of fission fragment as a

function of the fragment mass number for various

assumptions on the temperature T and the populated

quantum states at scission. Fissioning system : Spon-

252taneous fission of Cf.

• "adiabatic" case

_ . _ . _ T = 0.5 MeV, all quantum states

populated

_ _ _ _ T = 1 MeV, all quantum states M

populated

. . . . T = 1 MeV, only bending modes with

M
12

K- = O populated

Exp. points: I from ref.6, x from ref. 7, • from ref.8.
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102 108 120 132 138 VA 150
mass number

Pig. 5 s Average angular momenta of fission fragments as a

function of the fragment mass for different selections

of the relative kinetic energy E k i n of the fission

fragments system : Spontaneous fission of

160 MeV

Eki M e V

200 MeV

average of all kin. energies.

All the calculated curves for "adlabtic" case.
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The Application of Dynamical Thomas-Fermi-Theory

to Nuclear Collective Motion

G. Eckart and G. Holzwarth

GH Siegen, W.-Germany

Static properties of nuclei have been very successfully

reproduced by Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations using effective

density-dependent potentials V[p] , by taking the grourtdstate

energy of a nucleus basically in the form

E = <$H*> = / ( T + azp
2 + a3p

3 + a (Vp)2+ ...) d3x. (1)
s

Tremendous further simplification can be obtained by approxi-

mating also the kinetic energy fi d3x through a functional of

the local density

T = ctp^ + e-i^- + YAP +... (2)

where a, 0, Y> ... are constants which result from semiclassi-

l t <
2)

cal considerations ' . Selfconsistent densities then are ob-

tained from the variational problem

6p (E[p] - XA) = o . (3)

Detailed comparison with HF results indicates that very satis-

factory results can be obtained by taking only the first two

terms in (2) with a = a(A), 0 = B(A) deviating slightly from

their semiclassical values. Static gross properties for

spherical nuclei, like binding energy per particle, kinetic

energy per particle, proton and neutron radii and surface

thickness are in striking agreement with HF results and the
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density fall-off in the nuclear surface is reproduced with
3>very good accuracy

These simple "Extended Thomas Fermi" functionals

E [p] = /(a(A)p5/3 + BtA)-*^ 2) d 3x + V[p] (4)

are based on the assumption of a spherically symmetric local

Fermi surface throughout the nucleus and they represent the

"liquid drop" part of the static total energy <*H*>. "Shell

,• corrections", of course, are not included.

j

The attempt to use functionals (4) in the usual hydrodynamical

model for collective oscillations leads, however, already for

the L = 2 mode to drastic failure : With imposed velocity

potential M., i.e. with a density change

(5)

the hydrodynamical frequency

o>L
2= C L/B L (6)

C L 2 J

B L = | ƒ p ($M L)
2 d 3x (8)

does agree with the microscopic sum-rule result

(oL
2= m^ L )/m 1

( L ) , (9)

m;~' = Z (En)
i|<n|ML|o>|

2 (10)
n

for the monopole (KQ = r
2) and dipole (isovector) (M1 = rY1Q)

cases; however for L = 2 (M = rzY ) one obtains
£ J

I
i
',',:•
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<8>)/mA<r2> s (60A~ ï MeV) 2 (11)

as compared to

C 2/B 2 = 4 <S>/mA<r
z> = (30A~ *" MeV)2 . (12)

Here <T> and <S> are the Intrinsic kinetic and surface energy,

respectively. In the ground state. Naturally the hydrodynaml-

cal model yields only surface energy contributions for the

surface oscillation, while comparison with the sum-rule result

shows the hydrodynamical treatment of the intrinsic kinetic

energy to be unsatisfactory. This can be directly traced to

| the assumption of a spherically symmetric local Fermi surface

tf." underlying the functional (4). In fact, the use of (4) In a

i dynamical situation implies that the Fermi system moves through

sequences of totally equilibrated states, or, in other words,

through a set of groundstates compatible with the instantaneous

p(x, t), i.e. the individual particles rearrange instantly to

occupy the lowest possible configuration. For fast collective

motion/ or, for small amplitudes where in finite Fermi systems

there are no level crossings which would enable the rearrange-

: ment we write for the modulus *(t) of the time-dependent wave-

function

*(t) = exp (a(t) E ( V ^ • Vy)) *(t=o) , (13)

i.e. we basically scale the particle coordinates according to

the considered multipole field without allowing for any rearr-

angement . More generally, we write for that part of the one-

body density matrix which enters into the intrinsic energy

p(x, x', t) = A/4>(x, 2..A, t)*(x', 2..A, t) d2..dA

(14)

i(s(x,t).^+^'s(x,t)) l
- e 2 e 2 Po(x,x')
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where p (x,x') Is the time-independent initial density matrixo
and s(x,t) is an arbitrary vector field which characterizes the
collective mode. This form for the matrix (14) now not only
describes the change in coordinate space, but it contains the
distortion of the Fermi sphere in momentum space as well. In
coordinate space we have

p(x,t) = e po(x) (15)

which is just the diagonal part of relation (14). Obviously for
given p the time-dependent density p is uniquely determined
by s, on 'the other hand s is not completely determined by p.

f This allows for a natural description of modes which do not
p; involve density changes at all but still involve distortions
:•* in momentum space. For spherical pQ all anomal parity modes
: - are of this type. From (14) we obtain the following functional
; for the kinetic energy (up to second order in s)

6 i k

_ Jii
m

+

• 1

Lk T i k d 3 R

2 S i k " SJ

I 3 r 3 r p«

+ t -
8m

l S i k * +

3ik* s ,ki

s j k s i j H

*•

L po d 3 R

1- S. . S, .
i] k]

( 1 6 ,

( 1 7 )

(18 )

with W ± k

Tik

and s..fl = ..aB3,s. , fi = ̂ (x+x1), f = x-x'

The matrix Tik, being a purely static quantity, can be obtained
from semiclassical considerations as before. However, the
intrinsic kinetic energy (16), and with it the total intrinsic
energy <*H*> now is a functional of the s-field, instead of p:

E = <*H*> « E Ï&) . (19)

It is easy to see that for imposed monopole (s = $rz) or
dipole (s = ̂ z) fields the results for the hydrodynamical
frequencies (6) are not changed. (For the dipole field this is

f

1
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simply due to Wifc = 6.. from (17) for s = const.) This is the
..• reason why the usual hydrodynamical model.gives reasonable
:.';•, results for the Giant Dipole Resonance although it is con-

ceptually not applicable to a finite Fermi system. For the

imposed quadrupole mode

f s = $(x2+y2-2za) = 2(x,y,-2z) (20)

• the additional term from (16) and (17) is

7; 1 t (s j k S i j + S l j 9 k j) T i k d>R = 4(- |);[A rP o(M)] r = od'R

(21)f.
;.': which is just the missing term in the numerator of (12) .

; Much more interesting than considering imposed modes is to

. dynamically determine the modes, i.e. the nature of the s-field

' from the time dependent variational principle and suitable
\i boundary, conditions at infinity. For a many body wavefunction

-y if s(1..A,t)
^ V(1..A,t) = »(1..A,t) e n (22)
, f-"

;' the quantum mechanical Lagrangian is (if H contains no exchange

- forces):

! j£ - - m/*2S d1..A - |/«2E^vS-^vS dL.dA - <*H*> . (23)

Variation with respect to S and s leads to the coupled system

''" * * *
£. u = -s mpjl = -2- E[s] (24)

;5 ° 6s
- which already has been linearized to investigate the small-

' amplitude case, i.e. Giant Resonances. Here p is the equili-
i brium density, i.e. the solution of the static problem (3),
;v while w is the local velocity field. Equations (24) are in

" • ' ? *
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strict analogy to continuity equation and Euler equation of

fluid dynamics, although we have made none of the assumptions

underlying hydrodynamics, especially we have not assumed local

equilibrium. Still we shall call (24) a fluid-dynamical scheme

because the basic dynamical variable is a local vector field.

The basic equation of motion for the s-field is now

mp s = - ̂ r E[s] (25)
6s

which must be solved together wJth the condition that Integrals

like

B = fPo(s)
7 d3x (26)

have~to exist. It turns out that this is sufficient to deter-

mine uniquely eigenvalues and eigenmodes.

For nuclei with spherical ground state it is convenient to

expand s in terms of vector spherical harmonics

* - L *<«"!r> * < - " " • (27)

The different multipoles separate and for given q one obtains *|

electric normal parity modes ( 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) %

I'
m + * -1 *q q-1 m (28)

characterized by two radjalfunctions 'Ï1 H .. (r) , and magnetic

anomal pa r i ty modes (1 , 2~, 3 , . . . )

K • \ \,. <"' I
characterized by only one radial function * , which describes •••%

the convectional part of Giant Magnetic Resonances. For the vj

magnetic modes (29) t is determined by one radial equation kj

of second order, which involves the selfconsistent density p ft
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and the constants used in (4) for the evaluation of p . The

lowest solution in the MĴ  case occurs at di=0 and represents a

pure rotation. Excited M1_ states (for A=2O8) lie near 14.5,

16.2, 17.8, .. (MeV) with radialfunctions showing the inside

of the nucleus oscillating in opposite phase to the outside

(see fig. 1). Calculating B(M1) values the contributions from

the different regions cancel exactly in the long-wavelength

limit, leading to vanishing B(M1) in the long-wavelength limit

for all M1 modes.

i %frt<t> Jrl

rlfml

Pig.1: Radial functions pQ4 for the lowest excited M1

(u=14.5 MeV) (full line) and M2 (w=7.5 MeV) (dashed line)

collective modes of 208Pb.
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The radial function for the lowest excited M2 mode is also

shown in fig. 1. Together with its angular dependence (29)

it corresponds to a rotation of the upper part of the nucleus

in opposite phase to the lower part, so it represents a

"twisting" mode. This mode occurs at 7.4 MeV for A=2O8, at

8.8 MeV for A=90, with B(M2) values of 3500 and 830 ii2fm2,

respectively. The Darmstadt group finds the experimental

center of gravity for 2~ states at 7.5 MeV (2O8Pb) and 9.0 MeV

{ Zr) with respective strengths 850O and 1100 y2fm2. For a

comparison one should note that the theoretical results are

insensitive to the details of the potential-energy functional

V[p] , but depend basically only on p . One further expects

significant contributions to the B(M2) values from the 2~

spin-flip mode, which is approximately degenerate with the

orbital 2 Twist, but not contained in this analysis. The

two radial functions for the electric modes are determined

through a coupled system of two fourth-order equations. They

depend sensitively on the details of the energy functional.

Only for the monopole (q=o) case the system reduces to one

fourth order equation. The lowest solution for A=2O8 occurs

near 18.5 MeV, the corresponding transition density (fig. 2)

shows a close similarity to the usual volume ansatz

6p = (3p + r !£) ("Tassie Model")

plotted also in fig. 2. In contrast to the magnetic modes where

the use of a Woods-Saxon density does not sensitively influence

the energies and the form of the velocity field, it turns out

to be necessary in the monopole case to use the selfconsistently

calculated ground state density p . Fig.2 is obtained by using

(4) with a = |(|TT2)2/3 , B = l^m and Vfp] = as(Vp)
2+|tQp

2

+ ^ t 3 p
3 with ag = 120.3 MeVfm

5 and the Skyrme parameters

tQ = - 1089 MeVfm
3, t3 = 17270 MeVfm

6 .
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öp (Tassie)

rif ml

Fig.2: Transition density for the lowest excited EO mode

of 2O8Pb (full line) in comparison with the usual

Tassie form 6p =

(arbitrary units)

(3p + rdp /dr) (dashed line)

To our knowledge this is the first time that transition

densities and currents have been dynamically determined from

a fluid-dynamical formalism for selfbinding fermion systems

with a smooth, selfconsistent density distribution. This is

only possible by avoiding the local equilibrium and local

equations of state concept of hydrodynamics; especially the

anomal parity modes cannot be obtained at all in hydro-

dynamics. By detailed comparison with RPA results we hope to

learn whether the Extended Thomas-Fermi method which works

so nicely in the static case does also give reliable results

in the dynamical situation for the gross features of nuclear

collective modes.
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Abstract

The adiabatic time-dependent Hartree-Fock approach and its quantization

are shortly reviewed and recent developments are discussed. It turns out that

the collective path can be described by a differential equation solvable by

means of simple step-by-step methods. The quantization consists in a straight-

forward evaluation of zero point energies. In order to establish a relation

to the thoroughly quantum mechanical generator coordinate method this one is

generalized to include 2p-2h correlations of RPA type in the-collective path

•c(q) °f Integration: t|> = ƒ dq f(q) <t> (q). A variation of the total energy

w.r. -to $ is shown to yield a differential equation, which uniquely deter-

mines $c(q). This is identical to the equation of path in the ATDHF theory

which determines the uncorreiated Slater determinant $(q) corresponding to

<frc(q). A variation of f(q) and the Gaussian overlap approximation yields a

Schrödinger equation for the collective motion, whose mass agrees with the

ATDHF mass and which Is correct in the limit of trar.slational motion. This

Schroedinger equation is identical to the one derived by a consistent quanti-

zation of the classical ATDHF Hamiltonian H(q,p) = p2/2M(q) + l/(q). Thus one

has a thoroughly quantum mechanical and variational approach for the deriva-

tion of the collective Hamiltonian for large amplitude collective motion,

which yields idental results as the quantized ATOHF approach.
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0. Introduction

The time dependent Hartree-Fock theory has been proved in the last years
to be a powerful tool for a microscopic description of large amplitude col-
lective motion in cases where a definite initial condition can be given. Thus

1 21
it has been frequently applied to the description of heavy ion reactions * '
and induced nuclear fission '. For barrier penetration phenomena, as e.g.
spontaneous fission, or for anharmonic vibrational eigenmodes the TDHF ap-

c proach as such cannot be used since either the initial conditions are unknown
or quantum effects are important or both. These problems gave rise to various
collective theories ' as e.g. adiabatic time dependent Hartree-Fock (ATDHF)
whose aim is to use TDHF in order to extract a large amplitude collective
eigenmode of the system and to derive for it a collective Schroedinger equa-

| tion in terms of some collective coordinate q. These theories actually delt
:' with two problems, viz. the determination of an optimal collective path $(q),

or ist dynamic extension <t>(q,p), and the extraction of the quantized collec-
tive Hamiitonian from it. Particularly the last step requires some care since
these approaches mostly use to some extent TOHF techniques and are therefore
of classical nature. In ref. 7) a solution to the quantization has been sug-
gested which essentially consists in a proper calculation of zero point ener-
gies. It is the aim of the present paper to investigate the extraction of the
quantized Hamiitonian and the determination of the collective path in a tho-
roughly quantum mechanical way by means of the generator coordinate method
and to establish a clear link to the outcome of the ATDHF theory and particu-
larly the quantized ATDHF theory '. For this purpose we shortly review the
latter approach.

1. The quantized ATDHF approach

Time dependent Hartree-Fock trajectories, which describe collective mo-
tion, are distinguished from others by the fact that they are rather insensi-
tive to the initial velocity as long as this is small. Thus their time even
part froms a bundle. The reason for this assertion is the assumption that
the resulting collective Hamiltonian is supposed to describe a full collec-
tive band over a range of energies rather than single states. Baranger and

i
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f
Veneroni8) suggest explicitly to search for those one dimensional (spaghetto) >•#
or two dimensional bundels (lagagna). Villars6^ and Goeke and Reinhard ' ' if
give actually prescriptions how to calculate a collective path |<J>(q)> being I
a representative of the bundle, i.e. some sort of average over the bundle.
The resulting equations are

= O (1.1)

6 «Hq)|[H,Q] + iP/MU(q)> = O (1.2)

t

p(q) U(q)> = i -^ l*(q)> (i.3)

] They are three equations for the three unknown |*(q)>, Q(q) and P(q). The
, quantities V and M are the collective potential

! V(q) = <*(q)|H|4,(q)> (1.4)

and the collective mass, respectively

f 4 r = <*(q)|[Q,[H,Q]]|*(q)> (1.5)

Actually the set of eqs. (1.1-1.3) can be transformed to a differential
equation '

• r • • • • • • ^ u . ^ • • • ^ ^ r • • • • v • ! • ^ ^ • • ~ • w • lHfl _ • i iv • m • • • • ^ ^ • • • • •

9q
( 1 . 6 )

Actually it describes the fall-lines in the multidimensional hypersurface
of the manifold of Slater determinants. The fall line with lowest energy is
then the desired collective path. In eq. (1.6) the W is the HF-Hamiltonian
and p 0 the density matrix associated to |$(q)>. The v is the effective two

^ body interaction. The ind^x ph means projection on the lp-lh subspace w.r.
'Ji to )<)>{q)>. The collective path can be shown to match the lowest RPA solu-

tion at the HF point, which itself belongs to the path. After having formed
h one point of the path iteratively, the rest can be evaluated by step-by-step
| methods approaching the HF minimum. I
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The dynamic generalization of <t>(q), i.e. 4>(q,p) can be evaluated in the

adiabatic limit (small p) as

,„,,,.„„,. f

To it corresponds a classical Hamilton!an

n2

(1-8)

Actually the states U(q,p)> are by no means eigenstat.es of the dynamical
collective operators Q and P but merely wave packets:

Jj <*(q.P)|(0-q)ZU(q.p)> = (1.9)

<*(q.p)l(P-p)2l*(q.P)> = A 2 P 4 o (ï.io)

Hence the H is the classical wave packet limit of the qunatum mechanical
collective Hamiltonian H which without loss of generality can be assumed
to have the structure '

+ V(q) (1.11)

2

with p = -i g- and

2 2By extracting the quantum fluctuations associated with & Q and A P from H_
7 \ c

one obtains immediately in the Gaussian overlap approach '

H(q) = M(q) V(q) - ^ V

The terms V(q)-l/(q) are zero point energies. Their structure depends on the
choice of the kinetic energy operator in eq, (1.11). For a different choice
one would obtain different zero point energies. This feature makes the quan-
tization procedure unique.
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Actually the basic results of the present quantized ATDHF approach ' are
the eqs. (1.6) and (1.11-1.13). They provide a precise prescription how to
obtain a collective quantized Hamiltonian for a given collective motion. In
the next sections then expressions are compared with the corresponding ones
form the generator coordinate theory.

2. The yariational principle

The generator coordinate (GCM) method Is defined by superimposing the

members of the collective path $(q) by means of a superposition function

|+> = ƒ dq f(q) U(q)> (2.1)

Usually one assumes |t(q)> to be given and determines f(q) by

|i|»> = 0 ( 2 . 2 )

leading to the Griffin-Hill-Wheeler equation. In this paper we aim as Holz-
warth and Yukawa ' at obtaining equations for the path |$(q)> by means of
the additional variation

= 0 (?.3)

Both equations (2.2, 2.3) form a coupled set which generates in general a
spectrum fn(q) together with fR-dependent paths |<t>n(q)>. Nothing guaran-
tees yet that the Un(q)> span a collective subspace distinguished by its
decoupling properties '. In order to achieve this one must remember that a
collective Hamiltonian corresponding to a well established collective mo-
tion should not describe just one collective state'but a full spectrum with
different eigenenergies. Thus the corresponding GCM should be distinguished
by the fact that one path |*(q)> fulfils eq. (2.3) for a full spectrum
fn(q). This means that eq. (2.3) reduces to 6 <4>(q)|H-E|<t»(q')> = 0 for ai^
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combinations of q and q1. This is actually a very strong requirement which

might only be fulfilled in case of symmetries. In general cases it 1s sen-

sible to consider the variation in eq. (2.5) only 1n the adiabatic limiting

case» where one Is allowed to expand Hamiltonian overlap in powers of the

collective momentum p • -1 3„ and to consider only the lowest terms. In
q ii\

such a case eq. (2.3) reduces to '

I 6^ ƒ dq g*(q) (Hc(q,p)-E) g(q) = 0 (2.4)

I with

' Hc^'P> = Ho + : P Hl : + : P2 H2 : + ••• <2-5>
and u

: pnA : = 2"n \ (n) pmA p n" m (2.6)
m=o

The various terms are given by

H0(
0 2<ps
H0(q) = H (q) - - 1 £ . «.(q) + -^V-y ^- H(q)t... (2.7)

H,(q)

H (q)

'I * < p« >

with °
(2.8)

H,(q) * <*(q)|{P0.{H,P }} - i {H. -^\ U(q)>
'c -

Z- where the operator PQ Is given by PQ |4>(q)> = i a |*(q)>. Actually for an

;' adiabatic motion the terms with increasing powers in p are of decreasing im-

f, portance for the description of the motion. This defines in a natural way

t}\ an order counting such that to zeroth order the path is determined by

% 6̂  <H> = 0 (2.9)

and to first order in addition
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3. The equdtion-of-path for correlated states

If one assumes |<t>(q)> to be a Slater determinant, then it has been
shown in rêf. ' that the zero order eq. (2.10) determines completely the
collective path. However it 1s well known, that in case of translations the
Slater determinants yield a wrong collective mass. Therefore we concentrate
on a more general structure of $(q) by including 2p-2h correlations leading
to •-{*!)• I" order to fix those we require the $c(q) to be vacuum for a cer-

tain set of lp-lh operators B (q):

Uc(q)> = 0 (3.1)

Like in the case of RPA the bosons B (q) give rise to a complete set of her-
mitian conjugate operators Q (q) and P (q) with B+ « Q + i P A and
<[Q «Pj* 3 * 6 v'

 For the actual calculation we restrict (3.1) to the
case y » 0 and require with A = 2<P^>

(Q0"i Po/Xo)|*c(q)> = 0 (3.2)

We are free to choose PQ such that PQ |<|>c(q)> = i 3 |«J»c(q)>. Hence the re-
levant variations of |*c(q)> are given by

(1- I ea P a +i I z't Qe) |*(q)> (3.3)

If one Incorporates the requirement (3.2) by means of a Lagrangian function-
al one obtains by performing the variation of eqs. (2.9, 2.10)

^ <3-4>

where BQ0(q) = <*cW\[Q0.[H.Qjiï\iclq)> and Spf) is an arbitrary lp-lh ope-
rator w.r. to |$c(q)>. The eqs. (3.4, 3.5) are to be viewed together with
eq. (3.2). Due to a theorem proved by Thouless ' the commutators and doub-
le commutators of lp-lh operators with the Hamiltonian can equally well be
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evaluated between the uncorrelated state |«(q)> associated with ii(.(q)-.

Hence one obtains from eqs. (3.4, 3.5)

= 0 (3.6)

|> = 0 (3.7)

The eqs. (3.6, 3.7) are precisely the adiabatic time dependent Hartree-Fock
equations derived by Viliars ' and Goeke and Reinhard '. They determine

v- uniquely the ATDHF path |$(q)> and can be solved in various ways (see
-| refs. *9' for details). The GCM-path |*,(q)> can be derived from |<t>(q):- by
5 means of eq. (3.2). Thus the ATDHF eqs. determine the uncorrelated path

U(q)> associated with the correlated one, |<t>r(q)>, to be used in GCM. This
cort'i"4n>ndence between both approaches will be even closur when we consider
the quantized Schruedinger equation to be derived from $c(q) in ihe next
section.

Actually eqs. (3.6) can be most simply solved by transforming them in-

to an equivalent differential equation for |<|>(q)>:

= P J q ) |^(q)> = i Bnn(q) |- [H.H.(q)] U(q)> (3.8)0(q) |^(q)> = i(B00(q)||) [H.Hph

where H n(q) indicates the lp-lh part of H with respect to |*(q)>. The
equation is fulfilled for the static HF state, q = q„p. Furthermore at q..p
it can be shown that the P0(qHp) can be constructed from each RPA eigen-
mode each one characterized by a pair Q , P . Choosing one particular of
the P^ as the generator of the path, PQ, one selects the collective channel
which one wishes to extend to large amplitudes. One then constructs the
next point on the path U(qHp+«q)> = (1-i «q

 p
0(qnp)) l + (

t^np)> and from

this by some simple step-by-stej) methods the rest of the path by means of
the differential eq. (3.8).

4. The collective Hamiitonian

The collective Hamiltonian can directly be obtained from eq. (2.5-2.8)
Since PQ is a lp-lh operator its expectation value -P > contributes only to
the variation and can be omitted for the evaluation of H . Thus one has up
to second order in p
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Hc(q.p) • : P 2 ^ - * V(q) (4-1)

with

and < p2>

V(q) = VA<\) - - V V"(q) " 7B7ÏÏT (4-3>C • B<PS

with V(q) = «K.(q)|HU_(q)>. Since the |<|>_(q)> f u l f i l by construction the
C C C C _|

eq. (3.2) the expression for the mass can be rewritten as M = •

<• (q)|[Q0»[
H»Q0]]l'Mq)

> which according to ref. ' can be simplified
further to

fl= <*(q)l[Q0.[H,Q0]]i+(q)> (4.4)

In eq. (4.4) the curvature term <* 3 PQ has been neglected which is 1 egi-
timate in many cases '. The final expression (4.4) is identical to the
classical mass obtained in the ATDHF theory. Thus it is correct in the
translational limit and agrees with the total mass. If one neglects in eq.
(4.3) the difference between Vc(q) and t/(q) = <*(q)|H|*(q)> then the col-
lective Hamiltonian H., as It Is derived in the present section by GCM,

7 131

agrees completely with the one derived by Goeke and Reinhard '* ' by a con-
sistent quantization of the classical ATDHF Hamilton function H.(q.p) =
p /2M + l/(q).. This is a remarkable result which makes the quantized ATÜHF
approach ' and the present correlated GCM theory virtually identical. In
the next section the use of correlated states is viewed fnmi an ilium ma-
ting and different viewpoint, showing another equivalence between the ap-
proaches.

5. Correlations and the conjugate momentum

As has been shown in the previous sections the GCM requires correla-
tions in order to agree with the quantized ATDHF theory. For a pure Slater
detenninantal collective path $(q) the quantized ATDHF is obviously supe-
rior to GCM. The reason is obvious: ATDHF makes explicit use of the tunju-
gate momentum p and operates effectively with the dynamic path

|*(q.p)> = (i + ip Q0(q)
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rathur than with the stati one. |$(q)>. as one sees at the classical llamil-
toniüh H.(«|«P) = 'it'(M»P)|H|'l>(qiP)' for small p. Thus one can expect to im-
prove the Gf.M (dealing with determinants) by using also the momentum conju-
gate p as a generator coordinate:

|*> » ƒ dq dp f(q,p) |+(q,p)> (5-2)

In general Q„ U(q,p)> is not proportional to i P U(q»p)> and the "dyna-
mie" UCM of eq. (5.2) (DGCM) will be a true improvement over the ordinary
GCM along ||(q)>. It is the objective of this section to show that for
small p the DGCM of eq. (5.2) is equivalent to the GCM with correlated
states of the previous section and that one thereby yd ins an explicit ex-
pression for the correlated •_(q) in terms of i(q,p). In order to keep the

c
formalism in limits we consider only small amplitudes. The generalization

to larye ones is obvious and does not reveal further insight.

We consider small amplitude vibrations around the static HF minimum

and assume for the overlaps <q'p'|H|qp> and <q'p'|qp> the Gaussian Overlap

Approximation (GOA) in second order yielding with p = -«(p+p') .md q =
^(q+q1)

\ pz <[QO.[H,QO]]-

-7(p'-P)q<iQ0.[H.P0]}> - 7(q'-

where H = H - £ . I = <H> and the width parameters are x . P > and u =
2<Q0>. Actually there are two modes hidden in the two con.jugdte parameters
if the •(q.p) is not redundant, i.e. does not fulfil (Q0+i P0/XQ) U(q,l»)> =
0. They can be identified by defining

e Qj Mq.P)> • (i Po+ ̂ Q o) U(q,p)>

(5-4)
e Pj |*(q.p)> - (i Qo"|. P„) U(',,P)>
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This gives

l*(q.P)> - ( 1 - 1qP0 + IP O0) |0> • (1 - 1(q + 1 ii p) Po - 1(1 E P)PO) |0> (5.5)

I t 1s advisable to Introduce two coordinate l i k e parameters xQ , Xj (rather

than treating a pair of conjugate ones) by

x = q + 1 M p , x, = 1 e p
0 l (5.6)

q = X o - Xjii/e , p = 1Xj/e

Ulth a proper normalization the state vectors |$(q,p)> and |<t>(q'ip')•• trans-

form to

li*t - ' W t * exp(xo-xl/2e)|xo-xlu/e,1ep> '5.7)

t<ül ' t
<xofXi' = exp(x()xl/2e)<x^-xju/t,-1ep

1|

The overlaps (5.1. 5.2) can easily now be transformed to the new basis jx>
by expressing the parameters 1n the new coordinates and by replacing the
operators Q according to eq. (4.14). The results are

t ü I**I*L t 1 T I
<x.|x> * =" E o

 + B (JL'+ii) £(x'+x) " i (x'-x
b ' t

The elements of the matIces C and 8 of eq. (5.9) are given by

(5.10)

where the indices assume the values 0 and 1. V

Actually the eqs. (5.7, 5.9) are of the form which allows us to treat
• the OGCM like an ordinary GCM with two coordinate like parameters, rather
: than with two conjugate parameters, both fulfilling the GOA. Following the

well known approaches of the one parameter GCM we proceed by first diago- I
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• " i
;• . 1

i

S

nalizing the norm overlap yielding a new basis |y>c which is called "corre-

lated" since 1t corresponds to the RPA correlated state with respect to the

operators Q , P and Q,, P«. Secondly we diagonalize the resulting Hamilto-

nian overlap cjiven in terms of |y>. The first step consists in finding a

transformation

which yields the overlap

*£' l^c = exP (-
*/,,(

(5.12)

where x_ is a diagonal matrix

T =

O x,

As shown 1n ref. 15,16) the integral transformation F is found to be

(S.13)

2*

where D * 1 - \x. - ux + T T, . It is to be remarked that Uu* norm overlap

is diagonal for any choice of T Q, TJ. The Hamiltonian overlap becomes with

C<1' |H|V>C
c

1 T

(z'-y)
(5.15)

The diagonal form of the Hamiltonian overlap eq. (5.15) is achieved when IB

and C become diagonal, which is the case when U(q,p)> obbeys the ATDHF eqs.

Then obviously the Griffin-Hill-Wheeler equation becomes separable

ƒ dy0 exp(-

(5.16)

with

(5.17)

The GHW eq. (5.16) is easily solved by a separation ansatz f(yo,y,) =
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f.(y.). It describes two decoupled small amplitude eigenmodes of the system.
The coordinate y, represents the mixture of noncollective excitations origi-
nating from the non-redundancy of the path |q,p>, and yQ describes the im-
proved collective mode. Each of these modes has a full spectrum, indicated
by fin'(y4) and n= 0,1,2,... Obviously the various solutions are identical
to the solutions of the 2x2 local RPA equations and the ground state of
both modes, * or f'°'(y0K (Yi) respectively, is the correlated RPA
ground state. The RPA bosons are given by b n = Qn~iPn/°n

 for " = 0,1, and
the RPA ground state is their vacuum, bn|tyQ> = 0. Thus we select from all
possible solutions of the combined system those, where as little energy as
possible is stored in thd noncollective y,-channel, i.e. where this is in
its ground state. The superposition function f* '(yi) corresponding to the
noncollective ground state 1s

where a, = /C../Bj, is the width of the y.-oscillator. In terms of the ori-
ginal basis U(q,p)> the correlated collective ground state can be written

85 ( V ) 1 / 4 t0(l-Ao,) 1 -...A. '
" 2D * (q-q'-ipP1 )

By some simple arithmetic it follows that the i<t>_(q)> 1s locally redundant
c

and obbeys

where T Q is free and can be chosen as T = \Q = Z-PS. Thus it is identi-
cal to the RPA correlated state |<p (q)> used in sect. 4. Hence the GCM used
in sect. 4 is completely equivalent to the DGCM treated in this section.

6. Summary

Ift-the present paper we have been concerned with the comparison of
two basic sorts of large amplitude collective theories, namely the genera-
tor coordinate method and classical approaches like adiahatic time depen-
dent Hartree-Fock and their quantized version! This required a gene»a Ii/a-
tion of GCM to one which uses RPA correlated States, or equivalently one

f
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which uses a pair of conjugate parameters and Slater determinants. The GCM
variational principle has been generalized to include the variation of the
collective path. This then reproduced the ATOHF equations. The eventual
outcome of the present theory is a collective Schroedinger equation, which
fully agrees with the one obtained by a consistent quantization of the
classical ATDHF Hamiltonian function H(q,p). Thus both approaches converge
to a unified description of large amplitude collective motion.
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A scheme is presented which leads from the many-body Schrödin-
ger equation by use of time-dependent perturbation theory at
zero temperature for a weak coupling between the intrinsic and
collective coordinates of a nucleus via the reduced Liouville
equation to a collective Schrödinger equation. The resulting
collective Hamiltonlan, Hft , contains the frictional force In
the nonlinear term and the quantum fluctuations in the nonher-
mitean term. The conservative part of tfc contains the kinetic
energy, the conservative potential, and a correction potential.
During the course of derivation, also-microscopic expressions
for the friction and diffusion constants and the correction
potential emerge.
Solutions of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation with the
Hamiitonian Hc for up to quadratic conservative potentials are
ordinary Gaussian wave packets which travel along classical
damped trajectories, spread like Fokker-Planck distribution
functions and conserve the norm. The theory is applied to the
problem of radiation damping. For deep-inelastic heavy-ion
scattering, a two dimensional numerical solution of a simpli-
fied version of H c with a realistic conservative potential,
constant friction^and vanishing diffusion constants is pre-
sented. For a trajectory with energy slightly above barrier,
the wave packet splits up into a reflected and a transmitted
part.
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I. Introduction

Dissipative processes in nuclear reactions received much

attention during the last years, especially deep-inelastic

heavy-ion reactions and, to a lesser extent, nuclear fission.

For reviews, cf. refs. " . Whereas, in the beginning, such pro-

cesses were described sucessfully with classical frictioual

forces, cf. eg. refs. ' , more recently the physical basis of

frictional forces has been investigated extensively, also with

regard to the.fluctuations associated with them. As a result,

it turned out that large amplitude nuclear collective motion

which is accompanied by energy (and/or linear and angular mom-

entum) dissipation out of the collective degrees of freedom,

as for instance realized in the reactions named above, is also

accompanied by nonnegiigible fluctuations of the second moments

of the collective coordinates. This fact is easily understood

in terms of the Einstein relation which relates the friction

and diffusion constants and manifests itself, for instance, in

broad energy and angular distributions of the deep-inelastic

reaction products.

Many approaches to dissipative collective nuclear motion

have been investigated in the literature. They will be elucida-

ted in sect.2. In sect.3 we shall describe one approach in de-

tail, namely the zero temperature limit of the perturbation

(or linear response) method which results in a reduced Liou-

ville equation for the collective density operator. Then we

shall explain in sect.4 our approach to quantized collective

frictional and dispersive motion by deriving a collective

"chrödinger equation and thereby showing that under certain

conditions an initially collective pure state remains a pure

state. The next two sections are devoted to two examples, name-

ly sect.5 to the exactly solvable model of radiation damping,

and sect.6 to a numerical solution of a frictional Schrödinger

equation for a deep-inelastic heavy-ion reaction. In sect.7,

we shall summarize the paper, discuss the applicability of our

^ theory and mention other methods of quantizing dissipative

motion.

hi
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Fig.1 Sketch of various ways leading from the many body SchrO-
dinger equation to the equations of motion of the f i r s t and
second moments of a collective particle. Steps indicated by
heavy arrows are performed in this paper.
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2. Fiom MiCLOicoptf to Uacioicopy

jh The various methods presently employed to derive collective
equations of motion containing friction and diffusion effects

r can be roughly divided into two classes, cf. Fig.l. One class
j; of models ' uses statistical methods to reduce the many
~ body Liouville equation by coarse graining to a Master and/or
: Boltzmann equation. From there, a Fokker-Planck equation is de-
V rived by a Taylor expansion of the collision integral.

In the other class, on the other hand, the weak coupling
. scheme is employed which results first in a reduced Liouville

equation ' by use of linear response or time dependent per-
i- , turbation theory " . Since numerical solutions of this equa-
%'"] tion are unfeasible, the transition to either a Fokker-Planck
f\ equation ^ is performed by replt -:Ag commutators with

ivs Poisson brackets, or to a Wigner-transformed Liouville equa-
' 181

;; ' tion . The latter equation is expected to contain more quan-
V turn effects than the former one. Note that the second class of
v' models uses collective (or relative) coordinates without deri-
•' ving them from a microscopic theory.
;: As an alternative to the Fokker-Planck and Wigner-transfor-
7 med reduced Liouville equations, in this paper we derive a col-
] '• lective frictional SchrOdinger equation " in a way indica-
'-'•'• ted by the heavy arrows in Fig.1.

3. Pcituibation Mzlhod

In this section we outline shortly the step from the many

^ body Liouville equation to the collective (or reduced) Liou-
c ville equation. Denoting the intrinsic coordinates of the nuc-
;,. leus (or nuclear system) by £ and the chosen collective(or
:" relative) coordinates by q , the total Hamiltonian is assu-
|: med to split up into intrinsic and collective parts and a weak
(I, coupling.

(1)

in such a way, that the intrinsic states are stationary,
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and the collective states are wave packets,

(3)

The Liouville equation

(4)

has then the formal first order perturbation solution at zero
temperature14»19'

g(t) * f (*)~t i ' r f i ' " [y&tojG'
v * o (5)
% where Po(t) i-

s a solution of the unperturbed Hamiltonian

Furthermore, the coupling is assumed to separate according

so that an expectation value <A>«TrAp of an arbitrary opera-
tor, A, calculated in first order becomes

Here, q(T) is the operator of the collective coordinate in
the tine-reversed Heisenberg representation (or interaction

M-H.-E o, with E o being the intrinsic g.s. energy , and l>o
is the unperturbed state. In restricting ourselves to linear
or quadratic collective potentials,

, , (10)

eq. (9) is solved by

f

1

r

o*-
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for linear or quadratic collective potentials, respectively.
The first and second moments of the collective coordinate

and momentum are defined by

They are calculated with help of the lieiseuberg equation of
motion of time-independent operators,

by inserting for A the operators q, p, q2, p*, and pq+qp,
respectively, to yield for the first moments

!

I where a prime denotes derivation with respect to q. This gives
;', the classical equation of motion

> - O. (16)

Similarly, one obtains the following coupled differential equa-
tions in time for the second moments

The expressions <F>, <qF>, <pF>, which appear in eqs.(15-17),
are calculated in first order with help of the relation (8).
After insertion of the collective potential (11), one obtains
the results

where the constants m, ic1, y» D» d read

. (20)
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Here, 6(0) is the Dirac delta function and P/n is the prin-
cipal value of the function I/ft.

It can be seen from eq.(18) that m is the mass correction
and 7 the curvature correction to the oscillator potential,
Y is the friction constant and D and d are the dissipative
and conservative diffusion constants, respectively, arising
from the coupling V. T'̂ ese constants were computed for instan-

22 231ce in refs '*»*•*•' for deep-inelastic heavy-ion reactions. The

constants as well as the differential equations (18,19) are the
same as derived with linear response theory ' 6 > ' 7 ) . The Ein-
stein relation at zero temperature here assumes the form

' m • (21)

Finally, the reduced Liouville equation for the collective
density operator11 »16>17'24

i
)

9 ? J , (22)
obtains by taking the trace over the intrinsic coordinates,
p "Tr. - p, of the total first order density operator (S).
c in *•*

4. fiictionat Schn.5di.n2tn. Equation

The reduced Liouville equation (22) has, in general, no pure
states as solutions even if the system started initially in a
pure state, p„(t-O)»|*><ib |. This can be inferred from the
fact that the rhs. of eq.(22) cannot be written entirely as a
commutator of some operator with p£. However, since eq.(22) is
only valid in first order perturbation theory, the deviation
pc"pc may b e of s e c o n d order in the small quantities m, 7, y.
D, d. The condition under which this is the case will be deri-
ved below.

For that purpose we multiply eq.(22) from the left and from
the right by p . Since the rhs. is of first order in the small
quantities, we can replace there p with the unperturbed
collective density operator ~o which obeys

fl'J.. (23)
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i'"

- -I

By use of the identity

where A is an arbitrary collective operator, one Rets

The trace over eq.(25) vanishes if Hie condition

(26)

d
is fulfilled identically. In this case jr'1'rPc"O which means

Trp*-1 for all times, provided that Trp*-1 initially. This is
S C 7r-j <-

a necessary and sufficient condition for PrBPc ^ o r a'*

times and, hence, for the existence of a collective Hamiltonian

operator2 ' } This llamiltonian, Hc> is recovered by rewriting

eq.(25) as

or, since now P**P "I •_><•,.|» in form of a time-dependent

Schrödinger equation,

l*# # ^ ^ ^ (28)

with the nonlinear and nonhermitean llami1tonian

This liamiltonian has several interesting properties, (i) the

nonlinearity contained in W in the expectation values <p>,

| <<l>t etc., is almost identical to the one discovered earlier

by heuristic arguments 9'. (ii) the nonhcrmitecity contained

in iL is necessary to describe the quantum fluctuations cf

the second moments, but it doc

wavefunction by the fact that

» the second moments, but it does not destroy the norm of the

I
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-•- In this respect, L has no relation to an optical potential.

(iii) it reproduces the equations of motion (IS, 19) up to terms

of the order of the thiid moments. These vanish altogether for

wave packets of zero skewness. (iv) Solutions of (28,29) for up

to quadratic conservative potentials are ordinary Gaussian wave

packets (coherent states) which travel along the classical

damped trajectory (18) and spread like Fokker-Planck distribu-

tion functions. They can be calculated analytically.

5. Radiation Vamping

I
f As a f i r s t application of the theory of quantized col lect ive
;r fr ic t ional motion we treat the exactly solvable model of radi-
J; ation damping ' { i . e . of an o sc i l l a t ing electron (frequency
' u, coordinate q, momentum p) interacting with a radiation f ie ld
; (Hamiltonian I I , vector potential X). The total Hamiltonian

1 * *ff (31)

can be recast into the form

•*•**••», -IP-

* IU*) • toft) * ^ A » • (32)
Here the coupling is of the form V-pG(£)«-|-rpA(€) rather than

191
qF(£) as employed above. However, as shown in ref. , the

perturbation derivation of sect.3 applies to this type of coup-

ling as well giving similar equations of motion (with a kinetic

momentum instead of a canonical one) and a similar Hami1tonian

(29), however with different expressions for the constants,

* ff Vfc

They are calculated by writing H and G in dipole approxi-
mation in second quantization
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A ^ , C34)

where

C/SET** (3S,
Here 8 is the angle between the orientation of the oscilla-

tor and the propagating photon, L is the length of the norm-
•

alizing box, and a , a are the creation and annihilation

operators of a photon with energy ha» . Then one obtains
5

Zs Cs Os S(a)êfX (36)

and m-7-d»0. The Wigner-Weisskopf theory ' allows for an

exact computation of the expressions (36), namely

(37)

They fulfill the Einstein relation (21) exactly. Also the

second moments can be solved analytically, giving

and o-O ' as if friction were absent. In this case the condi-

tion (26) is fulfilled identically and, hence, the Mamiltonian

H provides a quantum mechanically correct description of the

electron spiraling towards the center of the atom.

6. Ve.ip-lnila.itic. Heavy-Ion Reaction

As the second example, we present a preliminary calculation

' on the deep-inelastic heavy-ion reaction Ar* Th with a

bombarding energy of approximately 25OMeV. For the sake of sim-

piicity, only one trajectory with initial angular momentum

^-68fi has yet been computed which is shown in Fig.2. Also,

not the microscopically derived Hamiltonian (29), but the sim-

pie version of Albrecht ',

«as*
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t-Obsec 0.85 |y(x,y,t)
40Ar • 232Th

Elab"' 2 5 0 M e V

0.3*

0.51 1.36

0.68 1.53

Tig.2 Two-dimensional numerical solution for the probability
amplitude in relative, cartesian coordinates of the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation with Hamiltonian (39) for the
heavy-ion reaction indicated. The empty spherical sections
mark a sphere of target plus projectile radius located at the
origin of the coordinate system. The unit of time i s 1bsec=
1O~*'sec and the size of the grid i s 17fm"17fm. Note that in
etach frame • is normalized to the same height and not to the
sare volume. For an analysis, cf. Fig.4. j
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(39)

in two relative, cartesian coordinates r-(x,y), r-/(x**y2), is

solved. Cartesian coordinates turned out to be more suited to

this problem than spherical coordinates because of the expecta-

tion values appearing in eq.(39). For the friction constant, we

chose the overall constant and relatively weak value Y"0.2bsec'1

which corresponds to k-UY*O.O7 MeV bsec fro"2 in common units,

where u is the reduced mass (ibsec-10"1lsecj Radial friction

constants employed in the literature for classical calculations

are of the order of 1 MeV bsec faf1, cf. refs. ' '). Furthermore,

the conservative potential consists of Coulomb and nuclear

potentials,

30O -

V e f £(r) [MeV]

4 OAr • 2 3 2Th

1 - 68ft

20O -

100

fig.3 The effective (Coulomb plus nuclear plus centrifugal)
potential employed in the quantum mechanical and classical
calculations for the reaction Indicated. The point r-R narks
the touching point.
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(40)

(41)

with the constants Rc-11.2fm, Vo-127MeV, a-0.9fra, Ry-12.4fm
according to r e f s . 5 ' 3 4 ) . The corresponding effective potential
Vef£(r)«V(rW2/2yr2 is shown in Fig.3.

The initial wave packet is a Gaussian

(42)

of width so-2.Sfm, position rQ-(-14,11.2)fm and velocity
v -(17,O)fmbsec"1. It has been started close to the interaction

40 A 232 T.

Ar* Th
Elab-250MeV

20 T

io fm

^g.4 Analysis of the numerical solution of Fig.2. Heavy cunve.
Mtth dotht Center of the total wave packet. VotA indicate the
respective times of Fig.1. Light cuftve* with dot&: Centers of
the split-up components of the wave packet. Htavy cutve. without
do tit Classical solution of the same problem.

I
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region because of the constancy of y. The problem was solved

on a CDC-Cyber 175 computer using a two-dimensional version

of the program described in ref. ' which has been modified

by Hahn ^ in such a way that the computational grid of 17fm

x17fm moved with the wave packet's center.

Although still preliminary, the present example exhibits

yet some remarkable features which can be seen in Figs.2,4.

(i) The solution of the corresponding classical problem

= O ( 4 3 )

deviates considerably from the quantum mechanical solution in

the later stages. This comes from the fact that for higher

\' than quadratic potentials <3V(r)/3r> does not coincide with
:' 3V(<r>)/3<?> and, hence, the former expression contains quan-

I:../ turn effects which are not present in a classical solution or

a solution of a Fokker-Planck equation, (ii) Once the wave

packet impinges on the potential, it splits up into two com-

ponents, a slow and a fast one. This effect is strongly de-

pendent on the incident energy as is the case in the analo-

gous one-dimensional process, where a wave packet splits up

into transmitted and reflected parts. Only further investiga-

tions will reveal whether these two components belong to

elastic (or quasielastic) and deep-inelastic events, respec-

tively, (iii) The reaction times are of the correct order of

a few bsec.

7. Summaiy and Viicu&iion

To summarize, we have shown above that the reduced Liou-

ville equation (22) simplifies to the nonlinear and nonhermi-

tean Schrödinger equation with Hamiltonian (29) if the condi-

tion (26) is fulfilled for all times. The derivation of the

c-- reduced Liouville equation by first order time dependent per-

turbation theory used the approximation n
n ot»1 by viTtue

of the resulting delta functions, where 'n0
no"

E
n-

E
o»

 aiM* the

second step to the Schrödinger equation used Yt<<1, hence

-ti*.?>t *>j. (44)
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As a result, the conditions (26,44) together with the weak

coupling assumption and zero temperature limit do not allow

'- for applying the theory to processes with large energy losses.

However, the collective wave packets which are to describe the

frictional process, are no longeT the undisturbed ones, |t>,

but are solutions of the Hamiltonian fT. which contains al-

ready friction and diffusion. In this way, a feedback onto the

motion is supplied by y and D which gives rise to the ex-

pectation that the perturbation series is effectively summed

up to a large extent. The zero temperature assumption, on the

other hand, is sufficient if y and D do not depend strongly

on the temperature, which is the case 2 2» 2 3) for TgiMeV.

?, We have also shown that OUT theory provides a correct des-

' cription of the process of radiation damping although the

> energy loss may become arbitrarily large. Finally, the numeri-

cal example of a solution for a deep-inelastic heavy-ion reac-

tion revealed that quantum effects even on the first moments,

i.e. on the equations of motion, are nonnegligible.

Our approach to a quantization of dissipative equations of

motion is not the only one. Apart from the microscopic theo-

•.' ries outlined in sect.2, there exist a variety of methods of

direct quantization. Among them are:

— Explicitly time dependent Hamiltonians36'37',

— Heuristic methods26'29' via Ehrenfest's theorem and Made-

lung-Bohm's hydrodynamic analogy to the Schrödinger equation,

seerefs. 3 8' 3 9',

— Use of dual (adjoint) coordinates which make the tota1 sys-

tem conservative * ',

— An approach via the Heisenberg-Langevin equation ',

— Complex Hamiltonians24'43'44', and

— Hamiltonians45'46', derived with help of Nelson's method of

stochastic quantization47'48'.
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: "j Nuclear potentials and nonlinear differential equations

vd K.A. Gridnev^, E.F. Hefter+ and K. MikulasP

T"i § NIIP, Leningrad State University, Leningrad, USSR

r.!\' + Theoret. Physics, Univ. of Hannover, Hannover, FRG

: I Since the present frame does not allow for an adequate

treatment of the problems, we took refuge to confronting the

?••• reader with a number of questions satisfactory answers to which

-- are to be given elsewhere /1/: After writing down some formulae

_. required below, we point to the applicability of a phenomenolo-

gical effective surface potential (ESP) to reactions involving

composite particles. A link is established between the ESP and

| a nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NOSE). Instead of exploiting

I " the implications arising from the fact that the NOSE has soli-

f I tary wave or sollton solutions, we drop this point to play

around with the nonlinear Korteweg de Vries (KdV) equation and

a modified version of it (mKdV). Taking rather arbitrarily a

solution of the mKdV we attempt to connect it with the linear

Schrödinger equation. In the course of the arising discussion

an a posteriori justification for this procedure is obtained.

In the following our interest will be focussed on the ra-

dial dependence of the formfactors, i.e. the geometries as-

cribed to nuclear potentials. We use x = r-R to rewrite the

standard Saxon-Woods interaction, f(x), and its first deriva-

tive in respect to r, f'(x), in a form more suitable for our

purposes, namely

f(x) = exp(-x/2a)-sech(x/2a)/2 (1)

and

f'(x) =-sech2(x/2a)/4a = -f(x)/(a(1+exp(-x/a))). (2)

The radial dependence of the square of this formfactor is al-

most the same as the one of the folding model.

To circumvent the problems associated with the applica-

tion of the exact but somewhat cumbersome RGM the ESP has been

proposed. The gist of this approach is that, e.g. for elastic

scattering/ the conventional optical potential is presumed to

provide the appropriate description as far as the angular dis-

tributions for forward angles are concerned; an additional
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; (phenomenological) repulsive interaction ensures that the phe-

nomena associated with ALAS are reproduced. In the same way as

<; in RGM, OCH and proximity potential, this is accomplished be-

, I cause of the appearance of a potential pocket allowing for a

: quasimolecule to be formed. It has been shown that within the

! ESP the same parameters can be used to reproduce not only ex-

' citation energies and widths of the rotational bands of «t+ A

(A =**«n ^ 5O) systems but also the angular distributions for

the differential cross-sections /2/. Furthermore, ESP-like in-

.i| teractions have been applied successfully to the elastic scat-
^ 6 9
-: tering of Li and Be ions /3/ and to «c transfer reactions of

| the type ( Li,d) populating stationary and quasistationary

i-.-\ states of the residual nuclei /4/.

•'j By its nature the ESP could be viewed as the phenomenolo-
.'•• f

ra gical counterpart of a NOSE proposed for the elastic scattering

of almost identical heavy ions /5/. With °C= E-V, V denoting

the total effective interaction and fl = const its one-dimen-

sional version can be written as
O'T =» O \3)

This NOSE has solutions proportional to the tanh. Consideration
4

of results obtained in attempts to model liquid He by aid of a
system of interacting hard spheres /6/ yields

R = <(E-V)-*2/2|i)1/2 (4)

for the radius of the repulsive core. The qualitative depen-

1 dence of R on /(/+1) is in good agreement with the results of

OCM and ESP /4/. Phenomenology and preliminary calculations

solving the NOSE numerically confirm that it is also applica-
12ble to light systems, i.e. «*+ C. Recalling that the same

feature is observed in the standard optical model and in the

two-center shell model HI it is understood that this point de-

serves more attention; yet more detailed considerations have

'J to be deferred /1/.

Recently it has been proved that no linear Schrödinger

equation can possess soliton solutions /8/; however, the NOSE

of Eq.(3) does have such solutions. They are proportional to

the sech. As in the linear theory It is very suggestive to
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associate their modulus with quantum mechanical particles and/
or their corresponding probability •' msities. The NOSE creates
some problems concerning the inter], etation of measurement in
quantum mechanics etc. but there aid even more arguments in-
sinuating that the usual linear Schrödinger equation can only
be an approximation to a NOSE /9/. A more thorough discussion
will be resumed later on IM now going over to some manipula-
tions involving mKdV, KdV and the linear Schrödinger equation.

The (classical) KdV,

ufc -<-u-ux + u x x x = O (5)

arouse in studies related to the time development of surface
waves in shallow water. This equation is the first one known to

%'- exhibit soliton solutions. Its one-soliton solution is given by

f u.,(x,t) = - (A2/2)-sech2((x-Jlt)A/2) (6)

/ with arbitrary A. The two-soliton solution displays a strong
resemblence to the symmetrized Saxon-Woods distribution shown
by Buck and Pilt /10/ to be extremely handy for a discussion of

• the rotational bands observed in the interaction of c£ particles
with light and intermediate nuclei.

Via the inverse scattering method (ISM) the KdV is con-
nected with the linear Schrödinger equation. On the other hand,
a theorem due to Miura /11/ links solutions of the modified KdV,

' 2 0 (7)

with the KdV. Application of this theorem to a soliton solution,

v(x,t) = A.tanh((x-Jlt)A), (8)

of the mKdV yields

u(x,O) = X2-(tanh2(Ax)+A2-sech2(Ax)) (9)

as a solution of the KdV. In the last expression we suppressed
the time dependence using u(x,O) instead of O"(x,t). The ISM
implies that solutions of the KdV can be treated as potentials
of the linear Schrödinger equation /11/. Hence, assuming KdV
and mKdV to be the appropriate starting points, the relations
(6) and (9) are found to be suitable nuclear potentials. In
this respect it is encouraging to note that Eqs.(2) and (6)
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; contain almost identical expressions. Yet it should be borne

.;- in mind that in general Eq. (2) does not represent a soliton
~"' solution of the Kdv. This is due to the fact that the required

relationship between amplitude and argument of the sech, cf.
" \ Eq.(6), will often be violated. In the following we concentrate
,: ! on Eqs.(2), (6) and (9) attempting to convince the nuclear

physicists that the latter is not a totally abnormal expression
for nuclear potentials.

' i( If 3? in Eq.(9) equals unity than u(x,O) reduced to a

', constant which could be disposed of by a renormalization. For
"~\ X ? 1 this is no longer true. Employing Saxon-Woods functions

and setting f (-x) = O Eq.(9) can be cast into the form

G(x,O) = A2-f(f2(x)-2f (x)f (-x)) + $2sech2 (Ax)J (10)

showing that an adjustment of K allows to reproduce to a good
approximation a Saxon-Woods (squared) distribution. - So what's
new about Eq.(lO)? To see this we make the simplifying but by

no means essential assumption that the deviations between the
2

first terms of Eq.(10) and f(x) and f (x) are negligible and
concentrate on the sech term.

To find applications for this term it has to be recalled
that the surface term in the imaginary part of the optical po-
tential, cf. Eq.(2), is required for an appropriate description
of elastic scattering data. For inelastic transitions, e.g. to
the first 2+, f'(x) provides the leading terms for both real
and imaginary potentials based on Saxon-Woods distributions in
the elastic channel. The second derivative appearing in the
transition potential is of importance for the description of
(giant) resonances (surface wavesl). Hence, it is obvious that
the use of soliton-like potentials is in perfect agreement with
the long standing practice.

Returning to the real part of the interaction it should be
emphasized that quasistationary systems, e.g. quasimolecules
and radioactive nuclei, are due to a delicate interplay between
the different potentials involved. Instead of taking a case
where we have only a small perturbance beyond some critical
value, it is preferred to refer to a more drastic case to illus-
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trate that (soliton-like) real potential terms in the surface

C region can give rise to the required transitions. Winslow /12/

r~ employed a real surface (square) well to model the«-decay of

heavy nuclei showing that even such a crude model can have some
:y. attractive features. The basic ingredients of such an inter-

action can be traced in the effective interactions produced by

; ESP, OCM, proximity, symmetrized Saxon-Woods interactions and

by the two-center shell model and in phenomenological potentials

for «c-emitting nuclei.

Summarizing it is to be said that the ESP and other

-•- • potentials for complex projectiles could be interpreted as

linear counterparts of the NOSE. Use of the KdV and mKdV in

|i liaison with the inverse scattering method allow for a more

I" consistent interpretation of potential terms applied so far

1} only on grounds of experience and intuition. Moreover, the

\'>- concept of solitons seems to provide a basis for unifying the

I two parts of the present contribution serving at the same time

• as an intermediary between microscopic and macroscopic ap-

'-- proaches.

:r Before quitting we have to apologize for leaving you with

,;/ a good number of unsolved problems. We hope that this stimulates

discussion no less than the presentation of a perfect formalism.

However, the answers to be given elsewhere /1/ are expected to

i provide you with a consistent picture of all the physics in-

volved.
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VARIANCE OF THE ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS OF FISSION FRAGMENTS AND

LARGE-SCALE COLLECTIVE NUCLEAR MOTION

Yu.A.Lazarev
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Low-energy nuclear fission, in particular, spontaneous fission,

is a simplest example of large-scale collective nuclear motion. In this

connection, among the many characteristics of the process, the properties

of fission products such as the kinetic and excitation energy (the number

of neutrons emitted) distributions of fission fragments, the distribution

of mass and angular momentum of fragments, etc. are of greatest interest.

In principle, the properties of fission fragments begin to appear at the

saddle point and are ultimately accomplished in the region of very large

deformations, where a sharp decrease of the potential energy of the nu-

cleus leads to irreversible changes of its shape and produces the most

favorable conditions for the manifestation of the dynamical effects of

the motion of large amounts of nuclear matter.

In the present paper emphasis is placed on the energy distributions

of the fragments formed in the fission of heavy nuclei. These distribu-

tions are determined by several factors, which are of crucial importance

for the understanding of the mechanism of fission. These factors are

the landscape of the potential energy surface of an extremely deformed

nucleus, and the character of the dynamics of nuclear motion at the pre-

Bcission stage. Our knowledge of both factors is rather poor. In contra:

to the region of the fission barrier, the potential energy of the sys-

tem behind the saddle point is known much worse. In the region of ex-

tremely large deformations there are no atationary points on the poten-

tial energy surface, which cculd manifest themselves directly in any

experimentally determined characteristics of fission. Therefore,

strictly speaking, a full consideration of the process dynamics is

required to reproduce the potential energy. Still less is known about

the character of the motion between the saddle- and the scission points,

namely, about the inertial and coupling effects between the energy of

the fission mode and the energy of other (collective or quasiparticle)

f:
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degrees of freedom. The difficulties involved in the theoretical solu-
r: tion of the full dynamical problem of nuclear motion between the saddle

" and scission points is evident. At the same time attempts to reproduce

from experimental data at least the main features of the large-scale

collective motion of the nucleus in fission, for instance, the nuclear

configuration near the scission point do not give unambiguous results.

., : As a rule, these results are, to a considerable extent, dependent on the

model used to interpret the experimental data, and on the assumptions

made.

'•'• Therefore it aeems helpful and timely to use in the analysis of the

' ; lQBt stages of fission such characteristics, which have been employed in-

j sufficiently for such purposes earlier. As to the mechanism of formation

\;i of the energy distributions of fragments, the variance of the excitation

J and total kinetic energy distributions of the fragments contain important

I-) additional information about it. Until recently these fission characteris-

tics have not been given much consideration, and even the regularities of

their changes as a function of Z and A, and of the excitation energy E*

of the fissioning nucleus, especially for low-energy fission, remain

qualitatively unclear.

The aims of the present report are (i) to present the main results

of the analysis of a large amount of experimental data on the variance of

the energy distributions of fission fragments; (ii) to emphasize that in

the region of heavy nuclei (Z^90) this quantity is strongly dependent on

Z or the fisaility parameter X of the initial nucleus; and (iii) to

note that the calculations of the variance within the framework of the

existing theories and fission models do not give a satisfactory descrip-

j tion of the experimentally observed regularities.

Let us now turn to the experimental data.

\ The main amount of the quantitatively most reliable data on the

variance of the energy distributions of fission fragments (the TKE va-

riance <é~ and the variance of the total number of the emitted

neutrons <q£) has been obtained in the region of nuclei with Z >, 90

at the lowest excitation energies, i.e. for spontaneous fission (E*=0)

and thermal neutron fission (E*S6.5 MeV). These data have been syste-

matized in ref. and allowed one to establish some regularities of

the changes of the variance of the energy distributions of fission frag-

ments as a function of Z, A and E* of the initial nucleus. The main
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features of these regularities are given below.

The consideration of experimental data shows that the variance of

the total number of fission neutrons ©«. and the TKL variance of frag-
* " H

ments, <*>- , vary with Z and A practically in the same manner at E =U

and E*2£ 6.5 HeV. The results of the quantitative analysis of the ratio

<è\ / ( <è^ - 1/12) = E 2 are presented in fig. 1 (here 1/12 is

Sheppard's grouping correction due to the progressing from the continuouu

excitation energy distribution of fragments to the discrete distribution

of the neutron number). From fig. 1 it follows that in the wide range of
2

fissioning nuclei the quantity E remains practically constant and is,
2

on the average, equal to 94 + 15 MeV . Therefore below we shall consider

éi ,a »Jt ~ 2
L i t f — ( O « J - 1/12) E based on the results of measure-

I . ments of the kinetic energy variance ö - and complemented, where necessary,

2v by the results of the <Ou. measurements. It should however be emphasized
f' •

I that by its absolute value the variance of the total excitation energy

distribution of the fragments, (ol , is less than (£>e , since one can,

with a sufficient degree of accuracy, assume that <&_ JJJ( <&*^ - 1/12)E ,

* where E fi$6.7 MeV is the average energy consumed for the emission of one
:„: O r̂

X neutron from a fragment. However the character of the changes of (Op

é % *
u is practically the same.

K. Thus from the results of the © g and >Ojy measurements we can

determine the dependence of the variance of the energy distributions of

fragments, <&. , on the fissility parameter X of the nucleus. This

dependence presented in fig. 2 shows that as X increases, the variance

of the fragment energy distribution sharply increases both in the case of

spontaneous fission and thermal neutron fission. In the considered range

of X the variance increases by a factor of nearly 4. In a comparatively

narrow region of nuclei centered around X***0.8 (ZM94-96), the variance

.; manifests the specific and pronounced feature, a considerable weakening

? = of its dependence on Z. Finally, the variance considerable increases as

<'J one goes from spontaneous fission (E = 0) to fission above the barrier

v' (E 226.5). This increase amounts to 20-40SS. It should also be noted that

ft at a fixed value of Z the change of the number of neutrons in the fission-

I" ing nucleus influences weakly on the magnitude of the variance. As shown in

!r; fig- 3, the dependence of the variance of the energy distributions on the

v parameter Z /A is quite similar to the X -dependence.

It is noteworthy that the behaviour of e g as a function of Z, A

and E strongly differs from that observed for E„ or "V • For instance,
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Fig. I. The quantity E = t n e average cm.energy of

the fission neutron spectrum, n , the average neutron binding energy in

the fragments, B , and the quantity E = B + n as functions of the Z

and A of the fissioning nucleus. The closed and open marks stand for

spontaneous fission and thermal neutron fission, respectively.
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Fig. 2. The variance of the energy distributions of fragments, V>~ , as

a function of the fisaility parameter x, for spontaneous fission (closed

marks) and thermal neutron fission (open marks); the fissility parameter

is defined as x = Z2/50.88A|l - 1.7826 [ ( N - Z ) / A ] 2 } . The curves (LDM)

in the lower part of the figure correspond to the variancp calculated

within the dynamical liquid drop model . 9 is the nuclear temperature(MeV)

at the saddle point. As x increases above 0.78 the numerical accuracy of the

calculations becomes progressively more questionable, and this is indica-

ted by dashed lines. The solid lines drs<i.ii through experimental points only

stress the trend of the changes of <3
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Fig. 3. The variance of the energy distributions of fragments, <o£ 1 as
a function of the parameter ZZ/A for spontaneous fission (closed marks)
and thermal neutron fission (open marks). The dash-dotted line shows

*• 2 1/3schematically the dependence of the mean TKE of fragments, E^, on Z /A
(following D.C.Hoffman et al. for the spontaneous fission of Fm and
259Fm ?„ deviates by nearly 30 MeV, the variance in these cases also sub-

K 2 1/3

stantially increases deviating sharply from the points close in Z /A ).
By crosses are indicated the variance values calculated by Rubchenya
using the statistical theory of Fong for the thermal neutron fission of
2 3 5U and 239Pu, and for the spontaneous fission of 252Cf, 2 5 7Fm and 256102.

f
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: as one goes from Th to Fm, the average kinetic energy of fission frag-

ments increases by only 2Q?Q, whereas the variance increases by a factor

of 4. In going from spontaneous fission to fission above the barrier

the average kinetic energy of the fragments changes by not more than

1-1.5 ?ó, the variance increasing by 2ü-4O?ó. The behaviour of é<y and V

is also characterized by distinctive features. In particular, V for

Cm (a.f.) is a factor of 1.5 greater than that, for Pu (s.f,),

although the value of <»<y is the same in both cases. On the contrary,
252 257 "™

the spontaneous fission of Cf and Fm is characterized by equal V

values, the variance in the second case being a factor of 1.6 larger.

•-, This indicates that, on the one hand, the changes in the variance of the

fragment energy distribution and those in the average energies of the

, fragments have different reasons. On the other hand, such a situation in—

I" dicates once more that the value of the variance contains a d d i t i on-

£ i a 1 information about the mechanism of the formation of the energy distri-

•v butions of fission fragments.

y? In principle, the dependence of the average energy of fission frag-

. ments on their mass ratio can contribute to the variance of the TKE of

f the fragments, <o£ , or to the variance of the total excitation energy

of fragments,

A W

where Y ( / 0 is the mass distribution of fragments, £ Y(A^= 1,

A.+A„=A is the mass of the fissioning nucleus. However, estimates

show that in the case of the excitation energy variance deduced from that

of the neutron number,the trivial contribution of 2_ \y ~ ^ ( A ^ A j » ) !

is about 2-8% of <o^ in the region of U to Fm and, consequently, in

a first approximation, <Py 96 2_ Ö y C A ^ j A ^ Y C A ^ X Estimates for a

similar contribution for <9- *are shown in fig. 4. From this considera-

tion it follows that a sharp increase of the variance with Z and its consider-

able increase in going from spontaneous fission to fission above tha barrier

are not due to the dependence of the average energy of the fragments on

their ms3s ratio. It is generally characteristic of individual fission

fragments as well.

Now let us compare the experimental data with theoretical predictions.

The results of calculations for the variance within the framework of the

dynamical liquid-drop model with zero-viscosity developed by Nix and
2 31

Swiatecki ' are shown in fig. 2. One can see that the absolute values of
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the calculated variance are considerably underestimated and show no strong

dependence on X or Z. An alternate of the dynamical liquid-drop model

is, in a sense, the statistical fission theory of Fong ' , which gives

detailed predictions for practically all properties of fission fragments,

in particular, for the variance of the energy distributions of fragments.

A quantitative estimate of the variance was made by Fong only for the
235thermal neutron fission of U. In this case for the most probable fragment

mass ratio <&p was found to be CA 18 MeV , i.e. a factor of 4

lower than the experimental value of this quantity (see fig. 4 ) . The cal-

culation of the variance of the energy distributions of fragments (and other

characteristics of fission) has recently been performed by Rubchenya

within the framework of the Fong statistical theory. This calculation

was done for a wide range of fissioning nuclei with Z from 88 to 116

using the Strutinsky shell correction method to determine the deformation

energy, and the theory of superfluid nuclei to calculate the level densi-

ty. The configuration of the nucleus at the scission point was presented

as two touching fragments with a common symmetry axis. The results of

the calculation are shown in fig. 3. From this figure it follows that the

è% 2 1/3
i- are quite independent of Z /A and amount to

2 277 29?

40-80 MeV over the entire region from Ra to 116. For Z=102 the

discrepancy between theory and experiment is a factor of more than 6. In

ref. a symmetric mass distribution of fragments, E***232 MeV,

**E &£ 60 MeV and A/ about 9 are predicted for the spontaneous fission
286of 112. One can think that the replacement of the configuration formed

just before the scission point by a more realistic, continuous one with some

finite neck will improve the result, but no calculation of this kind has

yet been done. Such calculations would be of interest for a final esti-

mation of the possibilities of the statistical theory of fission in the

description of variances of the erergy distribution of fragments.

Alongside the above considered theories, a number of phenomenologi-
7-9)cal models were used to calculate the energy distributions of fission

fragments. A common feature of these models is the application of addi-

tional approximations and introduction of parameters determined directly

from experiment. In particular, partial equilibrium models were suggest-
7 H}

ed, in which equilibrium is assumed to occur only between the internal ' '
9)or only between the collective ' degrees of freedom near the scission

point. These models do not give a satisfactory description of the experimen-

tal data either. The calculations of refs. ' ' give substantially
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underestimated values of the variance. In addition, it is difficult to
7 8)adjust the expression for the variance, which follows from the model '

for a large range of the Z of fissioning nuclei to an extremely strong

Z dependence of the variance, see ref. . In the calculations ' the

shape of the nucleus at the scission point is assumed to be fixed. On the

contrary, in the work of Wilkins et al. the variance of the fragment

energy is positively associated with the shape fluctuations of the scission-

point configuration. Unfortunately the work of Wilkins et al. contains

no quantitative results except for the communication that the calculated

values of the variance are consistently smaller than the experimental ones.

Thus the calculations based on essentially different assumptions

concerning the character of the motion of the nucleus from the saddle to

the scission point lead ultimately to similar results, i.e. considerably

underestimated variance values depending weakly on Z. This indicates that

some important degrees of freedom of the system, which substantially inf-

luence the formation of the energy distributions of fission fragments remain

unconsidered. As one moves to the region of the heavier nuclei, the total

energy release increases, the way from the saddle to the scission point

becomes longe;:, and the landscape of the potential energy surface near the

saddle point and farther to the scission point undergoes substantial chan-

ges. It is possible that as a net result of all these factors taken together,

the contribution of those degrees of freedom of the fissioning nucleus,

which played a minor role in the fission of lighter nuclei becomes more

significant.

The latter of the mentioned factors seems to be the most important.

On the basis of various experimental data one can advance a number of argu-

ments in favor of the fact that the dynamical effects manifesting them- '

selves quite definitely at the last stages of fission, do not play a cru-

cial role for the formation of the energy distributions of the fragments

(see, e.g., 1O.-1:5>). it is likely that the statical properties of the

nuclear configuration near the scission point play the predominant role.

Then the value of the variance of the fragments energy will be determined

mainly by the landscape of the potential energy surface of the extremely

deformed nucleus, in particular, by the character of changes (the "degree

of steepness") of the potential energy along the coordinates, other than

the general elongation of the nucleus. This applies, in the first place,

to the coordinate describing the neck formation. One can believe that as
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H)2 and, correspondingly, the Coulomb energy increase, the LDM valley

:_,j determining, to a certain extent, any reasonable "trajectory" of the

system's motion to scission, became "flatter". As a result, the region

••: of exit from the LDM valley becomes less defined, which indicates strong-

er shape fluctuations of the scission-point configuration. Of course,

the landscape of the LDM valley can be considerably disturbed by the shell

structure of,the fissioning nucleus in the region of deformation adjacent

to the saddle point, as well as by the shell structure of the nascr;nt fis-

>N sion fragments at a later stage of deformation. It is very likely that

--•<. these effects can lead to the appearance of specific features against the

background of the general trend of an increasing variance of the energy

Ï distribution of fission fragments with increasing Z.

I; Naturally such a consideration is entirely qualitative and does nut

pi exclude any other possibilities. The main purpose of this consideration is

:•/ to emphasize that the use of experimental data on the variance of the energy

distributions of fragments is a way of exploring the landscape of potential

energy in the region of the largest deformations achieved in fission, which

;; is presently poorly known. On the other hand, the successes in fission sta-

;; tics made by the present time in the region of the barrier, allow one to

, - hope for a considerable improvement of the calculations of potential energy

ƒ also behind the saddle point. It is believed that the observation of the coi

-! relation between the strong increase of the variance of the energy distri-

butions of fission fragments with increasing Z, on the one hand, and the

corresponding changes of the potential energy surface in the region of very

large deformations, on the other, would be a strong argument in favor of a

realistic theoretical description of large-scale changes of nuclear 3hapc at

the most complicated stage of the fission process.

fl-

Here the terminology of ref. is used.
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' A TIME - DEPENDENT DENSITY MATRIX FORMALISM FOR RELAXATION

PROCESSES IN NUCLEON - INDUCED NUCLEAR REACTIONS

P. Mëdler and R. R e i f

i Technische UniversitSt Dresden, Sektion Physik

;., 8027 Dresden, DDR

The theore t i ca l treatment of deep i n e l a s t i c heavy ion c o l l i -

s ions assumes d i f fe rent re laxa t ion times for d i f ferent co l -

l e c t i v e and i n t r i n s i c degrees of freedom. From experimental

?/. data one can1 conclude that the i n t r i n s i c degrees of freedom
I'
\i. are rather fast modes. Therefore, they are assumed general-

ly" ly to be in a statistical equilibrium if one looks for the

dynamics of the deep inelastic process (see e.g.ref ,fi]).

/ In the present paper nucleon-induced precompound reactions

V- ' are considered in order to study the relaxation of the in-

( trinsic degrees of freedom. For this purpose a time-depen-

' - dent density matrix formalism has been used to describe the

equilibration process in the hydrodynamic stage. The energy

and mass number dependence of relaxation times is considered.

Both precompound and compound particle spectra as well as

angular distributions are calculated. In order to nvoid the

'\-, problems connected with preformation probabilities of clu-

I-. sters only (N,H' )-reactions have been treated.

jêj Mon - equilibrium statistical operator

We start from the non-equilibrium statistical operatorf2]

PJr)ïtF„it*r)}]}
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J which can be constructed with a suitable chosen set of obeer
• \1 time-dependent parameters}^ (Q => Tr (exp{^}) ),

E -> t© the operator

turn-statistical Llouville equation

ï In the limit £ -> +0 the operator fMt (t) obeys the quan-

',] • (2)
'-<: and represents retarded solutions. In eq.(1), geometry-de-

": pendent effects have been neglected already, e.g. the nu-

|f cleua is viewed as an Infinite homogeneous piece of nuclear

%\ matter.

v Followingf2Jwe require, that both mean values of the obser-

•;• vables jP»}» which can be calculated with the operator (1)

: and the statistical operator it(i) tor the local equilibrium,

V; are equivalent:

£•>+•

with

(4)

Then

^ ^ ) (5)

and, thus, as in the equilibrium case' the parameters ^F m (t)j

have the meaning of the parameters thermodynamic conjugated
t0 {}
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Note, that

lim flit)*?*M
(6)

but

where the second time variable t-j in I e as well as t' in

P m(t') (appearing in eq.(1) ) denotes the Heisenberg repre-

sentation. fiq.(7) shows that the operator f\,stlt) contains

memory effects.

Time evolution of the nuclear compound system

For a first application of this concept to relaxation pheno-

mena in nuclear reactions the Fermi gas model has been used

with a hydrodynamic description of the relaxing system £3» 4j .

The compound system as it is created after a few scattering

events between the projectile and the target nucleons is di-

vided into subsystems, composed of particles occupying sing-

le particle states in different energy ranges. Then the tran-

sition to the equilibrium stage is viewed as a relaxation

process between these subsystems. Furthermore, all subsystems

are assumed to be in a quasi-equilibrium characterized by a

Fermi distribution with time-dependent parameters.

The compound system is described by the Hamiltonian

X
i

with

{9J
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representing the operator for the total energy of subsystem 1,

The matrix elements ^ m l f y l l K / have been derived from pa-

rametrized' free nucleon - nucleon cross sections taken from

ref» f5J . In order to describe particle spectra and angular

distributions the following set of observables has been cho-

sen: £ H«; / Ni 1 Vsi (N; " particle number

and P; - total linear momentum of subsystem 1). The corre-

sponding thermodynamic conjugated parameters {^(t),? are con-

nected with the inverse temperature fi;(t) » the chemical

potential JU;It 1 and the mean particle velocity V;li)

in subsystem i as

respectively.

Using eqs. (1), (8), (9) the mean fluxes

<«»

between the subsystems have been calculated under two assump-

tions:

(i) In eq.(1) the time derivatives jF^have been negleoted

compared with the time dependence of the operators

tFft»(t)j in the Heisenberg representation and

(ii) the operator was linearized with respect to the interac-

tion Y which was assumed to be small.

Thus, in eq.(1O) in fact we have used the statistical ope-

rator

f'ft) «{'/•I E. lt)f<H'eltjjv[eAtt lt')e
—«0 o

(11)
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I:

with

and /•• . .

P«ZF«(i) Jt'eetPMlf)
Connecting the fluxes (10) with the time derivatives of the

parameters Jp,^ (t)ƒ one ends up with a coupled system of

strongly non-linear differential equations determining the

time evolution of the thermodynamic parameters or, equiva-

lently, of the mean values {P„^(for details see ref. [4J):

(12)

Here the brackets N..»,*...,/ denote quantum-statistical

correlation functions, e.g.

(13)
o

with the notations A and B us in eq.(11).

Note that the correlation functions on the right hand side

of eq.(13) represent quantum-statistical fluctuations

(14)

The integrals in eq.(12) representing the kinetic coeffi-

cients have been evaluated using Wick's theorem. This co-

t'\ efficients turn out to be integrals over the single partic-

'ü le energies *itS$lfi%lillpt functions, which are composed
:f essentially of the squared matrix elements
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1 •) ^
.j and combinations of occupation numbers ( Qi Q\ /* with

j +^c^«>; -v+wrusj (15)

Decay of the compound system

The remarks made above about the structure of eqs.(12)

illustrate that it is very cumbersome to solve them numeri-

cally. Therefore, in numerical calculations the kinetic co-

efficients have been computed using the equilibrium valuer

of \&m (t)5 which can be simply calculated from the given

incident energy, target mass number and linear momentum of

the total system. But in the correlation functions V m t W

on the right hand side of eqe.(12) the non-linear dependen-

ce from fF,_(t)3 h a s been taken into account* To start the

numerical integration of eqs.(12) the distribution of the

two nucleons after the first collision of the projectile in

nuclear matter has been estimated following ref. [s] <t Fer-

mi distributions with the same momenta \ H ; ) ( \N;/,{?;/,

as the distribution derived in this way were used to fix

the initial conditions. A comparison of both distributions

shows that it is quite sufficient for excitation energies

of about 20 MeV to subdivide the compound system in two

subsystems only with particles above (below) the Fermi le-

vel. For higher energies the number of subsystems should
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]••• be enlarged in order to have a more detailled approximation

'' of the initial distribution by Fermi distributions. In the

• calculations presented below only two subsystems have been

introduced. Knowing the solutions t̂ 1 (t)| of eqs,(12) and

using the principle of detailled balance as well as the in-

verse cross sections ö;nv(£') ( £* -channal energy of the

emitted particle) from ref. f77 one obtains the differenti-

; al cross section as

S-
Here, Q and Bj. denote the direction of the emitted nucle-

on and its binding energy, respectively, and J^ ( f') is

the single particle level density in the continuum (related

to a volume "JT-^ao). In the same manner one can construct

fluxes from the nuclear subsystem 2 (with £; ^ £0 ) into

the continuum (subsystem 3) and add them to the equations of

motion (12) for subsystem 2. In this way the influence of

the depletion of the nucleus due to particlt emission on

the relaxation process can be simulated.

Furthermore, this procedure allows to extend the time inte-

gration of eqs.(12) up to a time which is of the order of

the lifetime of the relaxed compound system. Thus, using

eq.(i6) one can calculate both precompound and compound

spectra and angular distributions in a consistent way.

As an example in fig.1 the solutions of eqs.(12) are plot-

ted for the reaction 53Nb(n,n'), E^ = H,1 MeV (with £f =

40 LteV).
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Fig,1. Thermodynamic parameters fl;(t),/Ui(t)fty(i)fov sub-

systems 1 and 2 as function of time t (°%b(n,n*)»

E^ = 14,1 MeV, lab. system).
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In fact, for all considered degrees of freedom the 3ame re-

—21laxation time of about 3*10 s is obtained. The decay of

the relaxed compound system ( t > Z? ) is characterized by

a slow decrease of both chemical potential (due to particle

emission) and the mean particle velocity in the laboratory

system. The inverse temperature increase nearly linearly in

the logarithmic time scale, i.e. the nuclear temperature

j goes to zero for £ -> «o .In order to complete the pictu-
'4
r| re of the process, one can look for the time development of

such quantities as mean excitation energy U(t) of the re-

sidual nucleus, mean number of particles A (t) = A-j(t)

emitted from t = 0 up to the actual time t, mean energy

of the emitted particles from t = 0 up to t £3/4s and

the mean energy of the particle J£j^/>|$ emit ted at time t*

Here E-j(t) denotes the total channel energy of the emitted

particles. For the same Reaction this quantities are shown

in fig. 2, For t £ 10"18s U(t) has reached the neutron

threshold, and the curves are plotted as dashed lines. In

this region if -emission would become important which is not

included in the present considerations. It is seen that the

system has lost about 25% excitation energy until the equi-

librium is reached. In the same time the mean energy of the

emitted neutrons J£i/JA$ decreases rapidly from about 12 fieV

after the first collision (t = 0) down to about 2,5 "leV at

equilibrium. Por £ > '2? this quantity changes very slowly

with time creating therefore the equilibrium peak of the

particle spectrum.

Por the same reaction, fig.3 shows the time development of



Hos

Fig. 2 Neutron decay of the compound system as function
of time . t /for details see text/

U1
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the spectrum of emitted neutrons in comparison with experi-

i . mental data taken from »ef • [&} . The agreement is rather

good except for the low energy region* This slight discre-

pancy reflects partly the neglect of Jf* -decay channels for

U < B and partly the finite integration limit of 6»10"1^s.

The preequilibrlum angular distributions can be described

rather satisfactory. For example, In fig.4 we have compared

our results for the reaction 208Pb(p,n), Ep= 45 MeV.with

experimental data taken from ref. £9} and a model calcula-

|: tion of ref. £ioj using a generalized exciton model £n3

v; based on the concept of a "leading particle". In addition,

the influence of the depletion of the compound system du-

ring the course of the relaxation process has been tested.

It is seen that the account of the depletion in eqs.(1?)

somewhat enlarges the forward - peaking. Furthermore, de-

;•; viations from the data appear in the region of backward

• angles and high energies of the emitted neutron, in which

the choise of our initial conditions is most questionable

(for a more detailled discussion of this point see ref. £4? ).

Prom that one can conclude, that the most crucial point in

the approach proposed is the careful choise of the initial

conditions. We mention in passing that the equilibrium con-

tribution to the angular distributions cannot be described

in the same satisfactory manner as the equilibrium spectrum.

One gets too much forward - peaking because the cross sec-

tion (16) becomes nearly isotropic only for very large t •
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Relaxation times

From the numerical solution of eqB.(12) one can draw the

conclusion, that there is no significant difference in the

relaxation times for energy, momentum and particle number,

i.e.

(17)

This fact results from the strong coupling of the equations.

So, estimations of relaxation times neglecting the cross

correlation functions in eqB.(12) (see ref. l3l ) is not

justified. As fig.1 demonstrates, a fast stage (in the gi-

ven example about 5»10" a) and a slow stage (about 3»10" s)

appear in the relaxation process. Therefore, in order to

estimate the dependence of the relaxation time on excita-

tion energy ~ft'* and mass number A it is sufficient to

calculate all the correlation functions with the equilibri-

um values of the parameters fF«&. Computing this quantities

in a wide range of E* and A (E* from 20 MeV up to 100 MeV;

A from 100 up to 200) one can state, that the kinetic coef-

ficients are proportional to E*and nearly independent of

A. On the other hand, the fluctuations are proportional to

. Thus, for the relaxation time V follows

t ~ (18)

Eq.(18) in connection with the absolut value given above for

the 93Hb(ntn') reaction at E#= 21 MeV (En = 14 MeV) allows

to estimate relaxation times for other reactions. Numerical

solutions of eqs.(12) for reactions with several target mass
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numbers at different excitation energies confirm this sta-

tement £47 •

Neutron decay widths Pn

The mean number of emitted neutrons ^A-j) = A,(t) can be

connected with the mean neutron decay width

using the numerical solutions for A^(t) and U(t)«

The numerical results obtained in this way resemble the va-

lues deduced from the expression for the decay width in the

Fermi gas model £i2j t

r«(U) «<exp(-conti/fit?B«) (20)
with B Q being the neutron binding energy. This is a

further argument in the favour of the approach proposed

in this paper.
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TDHF, ATDHF and constrained HF

calculations
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1/ Introduction
.-4

UIn the recent years two basic papers 1.1» 2 J were published

about the Adiabatic Time Dependent Hartree Fock /ATDHF/

theories. The main ideas of the two papers are essentially

the same, however they use slightly different concepts,

different languages and different secondary approximations.

These basic theories were further developed and applied to

different problems in many other calculations | 3 1. In our

article we consider the approximation of Villars 111,

however, instead of particle-hole representation we shall

consider the wave functions in the coordinate space. It is

easy to show, that the ATDHF approximation can be treated

as an approximative solution of the Time Dependent Hartree

Fock equations, where instead of the time variable we

introduce a time dependent parameter q(t>) and its canonical

coniugate p(t), and expand the results up to second order

in p. This way the ATDHF can be applied only for systems

where p is small. Comparing the results of the TDHF and

ATDHF calculations, one can determine the validity of the

ATDHF approximation. Since the ATDHF approximation neglects
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a great part of the TDHF dissipation, the approximation

can be applied only to systems where this dissipation is

not important,

Villars has shown 1 , that the constrained HF

calculations represent an approximation to the ATDHF

equations. Since the constrained HF equations were

applied extremely succesfully for fission calculations 14 I,

one can examine the validity of these equations and

consider the domain of their applicability. The comparisons

were made for a model system, namely for fissioning slabs.

In the 2nd Chapter the ATDHF equations of Villars Fl 1

are deduced in coordinate space representation, the 3

Chapter contains the results for the comparisons between

the TDHF and the ATDHF calculations and in the 4 t h Chapter

the approximations committed in the constrained HF

calculations are analized.

2/ ATDHF equations in coordinate space representation.

Let us consider the TDHF equations for the single-particle

wavefunctions

12,11
dt

where h is the single particle HF. Hamiltonian, and we use
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h = c = 1 units. Let us assume, that the time dependence

of the system can be described by a q(0 parameter and its

canonically conjugate p^t). This means, that the time

dependence of the system is completely given by q and p:

if at two time points t^ and t- the values of q and p are

the same: q(tjj = q^t,) # p(tJ = p(t~) , then the system

has to be in the same state, so there cannot be energy

dissipation during the time t2~tl* T n* s i s clearly a very

strong assumption, which can be fulfilled only for special

cases. In this case the TDHF single particle wavefunction

can be written as

= e 1 e p \"' T^ v£,q) i 12,21

where e± is the static single particle energy, Q is an

operator to be determined by the TDHF equations and f is

a real wavefunction independent of p. The adiabatic condition

means that the exponential term of the /2,2/ wavef unction

can be expanded and only second order terms are kept:

*i(r,0 = (l + ipB - | P262) f ± (r,q) . ,2.31

The variational principle can be written as 15 I

c T f 2 f < ï V H ^ > - i < ^ 7 > l d t = O / 2 , 4 /
Jti I " ~ ^ " - 7J

where Y is the Slater determinant of the f. single particle
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wavefunctions. Substituting /2,3/ into /2,4/ we get

/2,5/

A

dQf. A

\,—i >-p<v2v
where we used the fact that the integral of the total density

is constant, so

dt J dt i

and H(p,q) is the expectation value of the Hamilton operator,

which can be written as

H(p,q1 = v(q) +
2M(q)

/2,6/

where v(q) = ($ H 4 ^ is the expectation value of the Hamiltonian

calculated with the Slater determinant of the V. single

particle wavefunctions, and l/2M(q) is the coefficient of the

term second order in p.

12,51 can be transformed into the usual canonical form if

If the condition /2,7/ is fulfilled, q and p can be determined

from the usual Hamilton equations

BH p

3p M

^ /2'8/

B H a V 2 d!l
p = - —_ = - __ + P_ —

. o q 3 q 2M dq
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Substituting /2,3/ and /2,8/ into /2,1/ and putting the

coefficients of the

the ATDHP equations

coefficients of the p° and p powers, equal to zero we get

12,9/

12,10/

«here * (q> - | | and|| and ^ - 5^ J (q)

(2,9/ and /2,10/ determines the functions \ .and Q r.L

if Q 2 f .is known. The condition /2,7/ determines M(q). It

is easy to show that the equations \2,1\ and /2,6/ supply^

the same n(qj. There is however an ambiguity in the expression

Q"~T since /2,9/ - /2,10/ determines only the hole-hole7

and the particle-hole elements of the Q operator. If we

assume for example, that all the particle-particle elements

of Q are zero, Q f can be expressed as

m

m L - - - m

where the summation goes only for the hole states. There are

other possibilities how to choose the particle-particle

matrix elements.
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3/ Comparison of the results cf the TDHF and ATDHF

calculations.

To study the validity of the ATDHF conditions for the

case of fission, we solved the TDHF and ATDHF equations for

a simple model case, namely for one-dimensional slabs 161.

The force we used was the Skyrme six force 4 I which

contains a long range Yukawa term beside the density

dependent 0 force and we included also a short range ;

repulsive Yukawa force to produce a Coulomb-type force I 7 I. j

We considered the fissioning of a big slab, initiated it :

by giving an initial collective excitation energy to the •:

slab. The initial TDHF wavefunctions were given in the form

#t = O) = e 1 J, e »j(z J , /3,1/

\z - z j where T .(z)-s are the one dimensional

static HF wavefunctions. The starting excitation energy

depends on the value of o< . For big enough slabs we get

fission for already 0.2 MeV per particle excitation energy

in 10* sec In the TDHF calculations.

To carry out ATDHF calculations one hase to choose the

q parameter, which is characteristic of the system. In the

case of slabs the natural choice for q Is either q =\

or the necking distance, that is q =\J< z2 > -\]<z2 >- < z/2'>2,

The /2,8/-/2,9/ ATDHF equations can be solved in two

f

I
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different ways. One possibility is to assume an initial value

for Q 'If. /for example it is D(Z) f± + b±(q) f ±, where D ( Z )

is a known function of z/ and to solve 12,91 for different

q values as a self consistent equation. This means that we

get f .(z,qj as a function of q and z for the given D(Z) .

As the next step we solve /2,lO/ and we get the value of

Q "P. This we substitute again into /2,9/ and solve the

coupled equations self-consistently, determining at each

iteration step the value of M(q) from /2,7/ and v(q) too.

The solution process is long and tedious, it needs an order

of magnitude longer computation time than the solutions of

the original TDHF equations. An other difficulty is that the

original choice of D(Z) corresponds to an initial condition

but it is difficult to see clearly, to what physical initial

condition does it correspond.

A far quicker and physically clearer method is to solve

equ-s /2,9/-/2,10/ in the following way. Let qQ be the

initial equilibrium q value at t=0. At this value v(qj has

a minimum, so 'A (qQ^ = 0. Let us solve the usual HF

equations for q = q, since at t=0 from 12,21

, \ ip„Q.(qJ\ „ , -,
Ui ƒ \ O \ O * r̂' / \

and ^(«ï^ 8 5 ^jHF, comparing /3,1/ with /3,2/ it is

clear that to give Q T ± at q * qQ corresponds to the giving

of the initial velocity field S^z) at t=0.
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Having got Q y at q=qQ we can determine g^
 a t tJ=tIo

from 12,101 which means that we know f (qQ + dq). 12,91
A ,-

then determines for us Q \. at qQ + dq. This way step by

step we determine at the same time both the "f,- s and

the Q*^. - s for a given initial condition. Since the self

consistent equations are solved only once at q=(lo» the

process is relatively fast, and it supplies the good ATDHF

values for v(q) and M(qV

No matter how small initial excitation energy did we

give to the slab, after long enough time the results of

TDHF and ATDHF calculations are widely different /the

deviation is the function of E • t i / • The reason

for this is clear: the ATDHF calculations do not contain

the TDHF dissipation, and so if the time of the process is

long enough, they cannot supply good results, even for very

small initial excitation energies. Our feeling is, that

ATDHF calculations are applicable only for processes which
—22

occur within 10 ses; like RPA oscillations for example.

4/ Constrained HF calculations

It is easy to see, that 12,91, the first adiabatic

equation is essentially a constrained HF equation, if one ';

makes certain assumptions about Q'f',. Let us assume, that 1

Ï
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In this case /2,9/ can be written as

where e.(q)= e. + b.(q)/ ̂ (q)- /4,1/ is a constrained

HF equation, D(r) is the constrain operator. Substituting

/4,1/ into /2,7/ we get

2 ̂ L < Df ±, — - i > = — < D > = 1 . /4,3/

A

If the constrain operator D is chosen in such a way

that the parameter q should be its expectation value,
A d *than<D>= q, g^ < D>= 1 and /4,2/ is satisfied. However,

and ambiguous choice of D cannot satisfy equation 12,91.

If we use the assumption that Q T can be written as

O2 f = D2 f* b 2 f + 2b D f + *5~ (h b "\ ('f D TJ ") f
u i ~ i D i i i i ^ V j " D i / \ j i l j

then multiplying equ. /2,10/ by i , and summing over the

filled states it can be written in a particulary simple

way to determine D(r)

°* — — • /4,5/

Since the definition /4,4/ of Q 2^ ± means, that

from the TDHF calculations one can determine D. It is a
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complicated function of r and cannot be expressed in a simple

analytical form.

One can ask the quest-on, why did constrained HF

calculations supply such excellent results for the fission

energy? The answer is very simple: The fission energy is

where V has a minimum value at q /stable deformation/ and

a maximum value at q, /saddle point/. At both q values

A(q) is zero, so T . (qJ and v(qJ depend only very

slightly on D(r]. However, for any kind dynamical calculation

the ambigous choice of D(r) means that the time dependence

of the process is determined ambigously, not according to

any kind of approximation of the time dependent Schrödinger

equation, so for dynamical calculations it is somewhat

questionable to use the mass value M(CJ) having got in this

approximation, or the exact shape of v(q) , not only the

maximum and minimum value of it.
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DYNAMICS OF NUCLEAR FISSION AND HEAVY-ION REACTIONS

J. R. Nix and A. J . S ierk

Theoretical Division. Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

University of California, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 USA

As Illustrated In Fig. 1, we study large-amplitude collective motion In

fission and heavy-Ion reactions by solving classical equations of motion for

1 2
the time evolution of the nuclear shape. ' In the nuclear potential energy

of deformation, we calculate the generalized surface energy by means of a

double volume integral of a Yukawa-plus-exponential function, which was

obtained by requiring that two semi-infinite slabs of constant-density nuclear

matter have minimum energy at zero separation. ' The resulting potential for

heavy-ion reactions is compared with experimental results in Fig. 2 and with

other heavy-ion potentials in Fig. 3. As shown by the solid curves in Fig. 4,

our potential reproduces heavy-ion elastic scattering with approximately the

same accuracy as does a Woods-Saxon potential (dashed curves).

The collective kinetic energy is calculated for nuclear flow that is a

superposition of incompressible, nearly irrotational collective-shape motion

1 2 "

and rigid-body rotation. ' Nuclear dissipation is included by means of the j

Rayleigh dissipation function, which •*" ...ids upon the physical mechanism that ~

converts collective energy into internal energy. Figure 5 compares results

that have been calculated for various types of dissipation and an earlier

version of the potential energy with the result of a time-dependent Hartree-

Fock calculation. Figure 6 illustrates the type of potential-energy surface \

that is Involved in the macroscopic calculations. - \

Figure 7 shows dynamical trajectories calculated with the Yukawa-plus-

exponential potential for both ordinary two-body viscosity and a combined
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wall and window one-body dissipation. In the latter case, the wall formula

relative to the center of mass of the entire system is used until the neck

radius reaches the indicated value, at which point a transition is made to

a wall formula relative to the centers of mass of the two nascent fragments

plus a window formula for the necfc between them. As shown in Figs. 8 and 9,

experimental fission-fragment kinetic energies for the fission of nuclei

throughout the periodic table are reproduced by either ordinary two-body

viscosity with a coefficient y - 0.015 TP or by a combined wall and window

one-body dissipation with a transition neck radius r . • 2.5 fm.

In Fig. 10 we examine the ability of the wall formula to predict the

experimental widths of giant multipole resonances. By comparing the solid
o

curve with the solid circles (giant quadrupole) and the dashed curve with the
9

open circle (giant octupole), we see that for both resonances the wall-formula

predictions are about three times as large as the experimental values.

Finally, as illustrated In Fig. 11, we study explicitly the one-body

dynamics of nudeons inside a cylinder colliding with a moving piston by

solving exactly the collisionless Boltztnan equation for the distribution

function. By examining the relative phases of the pressure at the piston and J

the piston'8 velocity, we are able to separately identify a dlasipatlve force •

and an elastic restoring force.
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Comment to Nix's talk by J. Randrup:

I wish to remind of the fact that the proper domain

of applicability for the well formula Is the slow, Irregular

motion of the nuclear suface; the Irregularity refers not

only to the shape of the container but also to the

temporal evolution which should be aperiodic. The

application of the well formula to high-frequency harmonic

modes may there be unreasonable /and the simple piston

example discussed In the talk procldes a good Illustration

of how mlsed - one could be If the well formula were

mlssaplled/.

I':
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IRROTATIONNAL FLOW MOTION AND TDHF SOLUTIONS

P. Quentin and D. Vautherin

Division de Physique Théorique ,• I.P.N.,
91406 Orsay-Cedex, France

hj

• I - Situation of the problem

\k
\ In this note we would like to propose a well-
• 'i defined yet simple prescription to extract out of any given
I TDHF solution, an optimal irrotatlonnal flow motion. This will
• i ' be done in the framework of the Baranger-Vénéroni [ l] decompo-

sition theorem, valid for any one-body reduced density matrix
(hereafter referred to as p) specifying the TDHF solution.

Theorem 1

Given a hermitian density p such that p and 1-p
have no common eigensolution (p being the conjugate of p
under time-reversal), it exists one and one single
unitary transformation into an other hermitian density
Po such that

p = e i X po e" i X (1)

where both po and X a re even under time-reversal and |
satisfy " "\

7

X = PoX + XPo (2)

and where all eigenvalues of X belong to the ]-ir/4, ir/4[
Interval.

Present address : Institut Laue Langevin, B.P.156X, .i
38042 Grenoble-Cedex, France I

Laboratoire associé au C.N.R.S. M
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This theorem has been first demonstrated In Ref.
I l] and further studied In Refs.[2-4].

After Baranger and Vénéronl we call "natural" the
operator X satisfying Eq.(2) . This equation means that X has
no particle-particle, hole-hole matrix elements with respect to
po . This may be expressed alternatively by

X = PoXOo + OoXPo (3)

where O0 Is the projector on particle states namely :

o0 = 1 - Po (4)

Theorem 2

Assume that it exists a transformation of p of
the type given in Eq.(l) where x and po are both hermi-
tlan and even under time-reversal, assume also that x
is local, if the interaction piece v of the Hamiltonian
governing the dynamics of the system is gauge invariant
with respect to x In a weak sense, namely :

then the TDHF equations of motion can be cast into the
form of hydrodynamical equations for an irrotationnal
flow :

- continuity equation
- equation of state
- Euler equation.

This theorem has been demonstrated in Ref.[5] . As
it will appear clear below, it is of primary importance to note
that we have not assumed that X was natural in the sense sped-
fied by Eqs.(2) or (3). It is also worth noticing that the full
gauge invariance condition

Ix.vl = 0 (6)

is not necessary, due to the even character of Po with respect
to time-reversal conjugation.

f
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Theorem 3

;> • Assume that the condition of Theorem 1 is fulfil-
led, then if the natural x *s local, x i s identically
zero.

This theorem has been demonstrated in Ref.[ 2] . It
is essential to emphasize, that contrarily to what was the case
for Theorem 2, we do have assumed here that X w a s natural. Since
some collective motion are well described by local x operators
(e.g. translationnal modes, some giant resonances etc...), this
theorem raise some questions on the physical relevance of the
"natural" assumption for X- W e will try indeed to appraise it,
in the particular case of adiabatlc motion as defined in Ref.
[l] namely :

. X i s small (7)

% . ftx/E n
 i a small (8)

where Epn is a typical particle-hole energy. Since X and its
time-derivative X are operators, one should exercise some care
when making statements about their small character. Precise
definitions in this respect may be found in Ref.[l]. For the
purpose of this paper it is sufficient to assume that some
p-norm of these operators are Bmall with respect to 1.

Let us consider now a solution p of the TDHF
Equation written with usual notation

/_'

lw,p] - ihp . (9)

If the condition of Theorem 1 Is ful f i l led and i f the adiabati-
city conditions(7-8) are satisf ied, the operators Po and X obey
the so-called first ATDHF Equation

IPOWOPO + o0w0Oo,pi] + l«i ,Po]= inpo (10)

which is the time-odd part of (9) up to f i r s t order terms in x-

Theorem 4

Assume that the condition of Theorem 1 and the
adlabaticity conditions (7-8) are fulfilled for a solu-
tion p of Eq.(9), assume also that it exists an other set
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of operators Po, X leading to a decomposition of p for-
mally identical to the one gl^en in Eq.(l) where % is of
the same order as X» then Po~Po *-a of second order in X
and x~3t n a s only particle-particle, hole-hole matrix
elements with respect to Po-

This theorem has^ been demonstrated in Bef.[ l] .
Since p satisfies Eq.(9)^and X is of the same order as X which
is small, the operators Po and x* should satisfy the first ATDHF
Equation. Therefore it is readily seen that fit- p*u is at least
of second order in X • Consequently, the adiabatic collective
kinetic energy K defined by

t

K = - tr pox
2

<">

is equal up to second order to the one calculated from the ope-
rators fro and x since K involves only particle-hole matrix ele-
ments of X'

Thus upon assuming the existence of a natural X
operator (deduced from a TDHF solution p) and the fulfilment
of the adiabaticity conditions (7-8), one may define a class of
operators x dynamically equivalent to X which are deduced from
the latter by addition to it of any particle-particle, hole-hole
matrix elements of the same order as X-

II - Extraction of a local y out of a TDHF solution

X

Given a TDHF solution p satisfying the condition
of Theorem 1, one knows [2,6] how to extract out of p, the
corresponding natural x operator. In view of the discussion in
Section I, it appears desirable to exploit the freedom in the
particle-particle, hole-hole matrix elements of the operators X
belonging to the equivalence class to build up a X L which would
be maximally local, exhibiting thus the optimal irrotationnal
flow content of the considered motion. We would like here to
propose a practical way of achieving this goal.

One possible way would have been to minimize the
non locality of the x" operator within the equivalence class.
We have chosen instead to find a local operator as close as
possible from the equivalence class (x^• Por this purpose let
us consider a local operator f ; we require that this operator
minimizes the 2-norm of the following difference operator :

A = X-PofOo - OofPo (12)
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The operator f must therefore be solution of the following va-
riational equation :

61 tr(A+A)l = 0 (13)

namely

-p, (14)

where

po(r,r') = <r|po|r'>

Pb.(r) = Po "(ryr)

X(r) = <r|x|r>

(15)

This equation can be solved itetstively starting for instance
from X(*)/2 as a first guess for f(r) po(r) .Since In practiceHhe
^-representation of Po and X a r e known on mesh points in r, one
may also get f(r) as the solution of a standard linear system.
Even though the solution f (?) is well behaved for |r|-*°°, one
should in practice exercise some care for calculating this func-
tion for large |r"| .

There is of course a priori no reason for f to
exactly belong to the i\) class. A measure of its "distance"
to the class could be for instance the adiabatic collective,
kinetic energy difference

«K = - tr
2

(16)

Ill - Anillustrative example

For the uniform translation rial motion a possible
candidate for XL is the operator g whose r-representation is

g(i) = k.r (17)
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where k is the wavelength vector associated to the translation
velocity $ by

mv = hk , (18)

m being the nucleonic mass.

^ Indeed in Ref.[ 2] it has been explicitely shown
that g(r) has the same particle-hole matrix elements as the
corresponding natural X- Therefore g(t) is a local member of
the class {xï- Ifc should thus fulfill the varlationnal Equation
(14). In this Section we will explicitely demonstrate this ful-
filment in order to illustrate the discussion of the preceeding
Section. To make the formalism even more transparent we will
restrict ourselves to the translation of an a particle whose
static Hartree-Fock wave function <f> is assumed to be even under
parity and identical for all spin-isospin states. As shown in
Ref .1 2] the eigenvalue x of x *-s given by

cos(2x)= /<tf>(r))2cos(2k.r)dr (19)

In the r-representation the operators Po and x « e F
given by f

po(r,r') = —l- -{cos[k.(r-r')l
l4cos(2x)

and

+ cos lk^r+rl)Upst(r,r
I) (20)

X(r,r') = 2x slnlk. (?+?')! p .(£,£') (21)
sin(2x) s t

where p is defined by
S v

Pst(r,r') = 4 *(r')* V(r) (22)

In the adiabatic limit (JitJ small) x is small at the same order
as )k|, as seen in Eq.(19). Up to first order in x, the r-repre-
sentations of Po and x become
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p o ( r , r ' ) « p s t ( r , r ' ) ( 2 3 )

X ( r , r ' ) » k . ( r + r ' ) P s t ( ? , ? ' ) ( 2 4 )

Assuming the adiabat ic i ty af the motion, one sees that g(r)
defined in F.q.(17) i s solution of Equation (14), since due to
the parity symmetry of p the in tegra l term vanishes.
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QUASIPARTICEB PHOHON COUPLING IN 89ï(P,Pf)
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The inelastic proton scattering from odd-even nuclei in the
mass region of A» 90 with a single closed neutron shell
(H =»50) is usually analyzed within the weak-coupling model
or in terms of single particle excitations within the shell
model (see for example refs, [i] v f2J , Q ) . Such analysis
falle in following respects:
1) The center of gravidity theorem for the excitation ener-
gies of the multiplet is net fulfilled. Often the ratio of
cross sections deviates from weak-coupling predictions and
also the weak-coupling sum rule is not exhausted (i), £2} •
In many cases the observed angular distributions deviate
from the angular distributions expected from the multlpolarl-
ty of the phonon excitation in the neighbouring even-even
nucleus |Y] •
li) The single particle transition description shows, that
one gets a better agreement with the experiment only by in-
clusion of more complicated configurations [2) • The consi-
deration of pure single particle or single hole transitions
therefore is not a sufficient approach beeause one has some
evidence that such nuclei do not have a sharp Fermi surf aoe
for protons*
ill) As well as the weak-coupling model the simple shell
model is not able to explain the large number of dèteoted
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1 = 2 transitions in the region up to six MeV exoitation
energy» Therefore an analyze of suoh reaotioas is neces-
sary within a struoture model based on a unified descrip-
tion of phonon and quasipartiole degrees of freedom not
making the weak ooupling assumptions |3J «Such a descrip-
tion of quasipartiole phonon ooupling is given by the semi-
microscopic treatment of odd-even spherical nuolei develo-
ped by Soloviev {4) «Within this model the wave funotion
f or a target state I I M O becomes

where «̂i». is a oreation operator for a quaBipartiole with,
spin j and its projection m, G«ul is a phonon creation ope-
rator with spin X , projection A and root number i of the
RPA calculation. \J is the number of the target state with ;.
spin I and its projection M. In (1) two and more phonon j

ontributions are neglected and the Pauli prinoiple is not
| taken fully Into acoount. Suoh an approach succesfully was

used for predictions of level densities and electromagnetic
transition rates as well as for calculations of neutron

| strength functions and for analysis of the structure of gi-
' ant resonanoes £4] • Generally it gives a good description

of«the average properties of nuclei at high excitation %
energies. For a further test of the model the high resolu-
tion experiment ï(p,p') with proton bombarding energies
of 20.2 MeV £i3 has been analyzed. The differential cross
sections for the isolated levels were calculated within
D'/fBA and CCBA by using the computer oode CHUCK [5] • In
particular the CCBA was used for studying multistep pro- .
cesses oaused ty quasipartiole (qp)-phonon coupling effects.

We have analyzed negative parity states with I « 3/2 , ^
5/2 f 7/2 , 9/2 and positive parity states with 1= 5/2 ,
7/2 , 9/2 up to 5 MeV exoitation energy.. In the struoture {
calculation the qp-phonon coupling is due to a multipole- >
multipole Interaction. In order to build up the wave funo- I
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tions of ^Yf the even-even oore Sr with phonon exoi~
tationa of multipolarity and parity 2"**, 3"", 4*, 5~serves

,.' as a starting point. The phonons have been calculated within
, a basis inoluding all single particle states from 1s«j A> UP
} to lij./, for protons and neutrons. The strengths of the
i multipole-multipole forces have been choosen to reproduce

the experimental energies for the first (collective) 2 and
3*phonons* The single particle wave functions are calcula-
ted for a Wood Saxon potential with parameters taken fromföj-

,• For the qp-phonon ooupllng in 7Ï we considered the odd
quasipartiole to be in the following Btates: 2p-y2»

 2P3/2»
1f5/2 1:f7/2» 2d5/2' 1g7/2» 1 % / 2 * Throe m ai» types of tar-

.'j get states are given by the oaloulations:
\\ l) Nearly pure qp-states. for whioh the first term of (1)
\\ dominates. An example is the calculated 5/2' state at
: «exo. sa1'82MeVs

ii) Weak ooupllng multiplets, where the second term of (1)
dominates* For example the multiplet 3/2**and 5/2"at
Éexo* 3 2*^2 MeV (caloulated energy).

^o*u1*)]i(i, J

ill) States with strong qp-phonon coupling* An example is
the 5/2*state calculated at 3.5 MeV excitation energy.

?or the examples above all components which give contribu-
tioüs less than 1$ have been neglected*
Based on these nuclear wave functions we calculated the coup-
ling matrix elements by using an effective two body inter-
action:
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(5)

where g(*io) is the Yukawa factor

with b = 1 fm, and V = 100 MeV. The parameters for the
Wood Saxon potential to calculate the single partiole wave
functions ?;ere the same as for the struoture calculations.
The diagonal coupling matrix elements were choosen to be
optical potentials with real Wood Saxon part, surface ab-
sorption and spin-orbit coupling by using the parametrizati-
on of fi] , [2] and jVj . To avoid readjusting of the optical
potential parameters [3] we omitted the recoupling between
inelastic ohannels to the elastic channel. Por couplings
between inelastic channels we considered both ways»

an

Phonon excitations in Sr
The analysis of phonon excitations in Sr is based on an
experiment with 20.2 MeV incident protons [7] . The DWBA -
calculations gave a reasonable description for the low ly- ''[;-,
ing collective phonons. In order to reproduce the measured
cross sections for the collective 2* an<A 3* phonons a nor-
malization factor of 0.45 and 1.7 respectivly has to be ^
introduced. Calculations with inclusion of two phonon oom- |
ponents have been performed which show an increasing of the
normalization factor for 2* up to 0.72, while the factor
for the 3" decreases to 1.4. Seducing the single particle L

basis by omitting all states far from the Fermi surface does
not change the results significantly. The calculated elec- \
tromagnetio transition rates are in good agreement with ex- -t
perimental values. |
For those noncollective phonons whioh mainly result from :
excitations of protons occupying single particle levels ;ij.
near the Fermi surface the cross sections are underestima- ih
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•« coupUnq scheme
40'

0 40 30 no 9tmlth*
Fig, I Comparision between experimental and calculated

angular distributions. For the 1.745 MeV level

E_ is 24.5 MeV in other cases E - 20.2 MeV.
P P
... experimental data taken from refs. [1], [2]

DWBA CCBA

M : normalization factor

t:
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ted by a factor of 10 ... 20. In these oases the pairing
faotors reduce the transition strengths essentially.
It is remarkable that with one exoeption all nonoolleotive
2 + phonons given by the structure calculation are of this
type (below exoitation energies of 6 MeV).
Honeollective phonons with strong neutron components for
which pure partiole hole excitations are dominating give a
reasonable description*
Excitations of 89Y

The differential cross section for the exoitation of the 9/2*
(0.908 MeV) one-qp-state is well reproduced by the DVfBA-
calculation. Por the 3/2" (1.507 MeV) and 5/2" (1i74 MeV)

|.; states a pure qp-excitation gives a transition strength
f which represents only 2.5# and 1# respectively of the ob-
• : served strength. This fact reflects a stronger qp-phonon
- coupling than it is included in the model. As an example
; for the transitions of this type we show the angular distri-
; . bution for the 5/2" (1.74 MeV) qp-transition in fig. 1.

The results for the second type of excitations can be sum-
marized as follows:

;.- i) ThB stronger spreading than expected in the weak-ooup-
ling theory of the collective 3" phonon is well repro-
duced. Transition strengths and angular distributions for
the observed 5/2*(2.22 Ifev), 7/2+(2.53 MeV) and 5/2*(2,86 MeV) f
are in good agreement with the experiment» "?i
ii) The observed 1 = 4 transitions between 4 MeV and 5 MeV I
excitation energy are understandable as excitations of non-
collective 4* phonons which oouple to the 2p^yo 0^d Quasi- i-
partiole. The transition strengths of the according 7/2 -

• r states is slightly overestimated compared with Sr(p(p')
•:-\ results while for the two 9/2" states both agree. j
_ Also some 1 = 3 transitions detected at exoitation energies .
n greater than 4 MeV and I => 5 transitions below 4 MeV are well

desoribed by nonoollective 3~ and 5" excitations respectively.
ill) The multiplets given by the coupling of 2* phonons
to the odd 2p1/2 quasipartiole give transition strengths muoh
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larger than observed in the experiment (see fig, 2). The ob-
served so called experimental L = 2 structure of angular
distributions for higher lying statesfljcan be explained by
the excitation of the 1gg/2 " 2d5/2 neu*ronL particle-hole

!

" configuration. This configuration dominates the onliest non-
collective 2 "*• phonon which results mainly from neutron exoi-

l tations. The angular distribution for the excitation of an
lj observed strong L = 2 transition at 3.99 MeV which was in-
, terpreted as a 3/2 ** state created by coupling this phonon to
_,A the 2p1 /p quasiparticle is shown in fig. 1 o
J Interferences between qp and phonon transitions become mea-
j ningful for excitations of states with stronger qp-phonon
^ coupling. Also multistep processes become important for these
j cases. Constructive interferences between both excitation

H modes enhance the transition strength while destructive inter-
;.j ference reduce* It and strongly influences the shape of the
; angular distribution. Similar effects are oaused by multistep

processes. For states with large components which cannot be
excited from the ground state, the contribution to the tran-
sition strength due to multistep processes was found to be
between 10$ and 60#« The main part of the multistep contri-
butions comes from phonon excitations while the partition of
qp transitions to the multistep processes seems to be neg-
legible. The phase relations between direct and indirect con-
tributions to the excitation have important influence to the
shape of the angular distributions. The interpretation of the
detected transitions at excitation energies of 2.565 (L = 5),
3.068, 3.513 (L =2), 4.104 (I = 4), 3.72, 4.188 (I = 3) MeV
as excitations of states of this type is in good agreement
to the measured data» As an example the calculated angular di-
stribution for the observed 3.513 MeV transition is shown
in fig.1.

-: The analysis show, that the quasiparticle phonon model gives
some progress in the theoretical interpretation of the inelas-
tio proton scattering, experiments from odd-even spherical
nuclei. However as fig. 2 demonstrates, the description of
average properties of the nuclei in the cosidered region of
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exoitation energies leads to some difficulties In partioulur
in the oase of L = 2 transitions* For other transferred L -
values the results are essentially better* The reason for thi
oan be seen in that fact» that according the structure of the

* • Aft

noncolleotive 2 + states calculated for Sr the Pauli prin-
oiple has important influence for the 3/2"* and 5/2" states
of 8%.

;i Therefore, further progress can be expeoted from taking Into
'\ account the Paul! principle exactly and from the inclusion
''} of two phonon components into the model.
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The Sp(3,R) Model of Collective States

G. Rosensteel
; Department of Physics, Tuiane University

-••) New Orleans, Louisiana, U.S.A. 70118

" S'

The symplectic model 1s a microscopic theory which provides a

practical technique for Identifying the shell configurations necessary

v> for the description of quadrupole and monopole collective states [1 ] .

The model 1s based on the non-compact sympiectic algebra sp(3,R), and 1s

' a natural generalization of El l iott 's su(3) model to Include many particle-

many hole core excitations. In contrast to the su(3) algebra, sp(3,R)

; makes no Oftai approximations and treats all observaties In the algebra

|•s: exactly, thereby achieving a microscopic theory of large amplitude
;',.; collective motion. These observables Include the quadrupole and monopole

moments, the kinetic energy, the harmonic oscillator Hamiitonian and the

angular and vibrational momenta.

The physics of sp(3,R) 1s determined by Its subalgebras. The

rotational algebra rot(3) Is spanned by the angular momentum algebra so{3)

•'."' plus the mass quadrupole moment. It was demonstrated by U1 that the

: . adiabatic rotational model Is given by the Irreducible representations

of rot(3) [ 2 ] , Similarly, the Bohr-Motteison model corresponds to the

Irreps of the cm(3) algebra [ 3 ] . In addition to the rot(3) observables,

cm(3) Includes both the Incompressible vibratlonal momenta 1n Us si (3)

subaigebra and the monopole operator.

fTh1s material 1s based upon work supported by the National Science
Foundation under 6rant PHY-7906534.
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The advantage to the algebraic statement of the collective models

Is that by so doing one Is able to microscopically realize them. This 1s

sp(3,R).

oscillator u(3)

Ell iott su(3)

cm( 3) Bohr-Hottelson

rot(3) Rotational Model
91(3)

si (3)

so(3)
Kinematic

Subalgebras of sp(3,R)

achieved by decomposing the reducible representation of rot(3) (or cm(3))

on many-particle state space Into Its Irreducible components. Each such

component Is the microscopic realization of the Rotational (or Bohr-Mottelson)

model.

Although the reduction of rot(3) does determine the microscopic

character of the adiabatic Rotational model, the resulting decomposition

1s very complicated, requires the specification of an Intrinsic state and

and 1s unrelated to the shell model. All three of these defects were

overcome by Elliott In the su(3) model—but only at the expense of a 0t!«)

approximation for the mass quadrupole operator. Unfortunately, this OTfu

truncation Is a severe limitation on the Elliott model, which prevents

even qualitative agreement with experiment for the large E2 transitions In

s-d shell nuclei. Nevertheless, the union of the rotational model with

the harmonic oscillator shell model can still be achieved by adjoining to
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rot(3) the harmonie oscillator Ham1lton1an. . The smallest Lie algebra which

accomplishes this 1s the symplectic algebra. sp(3,R). As a bonus. sp(3,R)

also contains the cm{3) algebra so that monopole and e-vibrations are also

explained by the symplectic algebra.

Reduction of sp(3.R)

In spite of the fact that cm(3) and rot(3) are subalgebras of

sp(3,R), the reduction of the symplectic algebra 1s simpler than either of

these subalgebras. This 1s a consequence of the close connection between

sp(3,R) and the harmonic oscillator shell model. Indeed, a basis for

sp{3,R) consists of all one-body bilinear products 1n the oscillator bosons

minus two-body corrections removing spurious center-of-mass excitations,

i f + '+ 1 r + VV +

o

where a ^ , a^ for a » 1,2, . . . , N » # particles are the oscillator bosons.

The symplectic algebra Is then given by

sp(3.R) = span {A^, B ^ , C^l,

and the symmetry algebra of the harmonic oscillator Is

u(3) - span {C^>.

The sp(3,R) Irreps are constructed from the Offu E l l io t t su(3) Irreps

by the successive application of the 2flu> raising operators A, , . Hence, I f

it- •—••„
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|No(XQuo)> spans an su(3) 1rrep, then an sp(3,R) 1rrep Is spanned by

- Thus, the entire sp(3,R) model space 1s spanned by Offu Elliott ;u(3)

states together with a specially chosen linear combination of many particle-

many hole sympiectic core and valence excitations. The power of the

symplectic model Is due to the small number of 2nfu symplectic excitations

compared to the space of all Znffu states formed with both an active

valence and core.

Moreover, tt* r:(3) content of the symplectic excitations may be

easily computed since *, 1s a (2,0) su(3) Irreducible tensor operator.

For example, 1n Ne the leading Ofiu su(3) 1rrep 1s the (8,0). The 2fiu

symplectic space has su(3) content given by the tensor product (8,0)® (2,0) »

(10,0), (8,1), (6,2). The results for the 4fiu space are shown In the

figure below.

Collective Ham1lton1an

In order to apply the symplectic model, 1t 1s necessary to diagonal1ze

17 su(3) Irreps

~ 02.0), (10,1), (6,3), (4,4)
(8.2)2. (7.1), (6.0)

— (10.0), (8,1), (6,2)

^ (8.0)

20Ne Symplectic Excitations
-100

Collective Potential,

I
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a Hamiitonian 1n the symplectic model space. Ideally, the Hamiitonian should

be taken as the restriction of the real two-body Hamiltonian to the model

space. Alternatively, a collective HamiltonIan can be employed, which Is

an element of the sp(3,R) algebra.

Thus, the B and Y collective coordinates can be expressed 1n terms

of the nuclear shape observables [4].

' [Q<2> x Q< 2>] L a 0 ' " "
"2 "

[Q (Z)

20»(5*P

where RQ 1s the nuclear radius and b 1s the oscillator length. Then, the

collective Hamiitonian Is given by

H - H o + V(fs.y)

where HQ = flu» T C ^ 1s the harmonic oscillator Ham11ton1an and the potential

Is the particularly simple choice shown 1n the figure,

» C3 B3 COS 3y + C^ B*.

If this Hamiltonian Is diagonal1zed In the truncated model space encompassing

the Otlu , 2fi!ii, . . . , 8nu excitations, then the eigenstates of the yrast

band predict E2 rates In good agreement with experiment.
->••!•

ft
I
I
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Two-Body Collective Hamiitonian i ,

A drawback to the V(B.-y) potential 1s Us many-body character. On

the other hand, I f one stipulates a two-body potential, then correspondence

with the Bohr-Motteison picture 1s evidently lost. However, this 1s

fortunately not the case. One can project out the two-body components of

V(B.Y) by using the positive-definite Killing form

ic(X, Y) - tr(XY)

defined for each pair X, Y of Hermitian operators. This form permits an

expansion of any operator In terms of two-body operators [5 ] .

The two-body real Hermitian operators In the sp(3,R) algebra are

enumerated 1n the lef t column of the table below. Notice that these operators i

are also written as su(3) Irreducible tensor operators which allows ful l use i

of the Nigner-Eckart theorem. The components of a . , »3 and a£ In the expan-

sion defined by the Killing form are also given 1n the table. The trace was

computed In the L = 0 subspace of the truncated model space with Otiu, 2tiu>,

4hu and 6hu excitations.

I
Ho
Boo • h.c.
Ho

CHo + / ' i '
[A x B]<2 '"
[C x B](0 Z )+h.

[BxB] (04)+h.c.

tBxB1(2O)+h.c.

a2
28,2

6.74

2.04

.0695

.708

0.0
.456

c.1.12

.373

.417

a3

-275

21.7

.519

.067

6.97

.314

2.94

6.96

1.91

2.03

12800

1260

48.1

115

337

94.3

136

340

125

112

Expansion Coefficients of Many-Body Operators
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20

CM
I

a

10

The potential V(6,T) = b 3a 3 + b^a| may now be expanded In terms of

the two-body tensor operators, and the resulting two-body Hamiltonian can be

diagonalized. The results for the E2 transitions of the yrast band are shown

1n the figure. The Improvement of the 8lfu> results over the Ofiw su(3)

results 1s obvious. Moreover, It can also be seen that convergence has been

approached, since there 1s only a small difference between the 4tb and 8fw

truncations. These results are similar to the results for the many-body

collective potential. Because of this similarity, we may work with the

projected two-body potential, yet nevertheless maintain correspondence with

the Bohr-Mottelson picture.

Clearly this 1s an enormous

advantage. Not only 1s a two-

body Interaction more acceptable

physically. It tends to show that

the real nuclear force might

likewise give good results for

the E2 rates with the same

8

sympiectic model space.

A more realistic poten-

tial than the two-parameter

V ( B , Y ) may be constructed by

adding more terms to It, e.g.

a2o6
2, a 2a 3 a 0

s cos 3Y-

a| a B 6 , etc. This additional

flexibility can be used In

order to explain the 2fiu> giant

quadrupole and monopole resonances.

I

i

i
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As has been seen, there are altogether nine real Herm1t1an two-body

Interaction tensors available to the sp(3.R) model. In future studies, 1t

will be Interesting to see which of these tensors play a controlling role

In the explanation of the giant resonances.

Acknowledgment. I would like to thank Dr. J. Draayer for suggesting the

Killing form and Dr. D. J. Rowe for numerous stimulating discussions.
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Collective motions as Hamiltonian subdynamics

of the many-particle dynamics

D.J. Rowe, Department of Physics
University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario

Canada, MSS 1A7

I. Introduction

It is a matter of everyday experience that the macroscopic motions of

large systems can almost invariably be described in terms of relatively

small numbers of degrees of freedom. This talk is addressed to the problem ^

; of extracting a Hamiltonian subdynamics, in a few collective variables,

jit: from the microscopic many-body dynamics.

5 At the 1975 Balaton conference, I discussed the TDHF approach to this

>'••;"• problem as developed with R. Basserman^ .̂ That approach has since been

'-_• reformulated from a coordinate free geometrical standpoint and was presented

{:. a week ago at the Saclay TDHF workshop. The idea is to consider the TDHF ' vjf

: equations as classical Hamilton equations on a manifold of Slater deter-

: minants and to seek a maximally decoupled collective submanifold. This

; approach appears to be particularly appropriate when one has little a priori

•- perception of the collective motions involved; for example, in a fission or
;; heavy-ion reaction. In this talk, I shall limit consideration to collective

motions which belong to the category of general linear collective motions.

Such collective motions include monopole and quadrupole vibrations and rigid ,%

and irrotational flow, rotations. This is certainly a very restricted class ;|

of collective motions. However, by restricting the scope of the analysis j

in this way, it is possible to make much more progress and derive a rather - '-

elegant microscopic realization of such collective states.

We initiate the extraction process at the classical level. The
3N

:• classical space is 1 , the configuration space of N particles in 3 •',,
h- dimensions. The quantal space on the other hand is the Hubert space of \

3N I:

.: square integrable functions on I having permutation symmetry contragredient y

'>?• to the spin-isospin symmetry. The procedure is as follows: Collective !

%.*' motions are represented as motions on a 9-dimensional hypersurface of K if

• and intrinsic actions are likewise represented as motions along a smooth %

transversal. For example, the rotations of a diatonic molecule would be I

described as motions on a. sphere and their vibrations as motions along a §
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radial line. The collective Hubert space is subsequently constructed from

the square integrable functions on the collective hypersurface.

It will be shown that this Hubert space can be embedded in the shell

model space and how , as a consequence, one is enabled to diagonalize

collective model Hamiltonians in the microscopic space with full respect

for antisymmetry. The result is the sp(3,K) model to be discussed in the

talk by G. Rosensteel. This achievement is of fundamental importance for

the understanding of collective motions, primarily because it enables one

to begin to ask more detailed questions of the collective dynamics than is

possible within the confines of the phenomenological models. The reason is
r simple. Once collective states are realized in microscopic terms, one can

exploit the full arsenal of shell model observables and explore, for

\ example, the current flows in a rotational nucleus. Are they rigid,

? irrotational or something in between? This is one of the questions we hope

•' soon to be able to answer, at least in a limited context.

A move complete treatment of this subject will appear shortly in a

series of papers with G. Rosensteel^.

2. The collective hypersurface

y To define the collective hypersurface, it is convenient to start with

v a dynamical collective group. For rotational motion, the group is simply
'!- 3N

the rotation group S0(3). Now let x.C B denote some particular con-

figuration of the N-particle system, corresponding to the Cartesian

coordinates (x"1 ; n=l,...,N, i=l,2,3). Then the set of points x « B 3 N

obtained by rotation of xo through all possible angles constitutes a 3—

dimensional hypersurface. Any path in K^" that lies on this hypersurface

clearly has the physical significance of a pure rotational motion of the

N-particle system. Now let xo(£) be a set of points lying on a smooth

transversal through the SO(3) hypersurfaces, parameterized by some set of

I 3N-3 intrinsic coordinates (£)• Then an arbitrary point xfi»3", with

Cartesian coordinates (x11*) can be expressed
'~ 3

f xni = I V.Ar) xftt) (1)
A=l

v.nere r « SO(3) and P(r) is the corresponding rotation matrix in the Cartesian

f
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basis. Characterizing r by Euler angles, for example, we see that eq.(l)

defines the transformation from Cartesian to collective and intrinsic

coordinates.

For more general collective motions^), the dynamical group is GL+(3,B),

the group of general linear transformations in three real dimensions. This

is a 9 dimensional hie group, parameterized for example, by the 9 entries

in its 3x3 matrix representation. Thus it generates 9-dimensional hyper-

I sur _es in ll̂ N. Motions in B^N which lie on one of these hypersurfaces

i;j| clearly include rigid rotatons since GL+(3,B) ̂> S0(3). They include

<:j monopole and quadrupole vibrations generated by the subgroup of equal and

-\! unequal scale transformations of the 3 coordinate axes. One can also

;-;;:; ascertain that they include irrotational flow rotations. These motions are

f revealed by observing that any general linear 3x3 matrix P(g) can be
>•'"•••

I *, expressed as a product

where Tj, r2^. SO(3) are rotations andAj, A2, A3 are the elements of a

diagonal positive matrix (a scale transformation). The collective motions

generated by Tj, A and r2 are illustrated in fig. 1.

Now let xn(£) be a smooth transversal through the GL (3,1) hyper-
3N

surfaces. Then the Cartesian coordinates of an arbitrary point x £ l can

be expressed .

xni = i, v^nj^K*™ («
A,a .

where (£) is now a set of 3N-9 intrinsic coordinates. '|

If one is only interested in the collective dynamics, there is no

need to specify a transversal. However, if one wishes to consider the

complete N-body problem and admit, for example, the possibility of ~

collective-intrinsic coupling, then one needs a complete decomposition of t

the space. Consider the direct product group GL+(3,1) x SO(N), where SO(N) I

is the group of rotations in particle-index space. In other words, if x -
3N "̂

is a vector in I , then the vector x obtained by a rotation R £ SO(N) \

n
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(a)
(e)

f

\
Figure 1. General linear collective motions, corresponding to

(a) rigid rotations in Ty-, (b) vibrations or scale
transformations in X and (c) rotations in r2. Note
that in (c) there is a flow of current but the
quadrupole shape does not move. A combination of
(a) and (c) gives irrotational flow rotations.

in particle-index space has Cartesian coordinates
N _,

m=l
(4)

where IT°*N' is the fundamental NxN matrix representation of SO(N). Thus

the group GL+(3,l)xSO(N) acts on both the first and second indices of (x ).

Now observe that a single GL+(3,B)xSOCN) hypersurface covers almost the

whole of I31*. Only the origin, i.e. the point with (xni=0), is excluded.

By choosing the single fixed point x o with coordinates given by

we discover the remarkable fact that the Cartesian coordinates for any non-
zero x e 13N can be expressed^4)

3
(5)

where reS0(3), RerSO(N) and Aj, \2, A3 aTe positive real numbers.

The proof is by construction. One simply defines r to be the rotation

that diagonalizes the quadrupole tensor

Q..
1J n=l

(6)
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and té, A*, A* to j,e its eigenvalues; i.e.

0 - ** «»., (7)

One then observes that the 3N elements, defined

satisfy the equation

?1 and thus constitute the first three rows of an SO(N) matrix. Inversion of

I eq.(8) gives eq.(5) and completes the proof.

V Comparison of eqs. (3) and (5) reveals that we can make the

identification

Thus by regarding r2 & S0(3) as an element of SO(N) t» S0(3) we can obtain

a complementary set of SO(N) coordinates (F.uler angles) to serve as

intrinsic coordinates.

3. Collective quantum mechanics

The collective Hubert space is the space of square integrable

functions on the collective hypersurface. For example, for the rotations

of a single particle about an origin,the hypersurface is a sphere and the

Hubert space is spanned by the spherical harmonics {Yy^eiJ/)}. On the other

hand, for a many-particle system, the rotational hypersurface is 3 dimen-

sional and the Hilbert space is spanned by the rotation matrix elements

{^m(a»6»Y)>. Similarly, for general linear collective motions, the Hilbert

space is spanned by the functions

^ V f K K [ v ] ( X ) P M K ( r 2 } > h'L =0>l>2'---

where [v] = (vlfv2,v3) indexes a complete basis of (vibrational) functions

I

I
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of X » (Xj,X2,X3).

The next step in the construction of a collective quantum mechanics

is to introduce the observables. The selected set will naturally include

the infinitesimal generators of the kinematical collective group, as

momentum observables; e.g. for rotations, these are the angular momenta.

But, in addition, it will include position observables that distinguish

points on the collective hypersurface. A complete set of position

observables is one for which the values of its elements uniquely determine

a point on a given hypersurface. However, it is possible to work with

either an undercomplete or an overcomplete set. We nevertheless impose two

constraints on the selected set. Together with the momentum observables,

we require that they span a Lie algebra of observables and we require that

;. the collective Hamiltonian is a polynomial in the algebra of observables in

| order that there be a well-defined collective dynamics.

For GL+(3,1) collective motion, a natural set of position observables

is given by the 6 monopole and quadrupole moments Qjj of eq.(6). These

observables all commute and thus span an Abelian algebra denoted R6. When

adjoined to the infinitesimal generators of GL+(3,I), as momentum observables,

we obtain the Lie algebra of observables for collective motion in 3

dimensions

cm(3) = Il6]gl(3,l), (12)

where lower case letters are used to distinguish the algebra from the group.

Note that era(3) is a semi-direct sum of its subalgebras K and gl(3,l) since

the Q}j transform under GL+(3,i) as the components of a second rank Cartesian

tensor.

Now it is clear that the collective Hubert space carries a represen-

tation of CM(3). However, since the algebra of observables is undercomplete,

it is not surprising to find that this representation is reducible. Although

we shall not carry it out here, the reduction is very simple and straight-

forward and a useful prelude to calculating the collective spectrum. Since

we have required that the collective Hamiltonian is expandable in the

observables it follows that- it can be diagonalized within an irreducible

cm (3) subspace.

I

I
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4. Microscopic realization of collective states

Finally recall that our objective was to extract the collective

dynamics from the full microscopic many-body dynamics. An essential part

of this extraction process is the derivation of the collective Hamlltonian.

To achieve this objective, it is convenient to embed the collective

Hubert space in the shell-model space. The fact that the GL+(3,ll) x SO(N)

hypersurface covers the N-particle configuration space suggests how to

do this.

What we want is a space of N-particle states which carry an irreduc-

ible representation of cm(3) and which have definite permutation symmetry

in order that they may be combined with spin-isospin states of contra-

gredient symmetry to form totally anti-symmetric states. Thus we seek

states which transform irreducibly under the group CM(3) * SN, where S^ is

the symmetric group for N-partlcles.

We now recall the remarkeble fact, pointed out to us by S. Steenberg,

that the shell-model space for N-particles decomposes into irreducible

subspaces w.r.t. the group Sp(3,ll) x o(N) and that this reduction is

multiplicity free"); I.e. the same representation never occurs more than

once in the decomposition. We also observe that CM(3) is a subgroup of

S p ^ l ) and that SN is a subgroup of 0(N). The latter Is well known but

the former warrants further remarks.

Recall that the cm(3) algebra of observables includes the 6 quadratics

Qji = Xn
 xIli xni as position observables and the 9 generators of GL+(3,B),

namely tjj = £n x
n i pnJ, as momentum observables, where (pnJ) are Cartesian

components of the single-particle momenta. If we augment cm(3) to include

also the 6 quadratics Ktj = £ R p
n* pnJ, we obtain the Lie algebra sp(3,B)

of the symplectic group Sp(3,Jl).

To embed the collective Hubert space in the shell model space, all
we have to do is reduce the shell model Hubert space w.r.t. the subgroup
chain

|Sp(3,K)^ CM(3)] x [O(N}r>SNJ.

However, even this reduction is not completely necessary. Since cm(3) is

an acceptable Lie algebra of collective o?servables, it follows that the

augmented Lie algebra sp(3,t) is also an acceptable Lie algebra of
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collective observables. Thus it is possible to diagonalize collective

Hamiltonians directly in the sp(3,H) irreducible subspace thereby avoiding

the necessity of the further cm(3) reduction. This may seem like a lack

of economy in as much as the sp(3,K) irreducible subspaces are larger than

those of cm(3). However, In practice there are significant advantages to

working with the larger algebra. One of these is because sp(3,R) is one

of the semi-simple classical Lie algebras and hence its properties and

representations are well known. The second is that the total many-body

kinetic energy pz/2m is an element of sp(3,tt) but not of cm(3). Thus the

harmonic oscillator shell model llamiltonian Ho = p
2/2m + mujzx2/2 is also an

: element of sp(3,l). This makes the decomposition of shell model space into

irreducible subspaces w.r.t. sp(3,l] * S., particularly straightforward. The

\\ decomposition of the shelJ model space w.r.t. the subgroup chain

[ ! [Sp(3,l) 3 U(3) r> SU(3)> S0(3)] * SN

-! is given in ref. (6).

- Finally then, the sp(3,ft) collective Hamiltonian is simply the
: restriction of the microscopic shell model Hamiltonian to an appropriate

irreducible sp(3,B) subspace. The sp(3,l) model and its applications are

discussed in the talk by Rosensteel and in refs. (2) and (7).
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TDHF CALCULATIONS OF Kr-INDUCED STRONGLY DAMPED COLLISIONS

. K. T. R. Davles* +
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge. Tennessee 37830, U.S.A.

Time-dependent mean-field calculations, using an axlally symmetric

j
j model and a Skyrme-type effective Interaction, have been performed for
«j 84Kr + 208Pb at E l a b - 494 MeV and for

 84Kr + 2 0 9Bl at Elafc - 600 and 714

.] MeV. Calculated fragment energies, mean masses, and scattering angles are

i -| _ in good agreement with experiment» but mass and charge distribution widths

' fj are an order of magnitude too small.

Vlu addlLlou^ TDHF calculations have recently been completed' for the
Of. I

reaction Rr + " La at E l a b - 505, 610, and 710 MeV. At all three ener-

gies the final kinetic energy loss and angular dependence are only In fair

agreement with experiment, the most serious discrepancies occurring for the

large-angle (small angular momentum) fully-damped events,whose calculated

outgoing kinetic energies are about 50 MeV above the experimental ridge on

the Wilczynski plots. Fusion is not seen at the two lower energies but

for E l a b - 710 MeV fusion is obtained for angular momenta from 0 to 65 fi.

At E. . - 710 MeV, emission of alpha-like particles trtw the neck at

scission Is observed for a small range of angular momenta near 100 li.

*
Work done in collaboration with K. R. Sandhya Devi, S. E. Koonln,
V. Marutm-Rezwanl, J, W. Negele, and M. R. Strayer.

Research sponsored by the Division of Physical Research, Department of
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1. INTRODUCTION

For several years now, many time-dependent Hartree-?ock (TDHF) calcula-

tions have been performed for a variety ox nuclear systems and using sever-

al types of one-, two-, and three-dimensional models. (See Refs. 5 and

9 for additional references.) In these studies, a wide range of nuclear

phenomena have been observed, including fission, fusion, deep-inelastic (DI)

scattering, and resonances.

In the last year the first TDHF calculations have been completed for

1 2 3the scattering of very heavy Ions. * ' In these collisions the Coulomb

force seems to strongly dominate tfc. behavior of the reactions giving re-

4-13suits very different from those seen in light-ion scattering. For very

heavy-Ion reactions, one observes no fusion or any Indication of orbiting,

although there Is considerable strong damping signifying DI

behavior. After the scattering, the projectile always appears to be "re-

flected from" rather than to "pass through" the target, i.e. as seen on the

TDHF density contour plots the projectile-like ion emerges on the same side

of the mesh from which the projectile started. This behavior la in con-

trast to the scattering of light ions at small Impact parameters below the

fusion window where one observes that the projectile passes through the

target.

4-13In TDHF calculations of light-Ion scattering, we have observed

orbiting behavior for large impact parameters and highly inelastic scat-

tering associated with vibrational instability for nearly head-on col-

llslons, but we have been especially concerned with-an intermediate region

of impact parameters where one usually finds fusion. * * ~ It has been

found that the TDHF fusion cross sections are in good agresr^nt with the

experimental results ' ° * 1 3 but additional comparisons between theory and

experiment are needed. In particular, there has fcaen considerable Interest

I
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recently in determining experimentally whether the TDHF fusion window really

exists.

It is dearly desirable to study various mass regimes intermediate be-

tween the very heavy-ion reactions,1'2*3 like 84Kr + 2 0 9Bi, and light-ion

4—13scattering. The latter is dominated by fusion and orbiting behavior,

while in the former, one observes DI processes with no fusion. It is im-

portant to understand changes in nuclear systenatics as we make the transi-

tion between these two maas regimes. One example of such a system is the

recent TDHF study of Pd + Pd. Another Intermediate nuclear system

I is 86Er + i39la which has been studied experimentally at Elafa - 505, 610,

• and 710 MeV by Vandenboach et al.15 In the 86Kr + 1 3 9La reactions one ob-

serves a considerable amount of both fully and partially damped events,

with fusion processes contributing less than 25% of the total reaction

creas section at each energy.

In the next section we discuss some results from TDHF calculations of

> the following systems: (A) °\x + Z U ÖPb at E u b - 494 MeV and
 HKr +

I

at E l a b - 600 and 714 MeV;
2 and (B) 86Kr + 139la at E U b - 505, 610, and

710 MeV. This last system (B) It a new intermediate mass region hereto- 4

fore relatively unexplored in TDHF ntudles, and we obtain some results not |

observed in both lighter and heaviei: nuclear systems.

The details of our calculations have been discussed in Refs. 2, 4, 9,

and 17. We use the finite-range» nonlocal Skyrme-type potential described

in Ref. 17. Spin-orbit splitting Is not Included, neutron and proton K.

Ifstates are tre&£?d separately, and Coulomb exchange is included in an ap- \-

IB
proximate way. The model used for all of these calculations is the :

axially symmetric, two-dimensional (2D), rigid-clutching approximation. * ' 1

(See prescription R2 of Ref. 9.) Finally, the initial target and projec- I

tile wave functions were calculated using the "filling approximation", in I
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t-
which one assumes uniform fractional occupancy of nondosed spherical orbl-

tals, and no pairing was included in either the static or dynamical calcu-

lations.

II. RESULTS

A. 8 V r + 208Pb and 84Kr-f 209Bl

Calculations for this mass regime were performed at E. . • 494, 600,

and 714 MeV. The energy E. . • 600 MeV corresponds to a relative center-

of-mass (CM) velocity above the Coulomb barrier which is approximately equal

40 40 q

to that of Ca + Ca at E, . • 192 MeV. For the latter it was found

that the 2D rigid clutching calculations very well reproduce exact 3D re-

sults for peripheral scattering and for angular momenta at the upper end

of the fusion window. At lower energies there is even better agreement be-
q

tween the 2D and 3D calculations. Thus, assuming this validity criterion

can be extended to heavy systems, we conclude that the rigid clutching re-

sults should be very reliable for E. < 600 MeV.
lab ~

A typical pictorial display of the TDHF density contours is shown in

Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 we present the main results of our calculations for

E- a b - 494 and 600 MeV. The left-hand part of the figure is for 84Kr +
209 RA 7OR

Bi and the right-hand part is for w K r + Pb. The scale at the
19bottom of the figure gives the ^-values for each reaction. The top

curve is the deflection function, with the curve for pure Coulomb scat-

tering also plotted. At large I, the deflection function displays the be-

havior expected from classical models since it falls below the Coulomb

curve for % values just below the grazing angular momentum. The peaks In

the experimental angular distributions are indicated by the arrows: ~ 60"

for Kr + Bi and • 90° for Rr + Pb. It is seen that there is a strong con-

centration of I values in these angular regions, so we seem to roughly

•1

!
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'\ reproduce the type of side focusing seen experimentally. At small Impact L

;i parameters the Kr + Bi deflection function is quite different from pre- ; ;

Ij dictions of classical models. (We don't completely understand the strong

j fluctuation seen at I • 180.) We did not attempt to calculate differential

:;! cross sections from the deflection functions because the I values are too

?J widely spaced and also because of limitations of the mean-field approxlma-

: tlon.

The next curve Is the final CM energy. The arrows indicate the ener-

gies corresponding to elastic scattering and the experimentally determined

Coulomb barrier. You will notice that for small fc-values the final ener-

gies are somewhat below the Coulomb barrier. Notice that the energy seems

to be roughly Independent of bombarding energy.

The contact time t. is plotted next. This is the time interval, In ['

-21units of 10 sec* during which the density in the overlap region between

the nuclei exceeds half nuclear matter density. The fluctuation in angle at

I - 180 Is clearly related to the smaller contact time at this Impact

parameter. Since at I - 180 the fragments separate prematurely compared to

other Impact parameters, the Kr-like fragment is not carried around ae far j

toward the forward direction and we thua obtain a larger scattering angle. :

When plotted as a function of t. , the energy loss Increases roughly mono-

tonlcally, rapidly at first and then at a much slower rate. This qualita-

tively agrees with what Is inferred from the data.

The next two curves show AA • A - 84, the deviation of the mean

particle number In the Kr-like fragment, and P , the full width at half

maximum of this fragment. In the deep inelastic region from I - 150 to

I ~ 260, In which 6 c n fluctuates several times through 50*, the average A

value fluctuates around the experimentally observed value of 84. For small

A, the average A Increases significantly, which agrees qualitatively with
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the trend observed experimenlall However, the values of A obtained at

small I for large 0 disagree w .h the experimental results. The most

; serious disagreement with experiment is for the widths. Our values of r

1; range from roughly 0 to 5, which is an order of magnitude less than the ex-

perimental width of about 50. T is approximately a linear function cf the

contact time in agreement with behavior predicted by diffusion models, al-

\... though the calculated diffusion coefficients disagree with experiment.

: The last curve plotted is for P , which is defined as the fraction of

the total number of particles present in the final Kr-like fragment arising

|- from the orbitals originally localized in the Kr ion at t - 0. That is,
s

initially we have a number of orbitals which are localized in the projec-

tile; we follow them throughout the collision and at the end of the calcu-

lation, we determine what fraction of them still remains in the scattered

Kr-like ion. . This function is a measure of single-particle activity. Al-

though P approaches unity for grazing collisions, the mixing of single-

particle orbitals is quite dramatic at smaller impact parameters, with P„

approaching values of 40-502 for Kr + Bi at small I. It is interesting to

analyze what is happening from the point of view of single-particle dynamics.

The compound system is comprised of two connected cavities, between which

single-particle orbitals pass freely at velocities of the order of the Fermi

velocity. The shape of the cavities and neck region, however, is governed

by the mean field which moves much more slowly than the Fermi velocity.

Thus, even though there Is a strong mixing of single-particle orbits, the

overall shape tends to "remember" the original configuration and masses not

too different from Kr and Bl emerge after the scattering.

In Figs. 3, 4, and 5 we present our results on the WUczynskl plots

for Elflb - 494, 600, and 714 MeV respectively. The experimental contours

for the double differential cross sections d2
o/dE de are also displayed.

I
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> '' It should be emphasized that the TDHF results do not refer to differential

•I cross sections. For each initial orbital angular momentum, we place a

;: point corresponding to the final CM energy and angle. To display cross

•-'"•• sections, one would have to go beyond the mean-field approximation, taking

into account various corrections to the basic theory. Notice that for each

: reaction there is a strong concentration of I values or focusing in the

- [ neighborhood of the experimental DI peaks. Thus, we obtain side focusing in

> the correct angular regions. Also, we see that there is strong damping in

•: our calculations, and in Figs. 3 and 4 we reproduce very well the experl-

:> " mentally observed energy dissipation in the DI regions. At E. , • 714 MeV,

?_ lab

', ! there seems to be more disagreement with experiment than at the lower ener-

gies; e.g., the small angular momenta CM energies lie above the experimen-

; tal ridge for large-angle scattering. Such a discrepancy may be due, in

part, to a breakdown of the rigid clutching model at this energy.

Notice the strong fluctuations in Fig. 4 (at 1 - 180) and in Fig. 5 (at

:', £ • 250). This behavior is not completely understood. There are strong

'"' 2
indications that this is a single-particle effect, but it could also be

9
; associated with deficiencies of the rigid clutching model. To resolve this

question, we shall have to wait for Improved 2D or 3D calculations.

_ 86_ . 139TB. Kr + La

Calculations for this system were recently completed for E. . - 505,

610, and 710 MeV. There are three characteristics of this study which

should be emphasized. (1) In comparing with the data on the Wilczynski

plots, we find that the agreement with experiment is not as good as in the

Kr + Pb (Bi) system. The reason for this behavior needs to be understood.

(2) At E- . - 710 MeV for a very small range of angular momenta near 4 »

100 we observe three-body breakup, with alpha-like particle emission from

the neck at scission. For a somewhat wider range of * values19 (- 95 - 110)
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we see pronounced three-body behavior, but the system finally separates into

:• only two distinct ions. (3) The fusion behavior of Kr + La is dif-

1 fereht from that of lighter systems. * * Fusion is not seen at

; E - 505 and 610 HeV but Is observed a t E ^ = 710 MeV for I values from

; 0 to = 65. Thus, there is a fusion energy threshold, a feature which also

''• 23

; occurs in studies using macroscopic fluid dynamics. Another unusual

I. characteristic is the behavior of the deflection function at E. , ° 710 MeV

;; just above the upper fusion limit of I ~ 65. The scattering angles are

; positive in contrast to the negative-angle scattering always observed before
'•'•• 5 9 11

- the onset of fusion in light-ion reactions.

(, In Figs. 6, 7, and 8 we display our results for the final CM energlen

l>i and angles on the experimental Wilczynaki plots for E- . - 505, 610, and

: 710 MeV respectively. These results are qualitatively similar to those ob-
^ * flA 9flfl AA 9110 7

f: tained in the TDHF calculations of Kr + Pb and Kr + Bi. We ob-

tain only fair correspondence with the experimental contours. Each curve

.',; reproduces the energy and angle in the grazing region* bends down over the

- quaslelastic ridge to the left towards the DI peak, and finally ;

turns to the right approaching large scattering, nngles for small impact ~M

.. parameters. For all of the energies, the experimental energy losses and '"i

; scattering angles are fairly well reproduced for A-values in the quasi- 3

. elastic region. However, near the DI peak, there are discrep- ' •

\ • ancles between theory and experiment, and the calculated large-angle events "

;:... (for small Impact parameters) are about 50 MeV above the experimental ridge.

;. '\ This is a serious disagreement with experiment. This discrepancy may not be I

u • . \ï
?:: quite as large as It appears since the corrected experimental energies may
;:.' be somewhat low. As the incident bombarding energy decreases, the uncer- , .
i'v! I--)

tainty in absolute value of the experimental kinetic energy gets larger,- - Ireaching values as high as 12* for Ej . • 505 MeV. By comparing Figs. 6
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7, and 8, we notice that the final CM energy for intermediate to small i-

values is roughly independent of the incident bombarding energy, an effect

:J also seen in Section IIA.

" I In Fig. 6 It is seen that for B. . - 505 MeV the TDHF curve misaes the

DI peak, since the turning point at * - 150 is about 30 MeV too

high in energy and about 15 degrees too high in angle. Also, as mentioned,

: j for small I the TDHF curve is 50 MeV above the experimental ridge. In Fig.
> *
-!j 7 we see that for E, - 610 MeV the turning point for the TDHF curve occurs
• I " x a o

at I = 200 and lies right at the edge of the DI peak. Figure 8

shows that at B. . • 710 MeV a range of angular momenta from about 190 to

280 all lie on the broad deep Inelastic peak. Also, for E. . «• 710 MeV

there seems to be somewhat more fluctuation in the TDHF curve than at the

two lower energies. Thus, as the energy Increases, one sees more structure

as the TDHF curve more strongly penetrates the DI region, an

effect which was observed in Section IIA.

In Ref. 15 classical deflection functions were calculated for both an

adlabatic approximation and assuming a fast reaction using the proximity -
25 • ':;*

potential. The adiabatic approximation yleltii a deflection function con- JL1

talning a region in which the scattering angles become negative, while the ;

proximity potential exhibits only positive angle scattering. As w e see from

Fig. 9, our TDHF scattering angles are always positive for all three ener- }

gle8, and our deflection functions closely resemble the curves obtained

from the proximity potential. '}

We next discuss the TDHF results obtained at E , . - 710 MeV for values ,ï

|| of I between 95 and 110 where one observes a pronounced three-body behavior. i

In this «-^region a small body of matter less than or equal to 4 mass units ••-

forms in the neck Just prior to scission and begins to break away from the I

it
two larger fragments. In most cases the small body coalesces with one of 4
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> the two larger Ions when the neck finally ruptures, as we show In Fig. 10
;'-- ft

I for I - 97.5. However, for a small range of angular momenta In the Interval

;: 97.5 < Ü < 102.5 the small fragment Is able to separate completely, and we

observe alpha-particle-like emission from the neck. In Fig. 11 we show
-21

density contour plots at six times (In units of 10 sec.) dutlng the col-

lision for & B 100. At t = .15 the two Ions are approaching one another, at

t » .35 they have completely coalesced, and at t « 2.10 they have begun to

separate. At t = 2.45 a small, distinct fragment of matter forms In the

neck region, and at t = 2.50 the neck ruptures with the small body still

slightly attached to the La-like fragment on the right. Then at t » 2.60

the small alpha-like fragment completely separates from the right-hand ion

and remains stationary in the center-of-maas system As the two larger ions

move away.

It should also be mentioned that since we observe a very narrow 9.

window for alpha-like emission at E. . • 710 MeV and since we sample widely

spaced values of t, we cannot rule out the possibility that alpha-like

emission could occur at the lower two energies. In particular, for E. . •

610 HeV and I - 0 the density profiles are suggestive of three-body breakup

since the behavior is very similar to the reaction shown in Fig. 10. For

this case, near scission at t - 2.55 a snail, distinct fragment is attached

to the Kr-like ion, but the two bodies coalesce as time proceeds.

Finally, we discuss the fusion behavior of the Kr + La system. No

fusion was observed for any impact parameter at both E. . » 505 and 610 MeV.

At Elafe * 710 HeV we obtain fusion for I values from 0 to > 65, giving a

fusion cross section of about 118 mb which is well below the experimental

upper limit of 500 mb. In our studies the dynamical path for I values

just above the fusion limit has a different character than that of lighter

systems. Just beyond the upper limit of 65, we observe positive-angle
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23 are less than 10 HeV, while in our TDHF calculations of Kr + La this

threshold occurs between 120 and 200 MeV. It is not possible yet to make a

direct comparison between the TDHF results and the macroscopic studies,
23which were calculated for mass-syanetrlc systems assuming no viscosity.

t
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scattering, In contrast to the negative-angle scattering always seen before

5 9 11the onset of fusion in reactions of lighter ions. * '

We emphasize that at zero impact parameter we obtain no fusion for

E, , - 505 and 610 MeV but do observe fusion at E, , • 710 MeV. Since thelab -Lab

rigid clutching model is exact for head-on collisions, it is expected that

this same general type of fusion behavior should persist^in Improved

2D or 3D TDHF calculations. This energy dependence

for fusion is interesting and can be related to an effect first studied by
23Nix and Slerfc using macroscopic fluid dynamics. They pointed out that, in

order for fusion to occur at energies above the interaction barrier, the

dynamical path in a multidimensional configuration space must pass inside

26the fission saddle point for the compound Bystem. This condition becomes

more difficult to satisfy as the mass of the compound system Increases, as

the angular momentum increases, and as the energy above the barrier de-

23creases. For a moderately heavy system at zero impact parameter and at a

relatively small energy above the barrier, the dynamical path may bend back ":

beyond the saddle point so that fusion does not occur. This vould qualita- '.;

tively explain Why we observe fusion at E, . • 710 MeV, but not. at the two I
laD ;^j!{

lower energies» A reaction for which an energy threshold for fusion is , ;

first seen in a macroscopic model is the symmetric system Pd + Pd •*• '

220 23
U, and this compound system has a mass very close to the value of 225

for the 86Rr + 1 3 9La reaction. 'A

'f

However, we only obtain qualitative agreement with the macroscopic re- , I

suits. The energies above the barrier at which fusion is first seen in Ref. ' I
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28 29
Using reasonable values of one- or two-body viscosity coefficients '

should further inhibit the formation of fusion in the macroscopic calcula-

tions, since viscosity will cauae the dynamical paths to bend away from the

fission saddle points. Also, in our TDHF calculations, the absence of

fusion at the two lower energies may be partly related to our underestima-

tion of the experimental energy loss for small A, as seen in Figs. 6-8.

III. SUMMARY

We have shown that axlally symmetric TDHF calculations with no free

parameters account quantitatively for three essential features of the

reactions M K r + 208Pb and M K r + 209Bi at relatively low energies: side

focusing at the appropriate angles, strong damping with the correct amount

of energy loss, and small values of the net mass transfer. The main dis-

crepancy is for the calculated widths which are an order of magnitude

smaller than the experimental values.

86 139
The axially symmetric TDHF calculations of Kr + La exhibit a

number of interesting new results. These studies show a rich variety of

dynamical behavior, including . DI scattering, fusion with an

accompanying energy threshold, and three-body breakup. The agreement with

experiment is only fair since there is a discrepancy between the calculated

and experimental energy loss, which becomes especially serious for large-

angle scattering. The origin of this problem needs to be understood. It is

hoped that our study will stimulate additional microscopic and macroscopic

calculations of the Kr + La system.

\
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ON THE USE OF TDHF SOLUTIONS IN A THEOR/

OF COLLECTII/E PATHS ANP IN A THEORV OF NUCLEAR REACTIONS

8.6. Gihaud
PPfuT.EN-SACLAy, BP N02
91190 Glf-hW

Fiance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The considerations which follow result from a collaboration with J. Le

Tourneux, M.A. Nagarajan and D.J. Rowe. As they are described in detail by

several papers which have just been published or are now under press, the

present contribution will only give qualitative insights.

The problem of extracting cross-sections from TDHF is dealt with in sec-

tions 2 and 3. it is known that TDHF shows at least two undesirable proper-

ties, which make it an incorrect description of nuclear reactions, namely

i) a spurious coupling between partial waves , with abnormally large fluctua-

tions of angular momentum (Aj > 10 ) which depend on time and ii) a spurious

coupling between "channels" in the final stages of the collision and thus a

lack of well defined asymptotic states. The second problem is actually under

thorough investigation by the Maryland group and the channel concept is

reinterpreted in terms of periodic solutions rather than reinterpretation,

the two solutions which are described in sections 2 and 3 connect TDHF to

traditional, time-independent scattering theories. As will be seen, the

Slater determinants of TDHF can be used an expansion basis for the recons-

truction of standing waves, hence cross-sections.

The problem of large scale collective motion and collective path is dealt

with in sections 4 to 7. Because of the incredible amount of semantic confu-

sion which seems to prevail in the subject, it will be necessary to define

words and phrases such as : large scale, collective, collective coordinate,

collective momentum. One of the main ingredients in this task will be the

definition of a metric, as discussed in section 4. This leads to a geometri-

cal description of collective motion in section 5. It will be found in sec-

tion 6 that the real and imaginary paths of the TDHF Hamiltonian provide a

collective algebra. An equation for the path will 'bé'prb'pos'éa in seotion 7.

Z. RECONSTRUCTION Of SCATTERING WAVES

Let {$(t)} be the set of Slater determinants generated by a TDHF calcula-

tion initiated by an initial condition *(O) leading to nuclear collision. It
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2)
has been proved with Le Tourneux that the ansatz,

p. <J>(t) , (1)
im

jm ' - J

can be used to reconstruct a time independent scattering wave . Here P. is

the traditionnal projector an angular momntum and the time t is used as a

generator coordinate. The amplitudes f. are given by the Griffin-Hi11-Wheeler

equations

f dt <$(t')!(H-E) Pjra|$(t)> fjm(t) = 0 (2)

k More details can be found in ref.2. Once the f. 's have been obtained,

-J thus ¥ , the T-matrix to any channel can be calculated trivially.

3. CORRECTION TO CTtfBA

Alternatively, as shown with Nagarajan one may consider the functional

ta> (3)

(ö)where 'jLj'J'n are trial functions, and X„(xö) are the initial (final) optical

waves with the corresponding residual interactions V_(V_). When i|> and \\>o
up a p

are chosen such as to make'y' stationary, the value of2rt turns out to l e

I

Thus AT describes the multistep processes. In so far as TDHF describes

large scale motion and /.or mass transfer during nuclear collision, it is

then useful to expand î'l'g in terms of $(t), like V of eq. (1).

Together with T „ , one thus obtains an estimate of AT from the variational Jr.

functional, eq. (3). More details can be found in ref. 3. r

4. WE NATÜKAL METRIC

Beyond the small amplitude JLLmit known as RPA, it is necessary i

to define a metric in order to describe large amplitude motion. For any |

set of parameter -dependent wave-functions VCX), one can take length I

clement. ";
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. 2

As an example, consider the one-dimensional wave packets

1'4 ' / 2 < ^ , (5)
2b

henre ds = dX/(b/2). It is interesting to point out that the width of the

wave-packet gives tha scale, for it is often forgotten tlmt collective mo-

tion can contain fluctuations of width as well as displacement of the

center of the wave-packet.

In the case of TDHF, and more precisely of the adiabatic limit, it must

be stressed that *(t) can be decomposed into exp lix(t)] * (t), where

$ (t) is a real determinant which plays the role of a position. One thus

obtains two lengths, namely i) in phase space

and

s =
o

ii)

^1

in

it

coordinate

d$ d$

•^l-dT

space

>

Both lengths are dimensionless, of course. Large scale is obtained when

one of them (or both) exceeds I without duplication of the path. The length

s is actually closer to a Sobolev metric, since * describes both velocities

and positions. The traditional criterion of large amplitude should thus pro-

brbly read s > 1.

It is sometimes advocated that the metric to be used is that which makes

the collective mass constant. Actually such a metric does not exist in gene-

ral if there are two or more "collective labels", giving •?(>,,»(). This is

because the inertia tensor will not generate a Euclidean metric in general.

It is thus better to use eq. (4), which is derived- from the natural metric

of the Hubert space.

5. CRITERION WR COLLECTIVITY

This is a difficult question. Given any excited state <(/ and the ground

state <!' of a nucleus, there exists always at least one excitation operator
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B+, namely B+ - \\\) >«{i | , which has a large matrix element <ij» |B |i|) > ,

namely, I- In other words, collectivity is a highly I&lati.ve. concept !

The definition adopted in the present discussion expresses the idea that

all nucleons move together. In other words, the evolution operator

exp(-iHt) must reduce reasonably well to exp(-iAt), when A is a one.-body

operator. In the case of TDHF, there must be a certain time interval AT

during which

*(t) *• exp (-iAt) *(0) (8)

m in

TDHF path

As shown in a recent paper with Rowe , the unit tangent vector to the

and the unit normal vector to the TDHF path

V ||>-' (10)

define a curvature C. It turns out that this curvature approaches /Ï for

all traditionnal collective motions. More details can be found in ref. 6.

This curvature criterion will be used as the collectivity criterion from

now on.

6. COLLECTIVE ALGEBRA

In the adiabatic limit , the TDHF Hamiltonian is the sum of a real term

W o = T + Tr Vpo (11)

and an imaginary term

W, = -i Tr V[Wo,po] (12)

when the initial condition is a real determinant f . The equation of motion

*(dt) = [I - i d t (W o+ W,)] *o (13)

therefore proves, tAiviaZltj, that WQ is the boost generator (the collective

coordinate) and Wj the shift generator (the collective momentum). This
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result should help solving many ambiguities in the search of more or less

equivalent collective algebras. More details can be found in ref. 7, with

Le Tourneux.

7. PATH EQUATIONS

Several choices are possible. In particular, one should distinguish bet-

ween a sequence of complex $ and the sequence of corresponding $ . Since

both W and W. are defined by eqs. (II) and (12) in terms of $ , the sim-

plest concept is the sequence of $ < Then, either one may demand that the

curvature, a function of W and W., be of order /Ï , or, which is almost
•j\ ° 8)

equivalent in a quasi-boson approximation , that Wo and W. have propor-
tional matrix elements. The equation

<VPh-
A(VPh - ° <">

is then a cons trained Hartree-Fock equation for $ , with A as a Lagrange

multiplier.

S. CONCLUSION

The solution of TDHF are only a first step in a theory of nuclear reac-

tions; they must be recombined by linear superposition into waves. The theory

of collective paths, however, can be achieved to a great extent within the

TDHF theory alone.

It is a pleasure to thank the organizers of this conference for their mar-

vellous hospitality and the opportunity of giving this lecture.
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SINGLE DETERMINANTS REACTION THEORY AS A SCHRÖDINGER ANALOG:

THE TIME-DEPENDENT j^-MATRIX HARTREE-FOCK METHOD

James J. Griffin, Peter C. Lichtner, Maria Dworzecka,
and Kit-Keung Kan

Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742 I'.S.A.

ABSTRACT

We suggest that the TDHF method be viewed, not as an approximation to

but as a model of the exact Schrödlnger system; that Is, as a gedanken many-

body experiment whose analysis with digital computers provides data worthy

In Itself of theoretical study. From such a viewpoint we focus our atten-

tion on the structural analogies of the TDHF system with the exact theory

rather than upon its quantitative equivalence, and we study the TDHF many-

body system as a challenge of its own which, although much simpler than

the realistic problem, may still offer complexity enough to educate

theorists in our present state of knowledge.

In this spirit, the TDHF description of continuum reactions can be re-

structured from an initial-value problem into a form analogous to the S-

matrlx version of the Schrbdinger theory. The resulting TD-ji-HF theory

involves only self-consistent single determinantal solutions of the TDHF

equations and invokes time averaging to obtain a consistent interpretation

of the TDHF analogs of quantities which are constant In the exact theory,

such as the S-matrix and the asymptotic reaction channel characteristics.

Periodic solutions then play the role of stationary eigenstates in the

construction of suitable asymptotic reaction channels. If these periodic

channel states occur only at discrete energies, then the resulting chan-

nels are mutually orthogonal (on the time average) and the theory exhibits

a structure fully analogous to the exact theory. In certain special cases

where the periodic solutions are known to occur as an energy continuum, the

requirement that the periodicity of the channel solutions be gauge invariant

provides a natural requantization condition which (suggestively) turns out

to be identical with the Bohr-Sonnnerfeld quantization rule.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the TDHF method [1] was first computerized as a nuclear model [2],

studies based upon its numerical calculation have burgeoned [3]. As an

approximation to the SchrSdinger equation, the precise limits of its applie-

able physical range have remained largely unspecified. As a model of the

Schrödinger system, stemming from the same variational principle with only

the single additional restriction to single determinants, deeper questions

arise regarding the very interpretation of the TDHF solution for the reac-

tion process: In what sense is it at all a proper Schrödinger wave function?

Can It describe amplitudes for reactions leading to specific internal states

of the final ejectilea, or does it contain only information averaged (in

what manner?) over many final states? Or more generally, what is the pre~

else effect on the physical content and the mathematical structure of the

theory of the additional restriction to single determinants?

In addition, certain fundamental difficulties in the interpretation

of solutions calculated to describe reactions remain unsolved and appear

insoluble within the initial value TDHF framework. For example, conven-

tional TDHF predicts an amplitude for the internal characteristics of the

ejectile which depends upon the location of the measuring apparatus (non-

asymptoticity). In addition, the mean field so essential to the whole

method is structurally Incapable'of'describing adequately the full kinema-

tic range of final reaction channels (spurious cross-channel correlation).

In this paper we review certain aspects of the ^-matrix approacli to

these questions [6], and report new developments based on the nature of

the periodic TDHF solutions to certain model problems [7J. We show that

a consistent description of quantum reaction amplitudes, which is struc-

f.
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turally fully analogous to the Schrödinger theory, can be built upon (the

whole set of) self-consistent TDHF solutions, provided that the asymptotic

channel states employ gauge invariant periodic solutions as the analogs of

Schrbdlnger elgenstates and the physical implications of the theory are

interpreted on a time-averaged basis. The corollary implication for nuclear

structure theory, that gauge invariant periodic TDHF solutions are the ap-

propriate "TDHF-eigensolutions" for describing bound states in the time-

dependent framework is noted [7].

II. COMMON VARIATIONAL ORIGINS OF TDHF AND SCHRÖDINGER THEORIES

The Variational Principle

61 = S I <H'|(H-UI3/3t)|S!>dtl = 0 (1)

;? implies the exact nonrelativistic time-dependent Schrödinger equation [8].

If the wave function ¥ is required to be a single determinant, the same

principle yields the unique "Constant-<2V>" time-dependent Hartree-Fock

equation [9]. Since the origins of the TDHF model and those of the

Schrtldinger theory lie so close, a close structural parallel between them

is reasonably to be expected. It is that analogy which is discussed in

this paper.

• III. SIX ASPECTS OF THE TDHF-SCHRÖDINGER PARALLELISM

/- The discussion will consider six interrelated aspects of the TDHF-

Schrodinger parallelism, as follows;

(a) the Asymptoticity of the reaction theory—whether its predicted

results depend upon the precise location of the distant measuring

apparatus or not;

(b) the Periodicity of solutions for isolated system;

(c) Time-Averaging, under which periodic solutions become character-

ized by constants and allowed a role analogous to the stationary

state eigensolutions of the exact theory;

(d) Asymptotic Channel Orthogonality, which does not prevail among

the solutions of the nonlinear TDHF theory, but which by time

averaging can be regained for asymptotic channels describing

periodically vibrating droplets, provided that their energies are

discrete rather than continuous;

(e) Requantization, by which certain periodic solutions of discrete

energy can be selected from a continuum of periodic solutions

f
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'1 to serve the role analogous with that of the channel eigenfunc-

tlons of the exact theory;

(f) Gauge Invarlance—the property of the exact eigensolutions which

offers a natural basis for the requantization of the continuous

periodic TDHF spectrum (and which leads, remarkably, Jor certain

model problem to the same quantized states as the Bohr-Sommerfeld

•é quantization rules would select).

f IV. ASYMPTOTICITY IN A REACTION THEORY

In the exact Schrödinger theory, the wave function describing the sys-

tem for times long after the collision process can be expanded upon a com-

plete mutually orthogonal basis of channel states, constructed from the

eigenstates of every possible pair of fragments, and the functions describ-

ing their relative motion. It follows that the probability of measuring

a certain value for any internal physical property of an ejected fragment

is predicted not to depend upon the precise location of the measuring

apparatus with respect to the collision volume, provided only that it is

sufficiently distant to guarantee that the interactions between the frag-

ments vanish. This independence of the predictive content of a reaction

theory of the precise location of the measurement, we refer to as the

"Asymptoticity" property of the theory. Clearly the Schrüdinger theory

exhibits this property.

V. INITIAL VALUE TDHF THEORY LACKS ASYMPTOTICITY

Asymptoticity is not a general property of the conventional initial

value TDHF theory, because of the fact that the self-consistency condition

leads to a time evolution operator (the Hartree-Fock "Hamiltonian", 3 ? )

which is a functional of its solution, and therefore continues to be time-

dependent, even long after the collision. Needless to say, this non-asymp-

toticity of TDHF lies at the root of the difficulties of the precise Inter-

pretation of the physical implications of conventional initial-value TDHF

descriptions of complex reactions. As a result, only a few "trajectory"

characteristics, which remain constant once the fragments separate have

been extracted from the numerical TDHF studies of nuclear system, in pale

contrast with the rich detail which the corresponding Schrödinger solution

would, in principle, yield. For what useful meaning could be attributed

to theoretically predicted reaction amplitudes which vary with the location

of the counting apparatus?
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Thus, although the expectation has frequently been expressed that some

such an unambiguous Interpretation would be found for the late time wave

functions of conventional Intitlal-value TDHF theory, only one report of an

explicit attempt la known to the present authors [10]. The result was that

the expansion coefficients remained time-dependent indefinitely.

VI. TIME-DEPENDENT j^-MATRIX HARTREE-FOCK REACTION THEORY

The TD-j^-HF approach to the single determinantal reaction theory [6]

has been evolved by requiring the closest possible analogy between the

self-consistent TDHF description and the exact SchrHdinger theory. In par-

ticular, the general requirement has been imposed at every stage that the

TD-jtT-HF must reduce identically to the SchrOdinger description in case the

exact solution happens to be a single determinant.

The S-natrix form of the Schrodinger reaction theory for localized

wave packets has been chosen as the model to be imitated. Thus, the sym-

metry in time which that theory displays is retained, together with the

close parallel implied between possible initial and final reaction channel

states.

Two rigid conditions imposed upon the theory have been set as axioms.

The first specifies the precise meaning of TDHF self-consistency, by re-

quiring that every wave function allowed in the theory must be a single de-

terminant and must propagate in time according to the self-consistent TDHF

equation,

Axiom (A): 2fl*J ' • B «•• (2)

The second requires every wave function allowed in the theory to be

subject to the statistical Interpretation of quantum mechanics, in the

sense that the spatial integral,

Axiom (B): afl = <*f|*±>, (3)

specifies the probability amplitude that a system described by * will under

physical measurement exhibit the characteristics of the system described by

V
Without Axiom (A) a theory is not a self-consistent TDHF theory; lack-

ing Axiom (B) the solutions are not Schrodinger wave functions, properly so

called. It is hard to imagine any objection to either; the question is

rather whether they can be sustained without preventing the construction

of a theory reasonably analogous to the Schrodinger theory.

t
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As l t s name implies, the TD-ĵ -HF reaction theory casts the Schrodin-
ger S-matrix in a prominent role. Indeed, the S-matrix analog,

~l
<*f(x,f)|*1(x,t

l)>dt', (4)

Tl

describes the transition probability from an initial to a final self-con-

sistent TDHF reaction channel. In ref. [6] the form (2) for jo is obtained

heuristically by analogy with the exact Schrodinger theory in such a way

that it reduces exactly to the S-matrix when the single determinantal

solutions, *, are also solutions of the exact Schrodinger equation. In

addition, the palpable physical error introduced by the spurious cross

channel correlations of the conventional Hartree-Fock description during

the postbreakup phase, when the description of several channels is imposed

upon the single determinant, is eliminated from the theory.

VII. ASYMPTOTICITY AND PERIODICITY

Under the ansatz (4) the single determinantal description is released

from the narrow constraints of the initial value formulation. One result

is a freedom, and a need, to select reaction "channels" suitable for the

physical description required. Then by selecting the reaction channels so

as to assure that the physical properties of the emergent droplets remain

constant in time, one achieves the first step towards guaranteeing asymp-

toticity for the new theory.

This condition requires that a reaction channel wave function must

describe stationary TDHF states of the emergent droplets. Or, if periodic

TDHF states are allowed as channel states, then their physical properties

can be considered as constant if interpreted on a time-averaged basis.

VIII. INITIALIZABILITY AS A NECESSARY CHANNEL PROPERTY

The construction (4) of the s£f. reaction requires that one solution

*f(x,t) correspond with each channel, specified by a set of labels {f}.

Together with the TDHF self-consistency axiom, eq. (2), it imposes the

requirement of "initlalizability" upon each channel: the labels for any

channel {g} must be precisely those required to initialize a unique TDHF

calculation for the solution, * . In ref. [6] this selection is discussed

in some detail with the conclusion that the labels,

,{^2)},vJ2)); R /|R |,t }, (5)
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suffice to specify the state of two subdetermlnants #1 and 92 located at

tf at some large standard separation distance |R.|, moving with velocities

v; and vi (related by the requirement of zero center of mass momentum)
(1) (2) (1)

and comprising subdeterminantal fragments of A| , A| nudeons (or N^ ,

Z;, m[ , Z* neutrons and protons, respectively), whose internal states

at time t, are defined by two sets of parameters, {\\ }, {\\ }. E.g., for
(1)the periodic internal states, {Ai } would identify the particular periodic

state and specify the point in its period at which it is found at the in-

itializing time t - tf.

IX. TIME AVERAGING IN THE TD-xf-HF THEORY

The use of periodic solutions to play the role of the exact eigen-

states for the description of TDHF droplets in the asymptotic channel

states, implies that their asymptotically constant physical characeteris-

tics must be characterized by time averages (over the period) of physical

k operators. We note that also in the definition of j&, the time average de-

fined by eq. (2) was a consequence of the fact [6] that the overlap of two

TDHF solutions, in contrast with the S-matrix overlap between exact solu-

tions, is not constant in time. Thus (2) specifies that the reaction am-

plitude is to be obtained by time averaging over the whole interaction

Interval.

X. TIME AVERAGING AND ASYMPTOTIC CHANNEL ORTHOCONALITY

Still a third cause for a time averaged interpretation arises now in

connection with the asymptotidty of the channel states built upon the

periodic TDHF solutions proposed to describe the droplets—this time stem-

ming from the mutual non-orthogonality of such solutions. Here again

we derl with a deviation of the TDHF from the exact theory which arises

: from the self-consistency condition: the eigenstates of the exact linear

' Schrodinger Hamlltonian form a complete, orthogonal, linearly auperposable

| set, while the TDHF "Hamiltonlan" generates a set of stationary (and per-

' iodic) solutions which are not mutually orthogonal and which cannot be

superposed to form arbitrary solutions, because of the nonllnearlty of the

TDHF equations they obey.

As a result of the non-orthogonality of the TDHF solutions, overlap

amplitudes between distinct final channel functions, such as

agf (6)
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do not automatically vanish. It follows that under the statistical inter-

pretation of quantum mechanical amplitudes (Axiom B in eq. (3)), the state-

ment that a system is described by the solution, • -, must also assert with

a probability, a f, that a measurement would show it to have the properties

of channel {g}. Then the reaction amplitudes JCf., would not correspond

one-to-one with the theoretical predictions for measured properties, (f).

this difficulty also is resolved by the assumption that the amplitudes

(3) must be interpreted not instantaneously, but on a time averaged basis.

Then, not a . of (6), but its time average value,
gr t+t

1 J <*g(x,f)|*f(x,f)>dt
I (7)a

t-x

% i s to be interpreted as the amplitude that a system described by the solu-

tion, * - , will be measured to have the physical properties of channel {g}.

(In eq. (7), T must be taken large enough for a , to be independent of the

interval, T; in the asymptotic region, this is always possible.) Then,

as was shown In ref. [6], the time averaged overlaps between distinct

asymptotic channels all vanish,

a~T- 0 {g} / {f} (8)
g*

if only the energies of the periodic channel solutions are discrete and

. nondegenera te.

Thus, for channel states built upon a discrete nondegenerate set of

periodic TDHF solutions, the time averaged channel orthogonality property

(8) prevails. Then the one-to-one correspondence between the reaction am-

plitudes and the theoretically predicted values of the (now time averaged)

physical measurements which prevails in the exact reaction theory is re-

trieved for the TD-j^-HF theory.

XI. REQUANTIZATION AND GAUGE INVARIANCE

Although it is not known whether the periodic TDHF solutions for

Isolated TDHF droplets occur always with a continuous range of energies,

; Kan, et al. [7] have recently studied special cases for which this situa-

tion prevails. (Note that the harmonic solutions obtained in TDHF in the

small amplitude approximation [11] do not suffice as examples to this point,

since one does not know whether or not the corresponding exact TDHF solu-

tions are truly periodic, obeying for all t the identity,

*p(x,t+T) - 4p(x,t), (9)
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or merely obey it approximately over some limited time interval.) Xan's

work therefore forces one to deal with the Requantization process discussed

in ref. [6], by which some set of solutions discrete in energy is selected

from the continuous spectrum of periodic. TDHF solutions to serve as reac-

tion channel wave functions; or else to conclude that tlie single detertnlnan-

tal reaction theory, since It would then lack reaction channel orthogonal-

tiy, and therefore could not consistently predict physical measurements in

one-to-one correspondence with the reaction channel amplitudes character-

izing the reaction process, was of an essentially different character,

structurally, from the exact theory—an "intrinsically dissipatlve" trajec-

torŷ  theory, in the terminology of ref. [6|.

Me again proceed by analogy with the Schrödinger theory, this time

utilizing the gauge invariance of its physical content. Then, remarkably,

one finds that the requirement* that the TDHF solutions behave like the

exact stationary eigenstates, and particularly that they be Invariant under

gauge transformations, leads to a unique and unambiguous selection of a

discrete set of gauge invariant periodic functions as suitable eigenstate

analogs.

One can view this process as a requantlzation procedure dictated by

the gauge properties. Alternatively, one might take the view that, in

spite of the fact that the periodic spectrum of TÜHF solutions may in some

cases be continuous, nevertheless the periodic solutions capable of play-

ing the role of eigenstates, especially as regards gauge transformation

properties, occur only as a discrete set.

XII. GAUGE INVARIANCE OF THE TIME-DEPENDENT SCHRÖDINGER THEORY

Consider the Schrödinger system characterized by the (time-independent)

Hamiltonian, H, and the set of time-dependent descriptions specified by

the gauge transformed Hamiltonian operators, H, of the form

H •*• H = H + B(t) (10)

where B(t) is an arbitrary space and momentum independent function of time.

Then the physical content of each of the transformed descriptions is

exhausted by the matrices of all the possible physical observables, <^(x,p).

Moreover, every such matrix of the system, H, is identical with the corres-

ponding matrix of the system, H, element by element,

p)|fj(x,t)>. (11)
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Equation (11) follows from the fact that a change in B(t) alters each of

the solutions only by a time-dependent complex phase factor which is the

aame for every solution, Y.. (In passing, we contrast this universal

phase factor with the state-dependent phase factors implied by the TDHF

variational principle, as discussed in ref. [9].)

Mote that among th« physical observables, there must occur the energy

operator, given by th« Hulltonian, H(x,p). Obviously, under the trans-

formation (10) ths diagonal matrix elements of H (but not the off-diagonal

elements) in (11) all shift by the amount, B(t). Since, in fact, only en-

ergy differences a n physically observed, and not absolute values of the

energy, such a shift doss not affect the physical content of the theory.

XIII. GAUGE INVAMAttCB OF BIGEN8TATES

Then consider the time-dependent SchrOdinger solution initiated at

t • t_ aa an eigenf unction, t|i.(x), such that,

H tp.vx/ m E» y-. \X/. \ V*-)

(We use the Greek subscript to distinguish the eigenfunction case from the

more general Initial conditions denoted by Latin subscripts.) Such a time-

dependent solution is, for arbitrary gauge, B(t) in (10), of the form,

*x(i){exp-(i/*l)[EA(t-t0)

L

B(t')dt'l)

= +A(x){exp-(1A) |<fx|H(t
l)i-x>dt

1}.

03)

(14)

L0
The latter form in (14) is written to emphasize the fact that under gauge

transformation, (10), only the phase factor is altered, while the stationary

state remains invariant. By analogy with the stationary eigenfunctions,

then, we shall insist that the periodic channel solutions of TDHF must also

be invariant under arbitrary gauge transformation.

XIV. "TD-j/-HF EIGENSOLUTIONS": PERIODIC STATES AS GAUGE ANALOGS OF THE

EXACT STATIONARY EIGENSTATES

In the Hartrte-Fock case, consider the "Constant-<<^>" solutions de-

fined by the equation,

941*) • * - &f°[*] + <*|H-#°[*]|*>} • * - i**, (15)

and a specified initial-value determinant. The TDHF "Hamiltonian", 3^, of

eq. (14) is uniquely prescribed [9] by the variational principle (1). Then

"fé may be the conventional self-consistent Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian, or
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that Hamlltonlan augmented by any arbitrary additive function of time

only. Mow consider the effect upon a periodic solution, • (x,t), of (15)

of a gauge transformation (9). The new solution is related to the old by

a phase factor, t

(x,t) - *p(x,t){exp-(i/*) f B(t
r)dtM. (16)

Obviously, • need not be periodic even when * Is periodic. Therefore, it

Is not possible for periodicity in general to be a guage invariant property.

Then Co sustain the analogy between the exact theory and TDHF under

gauge invariance, we must seek channel solutions in the form of a product

of a periodic function and a phase factor determined by H alone; I.e.,
t

*(x,t) - *p(x,t){exp-(l/*J) f <H(t')>dt'} (17)

where • is a periodic function satisfying (9). A function of the form

(17) will transform under the gauge transformatin of H in prelcsely the

same way as the exact solution (14), and the periodic solution, * (x,t) is

precisely the anlogy of the stationary eigenstate, iK (x). .

XV. GAUGE INVARIANT TDHF EQUATION

Of course, the function (17) must satisfy the (unique!) TDHF equation

(14) implied by the variations1 principle (1). Then the periodic factor,

* , of (17) satisfies the following equation,

f

1 - <• |3¥|* >1 • * = Hi* . (18)
P P P P P

We refer to (18) as the gauge invariant TDHF equation, since It Is manifes-

tly unaffected by any transformation of the form (10).

XVI. CONTINUA OF PERIODIC TDHF SOLUTIONS: GAUGK REQUANTIZATION

For certain model problems, Kan, et al. [7] show that eq. (15) exhib-

its, for time-independent H, a continuous set of periodic solutions. But

among such a continuum, only those solutions whose energy is related to i

the period, T, by the equality, [•'

E = <* |H|$ > - 2Ntrn/T, (19) •

are of the form (17) with a periodic factor which satisfies the gauge In- ;

variant TDHF equation (18). Then (19) selects a discrete subset of the '\

periodic continuum, for which the space-dependent periodic factor, • , L

is invariant under the gauge transformation (10), exactly as are the I

eigenstates of the exact Ramiltonlan. •
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Thus, condition (19) offers a natural faasla for the requantization of

the continuum of periodic TDHF solutions Into a discrete set of TDM* eigen-

~ functions. It selects those periodic states which remain periodic, Just as

';''., the elgenstates remain stationary, under an arbitrary gauge transformatIon.

' In turn, the TD-jtf-HF channel wave functions are all initlallzablc in terms

of specific periodic states, independent of the choice of gauge. And their

discreteness in energy guarantees also the mutual (time averaged) orthogon-
:; ality property (8) for thorn, providing thereby under the statistical Inter-

pretation of the wave functions, a consistent one-to-one correspondence

between the reaction amplitudes and the theoretical predictions of the

internal droplet properties.

Alternatively, one could have sought in the first place as suitable

\ analogs of the stationary eigenstates only those solutions whose perlodity

f: j is a gauge Invariant periodic function, like the stationarity of the*

', elgenstates. Then one would at the outset have recognized only the dis-

crete periodic spectrum of (18) as acceptable channel states, rather than

the continuous set of periodic solutions of (15).

We note that Kan, et al., [7] have also demonstrated the equivalence of

the condition (19) with the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition.

•;•;• XV. "TDHF EIGF.NSTATES"

The gauge Invariant periodic solutions offer a discrete spectrum of

TDHF states which share the gauge transformation properties of exact time-

dependent eigenstate solutions. These states are therefore natural obJectH

to describe the large amplitude TDHF analogs of the Schrodlnger eigenstates

within the time-dependent framework. .

Indeed, by numerical calculation for certain model problems whose

exact elgenstates are known, Kan, et al. [7] have shown excellent agree-

ment between the energies of these gauge Invariant periodic solutions (for

; which we therefore suggest the name, "TDHF eigenstates") and the exact

energy eigenvalues.

:n XVI. SUMMARY

• The TDHF description of continuum reactions can be restructured from

an Initial-value problem Into a form analogous to the S-tnatrix version of

v *ne SchrOdinger theory. The resulting TD-j^-HF theory involves only self-

consistent single determinants! solutions of the TDHF equations, and in-

I

I
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i vokes time averaging to obtain a consistent interpretation of the TDHF

"fj analogs of quantities which are constant in the exact theory, such as the

-! S-matrlx and the asymptotic reaction channel properties.
:.-•!
/• Periodic TDHF solutions then.play the role of stationary eigenstates
i In the construction of suitable asymptotic reaction channel states. If

- -i

: these periodic channel states occur only at discrete energies, then the

-', resulting channels are mutually orthogonal (on the time average) and the

' theory exhibits a structure fully analogous to the exact theory.
.j

•- In certain special cases where the" periodic solutions are known to

occur as an energy continuum, the requirement that the periodicity of the

. channel solutions be a gauge invariant property provides a natural requan-

f:v' tization condition, which turns out to be Identical with the Bohr-Sommer-

ï -i f eld quantization rule. Thus it emerges that the TD-»-HF description can

always exhibit a structure analogous to that of the Schrodinger reaction

theory: the qualitative effect of the single determlnantal assumption,

overall, is to impose the requirement of time averaging upon the interpre-

' tatlon of the physical quantities in TD-^J-HF whose Schrodinger analogs are

constant.

'\ For nuclear structure physics, the "TDHF eigensolutions" offer a tlme-

. dependent description of stationary states which agrees well with the exact

eigenstates for the model problems considered so far [7], and which invites

comparison with the corresponding stationary RPA states. \
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Comment by E.F. Hefter

Dep. of Theor. Phys., Univ. Hannover, Germany

Since I did not yet use up any of your time I hope to

stand a good chance to get your attention for a lengthier com-

ment related not only to the last talk, but also to a number

of the previous ones. To put you into a peaceful frame of

mind let us recall the nice sunshine we had almost all the time.

By the way, you certainly do know these funny sun-glasses that

are transparent in the dark room but darken in the bright sun

light? I am not going to reflect about such sun-glasses but to

make a remark concerning a phenomenon, which appears to be

rather opposed to <"his:

Under certain conditions an ultrashort pulse of light can

travel through a two-level optical medium as if it were trans-

parent! To explain the physics of this effect and to illuminate

its relation with nuclear physics, allow me to say a few words

about some of our work in nuclear physics.

To describe anomalous large angle scattering (ALAS) and

the associated quasimolecular quantities (excitation energy, E ,

and decay width, T' , of the composite system) for a+ A;
4O

al A 5 Ca; systems, we started by supplementing the standard

optical model potential by an impulsive interaction, V (C), de-

pending on the compressibility modulus of nuclear matter, K =

C*9. We could reproduce all the experimental quantities, i.e.

E , I* and do/dfl., with the same parameters. The model was

shown to be in (qualitative) agreement with the OCM. The resul-

ting o--particle wavefunctions were found to be very useful for

«-transfer reactions. Furthermore, fitting the angular distri-

butions for the elastic scattering of heavy ions a compres-

sibility constant of K"\.2OO MeV was obtained. This value is

consistent with the numbers given by W. Greiner, N. Marthy and

H.P. Morsch.

In a parallel development the elastic scattering of heavy

ions was modelled by aid of two colliding liquid drops with

diffuse surfaces. Somewhat unexpected (to us at least) the com-

pression of nuclear matter in the overlap region gave rise to

a nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NOSE),
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,2 p_ p
*?- Vf + (E-V) f + C—^rr-2- V = O (1)

2T. P«

with P = 4' <F* as usually. Resuming the derivation on a slight-

ly different footing we ended up with the nonlinearity
C*H.n(p/p)*1'. (2)

Taking only the first term of the power series for the ^n we

recover Eq.(l). By its physical nature the model lends

itself easily for extensions including effects wanted by F. Beck,

W. Horenberg, C.Y. Wong and others (via nonlinear diffusionl).

Luckily, we could show the potentials of the NOSEs to

have (quantitatively) the same dependence on the orbital angu-

lar momentum, £, as our phenomenological potential and the OCM.

A further interesting point is that the NOSEs have soliton

solutions, i.e. something like Gaussian wavepackets that do

not disperse in time and that can emerge from nonlinear inter-

actions with no changes but for a phase-shift. This resembles

very much the results of H. Iwe and S. Koonin showing that

relativistic heavy ions have a good chance of penetrating

through each other without loosing their identity. Additional

possible applications are suggested in the contribution by K.A.

Gridnev and E.F. Hefter. To me it seems that various other con-

tributions, experimental and theoretical ones, contain ample

pieces of evidence for solitons in nuclear physics. J.J. Griffin

worried about periodic boundary condition problems within the

TDHF, a problem that has been attacked with success within the

realm of solitons.However, the only place were solitons really

came close to the surface was in the talk by J. Negele when he

mentioned the significance of instantons (=solitons) for the

TDHF.

Let us now go back to bur initial problem of self-induced

transparency. First I give the well-established physical ex-

planation for the verification of which you can not do without

solitons; bearing the preceeding parts of this comment in mind,

, point two, the application of this explanation to nuclear

I, physics, is very suggestive.
'' —9

1. The time interval of an ultrashort pulse, i.e. 10 s to
10 s, is less than the phase memory time of the atomic levels
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in the optical medium. This implies that the induced polarization

can retain a definite phase relationship with the incident pulse.

The leading edge of the pulse inverts the atomic population while

the trailing edge returns it to the ground state via stimulated

emission. In such a way the energy transferred from the leading

edge of the pulse to the medium is recaptured by the trailing

edge. Under the appropriate conditions of coherence and intensi-

ty the result is a steady pulse profile which propagates without

attenuation at a velocity that can be two or three orders of

magnitude less than the phase velocity of light in the medium.

2^ This is what we need for a consistent description of quasi-

molecular phenomena as observed in «* scattering by light and

intermediate nuclei and (?) the ones reported on by P.Paul, R.R.

Betts and N. Cindrol Glory, quasimolecular models, exchange

effects, etc. all the usuai methods force target and projectile

to remain for a longer time together than they would do other-

wise. As in self-induced transparency, the energy of the projec-

tile is the same for t or r = + a» .

To our opinion the two phenomena discussed above are to be

described by the same mechanism. Yet, a satisfactory and ela-

borate explanation of quasimolecular effects might require some

time. - I am very much indebted to you for your attention and

patience. Thank you very muchl

P.S. Thanks are also due to J. Hruby for encouraging me

to present'these comments.
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TDHF CALCULATION OP FUSION CROSS SECTIONS

FOR LIGHT AND MEDIUM MASS SYSTEMS*

S.J. Krieger
Dept. of Physics

Univ. of Illinois at Chicago Circle

Chicago, Illinois 60680, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Fusion cross sections are computed in the sharp cutoff ap-

proximation using the results of TDHF calculations for the sys-

tems 16O • 1 2C, 18O + 1 2C, 16O + 16O, 16O + 40Ca, 28Si + 28Si,

and Ca + Ca. The results are in generally good agreement with

experiment. A fusion window in the angular momentum-energy plane,
28 28

as obtained in calculations of the system Si + Si, is consis-

tent with an interpretation of experimental results for the simi-

lar system 32S + 27Al.

*The calculations presented here have been obtained in collabora-

tion with P. Bonche, CEN Saclay, K.T.R. Davies, Oak Ridge, B. Flan-

ders and S.E. Koonin, CalTech, H. Flocard, IPN Orsay, B. Grammati-

cos, CRN Strasbourg, and M.S. Weiss, Livermore. I
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I. INTRODUCTION

A number of TDHF calculations has been completed during the

past year with the aim of obtaining an understanding of the dynam-

ics of heavy ion collisions. It is our purpose here to summarize

and discuss the work which has been done in computing fusion cross

sections. We shall proceed as follows. In section II, we discuss

the method of calculation. In section III, we discuss the fusion

cross sections of the light systems 1 60 + 1 2C, 1 80 + 1 2C, and 1 6o +

0. In section IV, we discuss the fusion cross sections of the

more massive systems O + Ca, Si + Si, and Ca + Ca. In

section V, we briefly summarize the results of the calculations.

II. METHOD OF CALCULATION

The TDHF calculations to be presented here have been effected

in the two-dimensional, rotating frame approximation , and, in

some instances, in the two-dimensional, separable approximation ,

or _in a fully three-dimensional calculation '. The potentials em-

ployed in the calculations are versions of the Skyrme interaction ,

and we shall comment on the effect on the fusion cross sections of

changing the parameters of the potential.

The fusion cross sections are determined for each system as

follows. For each of the energies studied, the maximum value of

angular momentum, fH.>t and minimum value of angular momentum, \/UL<t

for which the system fuses are determined by evolving the system

for a sufficiently long time so as to insure that prompt fusion

does not occur. The fusion cross section is then obtained from the

sharp cutoff formula '

'fusion * ^ < < J I > + 1 ) 2 " ( £ < + 1 ) 2 }

The error bars in the theoretical results which will be presented

express the uncertainty in the calculated values of l> and of l<.

.,, III. LIGHT SYSTEMS

The fusion cross section for the system O + O is presented

in Fig. 1. The results labeled Ref. 3 have been obtained using a
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local version of the

Skyrme interaction,

with a fully three-

dimensional version

of the TDHF code, in

which neutron and pro-

ton orbitals are re-

stricted to be degen-

erate. The results

labeled SII have been

obtained using a

version of the Skyrme

interaction which in-

cludes the non-local terms proportional to t, and t~, with a two-

dimensional, rotating frame approximation code, with unrestricted

neutron and proton orbitals. The latter results are limited to

low energy, because the rotating frame approximation breaks down

at higher energies, where the excitation of non-axial modes be-

comes significant. From the above, and from other work, we can

conclude that the effect of enforcing isospin degeneracy is mini-

mal for this light system.
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Fig. 2 Fusion cross section for
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the system C + 0.
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the system 12C + 1 80.
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In Figs. 2 and 3, the fusion cross sections for the reactions

*^0 + C and O + C are compared with the results of experi-

• ment. The TDHF results are based upon two-dimensional, rotating

^ frame calculations, in which a local Skyrme interaction has been

1 employed, and neutron and proton orbitals are not restricted to

] be degenerate. Ignoring, for the moment, the fluctuations in the

I experimental cross section6' in Fig. 2, it may be observed that

I the theoretical calculation of the O + C cross section is in

H good agreement with experiment up to the higher energies studied,

,'.! at which energies the calculated cross sections exceed the exper-

j imental cross sections by some 15% to 30%. The fact that the fluc-

! tuations in the cross section are not reproduced is perhaps not

too serious, in as much as they occur in an energy interval of

but 1 MeV, It is thus not surprising that the nuclear wave func-

tion is insufficient to give rise to such fine structure. This is

particularly so in the present calculation, in which the wave func-

tion is not a determinant, but rather is obtained in the filling

approximation, in which the 4 p-shell protons and 4 p-shell neu-

trons are allowed to uniformly populate the p-shell of carbon.

The shell structure which is presumably responsible for the fluc-

tuations in cross section is most likely masked by this approxi-

mation.

Referring now to Fig. 3, it may be observed that the calcu-
18 12lated cross secticn for the O + C system is in good agreement

with the experimental results up to the highest energy studied,

at which energy it is about 15% higher than the experimental value.
18

While the filling approximation has been used in computing the 0

wave function, it is required for only 2 of the 18 particles. As
18

a result the O rms radius agrees with the experimental value,

and the nucleus is underbound by only 10 MeV. On the other hand,

the carbon nucleus, in which the filling approximation is required

for 8 of the 12 particles, has an rms radius which is 6% too large,

and is underbound by 26 MeV. Notwithstanding the deficiencies of

the C wave function, the fact that the calculated cross sections

exceed the experimental values at high energy for both the

O + C system, and the O + C system remains unexplained.

in
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I V . MORE MASSIVE SYSTEMS

I TDMF.FOHCE I

I TOHF-FOHCE •

I TDHF-FOflCt

I SUPERMEN!

« 0 140 JOO

FIG. <. The *Ca+ - Ca fualon craaa aection la plnttcil
• s a function of energy for the following calculations
atxlally aymmrtrli', two-dimensional TDIIF, with sep-
arated neutrons and protons using the full Skyrnip Inter-
action SU ; axlally symmetric, two-dimensional TDIIF,
with seuarutrd neutrons and protons uning tin- "local"
Skyrnr.e Interaction force 1; three-dimensional TIJ1II'
with degenerate neutron and proton orbitals, as calcu-
lated In Hef. 3 with force I.

The fusion cross section
40 40

for the system Ca + Ca is

presented in Fig. 4. As in

the case of the 16O + 16O sys-

tem, calculations have been

effected using the local

Skyrme interaction, both with

($ ) , and without (J ) the

isospin restriction on the

nuclear wave function. Com-

paring the results of these

2 calculations, we note that

relaxation of the isospin re-

striction adds approximately

200 mb to the fusion cross

section. The reduced cross

section in the calculations which employ the full Skyrme interac-

tion (J )» may be attributed to the difference in the surface

properties produced by Force II and Force I. The local force,

Force I, produces a better fit to the experimental data on the

static density distribution. Indeed, the calculation using Force

I with unrestricted neutron and proton orbitals appears to be in
8)reasonable agreement with experiment , although it underestimates

the cross section by several hundred millibarns at low energy.

80r-

6 0 -

Ult 40 -

2( -

Fig. 5 16O + 40Ca fusion region.

We conclude with a dis-

cussion of the fusion cross

sections for the systems O

+ 40Ca and 28Si + 2 8 Si , both

of which lead to the compound

nucleus Ni. The fusion reg-

ion in the energy-angular mo-

mentum plane for the reaction
160 + 40Ca is depicted in

Fig. 5. The maximum angular
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momentum which the fused system can systain is approximately 60 #,

a value in good agreement with the prediction, 58 X, of the liquid

drop model. On the other hand, the fact that at energies somewhat

in excess of 100 MeV in the center of mass there exists a minimum

angular momentum, H<{E), below which the system does not fuse, rep-

resents a dramatic prediction of the TDHF calculations.

2000 250150 100

ECM<MeV)

70 SO
40

The 16O +

40 35 30

1600

~812OO

°800

400

I SEP.IOCAI SKYRME.DEGEN n-p
I ROT FM .LOCAL SKVRME.

NON-OEOEMn-p
. I E1CP

'"{•••. I SEP/ULL SKVRMEAON-OEOEHn-p

0.01 0.02 0.03

Ca fusion cross

section is com-

pared with exper-

-9) in Fig. 6,

Pig. € Fusion cross section for O + Ca,

iment'

The cross section

computed using

the rotating

frame approxima-

tion exceeds that

computed using

the separable ap-

proximation, by

= 120 mb, because

the latter calculations enforce neutron-proton degeneracy. The

theoretical results are in quite good agreement with the experi-

mental results at low energy. However, at energies E C M ~ 100 MeV,

the theoretical cross section exceeds the measured cross section

by • 25%. This discrepancy warrants further study, since correc-

tions to ÏDHF would be expected, at least naively, to result in

an increased fusion cross section.

The angular momenta for which the 28Si + 28Si system fuses

are given as a function of the energy in Fig. 7. The maximum

angular momentum which the fused system can sustain is inferred

to be about 50 #. Since the fused 0 + 40Ca system has been

calculated to sustain 60 Jrf, it might appear that the maximum ang-

ular momentum depends upon the entrance channel, and is not a

function only of the total charge and mass of the system. This

conclusion, however, is considerably obscured by a number of fac-

i
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17 ft

F i g . 7

1600

28

60 8Ö~ÏÖÖ

ECM(MeV)
28Si + Si fusion region.

tors, the most significant

of which is that the fil-

ling approximation has been

employed in obtaining the
28

Si wavo function. As in

the l60 + 40Ca system, we

observe a Fusion window in

the energy-angular momentum

plot.

The fusion cross sec-

tion for 28Si + 28Si is

plotted as a function of

energy in Fig . 8. The be-

havior of the cross sectionis similar to that of
40,

16O +

Fig. 8 28_. ^28^... .
Si + Si fusion cross

Ca, although the latter

system exhibits a more pro-

nounced plateau at inter-

mediate energies, and drops

more rapidly at high energy.

Although experimental

0.03 data is not available for

the Si + Si system,

measurements have recently

been made on the similar
27,

section.

Al system. At

175 MeV laboratory energy, Natowitz et al10)can explain the ob-

served spectrum by assuming the existence of two strongly damped

components in the energy spectrum of the reaction products. One

component is inferred to correspond to I - 48, not inconsistent

with the liquid drop expectation that the A = 59 system will not

support 8. > 58. In contrast, the second component is inferred to

correspond to I < 15. Natowitz et al 1 0 ) conclude, as a result of

their analysis, that the observation of scissioning nuclei with

such small H can be explained if the lowest partial waves in the

entrance channel lead to strongly damped collisions, rather than Ü
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28to fusion. Such is precisely the situation observed in the Si
+ ^^Si system. At the same energy in the center of mass, E r M =

2R 2880 MeV, the Si + Si fusion window is open for 17 < £ < 48.
Furthermore, for collisions just outside the fusion window,

Natowitz et al ' find a center of mass fragment kinetic energy

of 16.6 for the £ - 15 component, and 26.4 MeV for the £ ~ 48

component. The TDHF results for the Si + Si system are

16 MeV for the £ = 16 collision, and 28 MeV for the £ = 49 col-
2R 28lision. The Si + Si results are thus consistent with this

interpretation of the 32S + 27Al data.

V. SUMMARY

Generally good agreement has been obtained in comparing

fusion cross sections, as computed in the sharp cutoff approxima-

tion, using the results of TDHF calculations, with cross sections

determined by experiment. The major discrepancy in the calcula- '-..

tions appears to be a tendency for the theoretical cross sections L

to exceed the experimental values at the higher energies studied.

A dramatic prediction of the TDHF calculations is the existence

of a fusion window, as evidenced by the l 6O + 40Ca and 28Si +
28 28 28

Si results presented here. As we have noted, the Si + Si

results are consistent with the interpretation of experimental

results obtained for the similar system °'S + Al. Although

experimental detection of such a window is difficult, it remains

an exciting challenge to convincingly verify or repudiate the

existence of an angular momentum fusion window in heavy ion

collisions. f
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I. Introduction. Given, the complexity of the quantum
time-dependent many-body problem, it is desirable to approach
nuclear dynamics in terms of a systematic hierarchy of succes-
sive approximations. It is essential that the lowest-order
theory yield an intuitively sound and understandable approxi-
mation, or else all contact with physics will be relinquished
at the outset. The fact that the mean field provides the most
obvious mechanism to govern collective motion and the consid-
erable successes of the time-dependent Hartree Fock (TDHF) ap-
proximation in describing light and heavy ion phenomenology1

provide compelling arguments for formulating a theory which re-
tains in lowest order the physics of the time-dependent mean-
field theory.

Despite its successes, TDHF is an incomplete and ulti-
mately unsatisfactory theory. The mean field is an artificial
theoretical construct and inevitably leads to irresolvable am-
biguities. Indeed, one never really calculates the true Hartree
Pock approximation, but utilizes some effective interaction
which can only be derived and understood in the context of a
higher-order theory. The specification of TDHF as an initial-
value problem raises serious conceptual questions of interpre-
tation, and the treatment of quantized bound states and tunnel-
ing lie beyond its purview. Since TDHF includes only scatter-
ing from the mean field, application to high energy collisions
in which two-particle scattering plays a significant role re-

j quires in addition a dynamical treatment of two-body correla-
tion functions. For all these reasons, then, the question is

'j not whether but rather how to generalize beyond a mean-field
,[ theory.

; In formulating a systematic theory, it is crucial to bear
1 in mind that low-order approximations in many-body theory may

-;, at best only approximate expectation values of few-body opera-
: tors.
: The optimal theoretical framework for generalizing beyond

TDHF depends on the physical process and energy regime of
;.i interest. For bound states, low energy collective phenomena,
;| and tunneling, it appears fruitful to make systematic approxi-
.'•.i mations to exact functional integral expressions for obser-
I'j vables of interest, and this theory is presented in Section II.
°| In the stationary-phase approximation (SPA) , this formalism
ij singles out a time-dependent mean field which optimally appro-
| ximates the desired observable. In principle, corrections to
•;ij the SPA may be calculated and one may hope to evaluate system-

atic perturbative corrections analogous to the quantum loop
expansion in field theory. The theory thus offers the advan-

, tages of resolving all questions of quantization and interpre-

f
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tation, but suffers from the fact that, as yet, the effective
interaction and repulsive-core problems have not yet been
adequately addressed.

For higher energy reactions in which two-body collisions
and particle emission from hard-core interactions are crucial,
the coupled-cluster hierarchy of Section III provides a natural
theoretical framework. In this theory, equations of motion are
derived for multiple particle-hole amplitudes which economically
describe the correlations of two, three and higher numbers of
particles. For the case of repulsive core potentials, these
equations may be truncated to yield time-dependent generaliza-
tions of the Bethe-Goldstone and Faddeev equations. Since the
theory essentially specifies the approximate evolution of few-
body density matrices subject to an initial condition, it does
not address the questions of interpretation resolved by the
functional integral theory. The two approaches are thus in
many respects complementary, with the functional integral for-
mulation focussing on the quantum aspects of the low energy
regime and the coupled-cluster hierarchy emphasizing two-body
collisions which become important at high energy.

II. Quantum Mean-Field Approximations for Bound States
and Tunneling. This section summarizes recent progress in col-
laboration with S. Levit and Z. Paltiel in developing approxi-
mations to exact functional integral expressions for quantum
observables2. The starting point is to use the Hubbard
Stratonovich transformation to write the evolution operator for
a two-body Hamiltonian as a functional integral over one-body
evolution operators3:

Ultfft±J = Te

where fv'.

üo(tf,t.j E T e-
i / ö VP ' (2,

tf

jfvg = | dtjdxjdx'fdyjdy'f(xfx')v(xry;x'y
()9(y,y') (3)

t- 'f

• .... t
^(x,y;t) = e 1 ip+(x) <J/(y) e x (4) bi

K = | ^ + ||dxdy dy'(x,y;y,y'H+(x).Myl) . (5)

and spin-isospin indices are to be associated with each inte-
gration variable. Unless specified otherwise, for notational
convenience the case v(x,y;x',y')=S(x-x1)6(y-y')v(x-y) will be
assumed, rendering j3 and o local. •

To calculate bound state energies and expectation values of
few-body operators, one may evaluate the poles and residues of

i
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7dTelETTr0U(T,0) = T.

Restricting attention to 0=1, substituting eq 1 in eq 6, and
evaluating the trace in a basis of determinants of eigenfunc-

•••j tions of the one-body evolution operator UfJ yields

TrU(T,O) = E D[o]e (7)
{n}-

i where
.1 T
! {n} if
i S ii[o] = i ffvo-Xn-a. (o,T) (8)

err 2J . k k
o

. -ia. (o,T) ,
;j Ua[T,Ol|^(o)> = e

 K |*J;(o)> (9)

and {n.} denotes a set of occupation numbers for the single par-
ktide eigenfunction8 <J» . Rewriting (9) as a differential equa-

1» 1 O tlr'P Ir

;/; tion and defining uK(x,t) = K1<|)K(x,t) yields

• (T) = e <|» (o) (10b)

and (i|^ - K - Mx-xMolx'Jdx 1)^ - ~ « k (Ha)

uk(T) = 1^(0) (lib)

Application of the SPA separately for each set fn} in eq (7)
yields

so that (10a) is just the time-dependent Hartree equation sub-
ject to a periodic boundary condition.

A particular class of solutions to eq (11) is comprised
of the time-independent Hartree wave functions, for which
o. =e. T and

-iTJ>:<k|K|k>+|>: <kf. |v|ki:| (13)

(n)
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so that the Fourier transform in eq (6) produces poles at the
Hartree energies. In this basis of Hartree wave functions, it
is straightforward to evaluate the quadratic correction to the
SPA which multiplies eq (13) by the factor

i? tr
' detv(x-x')6(t-t') I1* _ *n-l

det-6a(x,t)6a(x't')
(14)

where D is the density correlation function
0

iD (xt/X't1) = <Tp(xt)p(xlt1)>-<p(xt)xp(xlt')> (15)
; o

'-vj The n=l term exactly cancels the self-energy term in K from eg
1 (5) and subtracts the correct Hartree Foek (HF) exchange term

"I and the terms for n>l produce the direct RPA ring diagram cor-
•-;•] rections to the energy. Had one used the alternative expres-
v- sion v(x,y,x'yt)--6(x-y') 6(y-x')v(x-y) in the preceding deriva-
/ tion, the SPA would have yielded only the Fock exchange poten-
* tial with a different self energy. The leading quadratic cor-
;:.] rection would have removed this self-energy and inserted the
:/| direct Hartree potential contribution, again yielding the pro-
j per HF energy expression. As shown in ref 2, by requiring that

the leading quadratic correction vanish, one may construct an
appropriate exact expression for the potential such that the
SPA yields the HF energy with no self energy contribution and
eq (10a) is the TOHF equation. For brevity, however, we con-
tinue to specialize to the notationally simpler Hartree case.

For time-dependent solutions to eqs (10) and (11), the SPA
must be applied again to perform the Fourier transform over T
in eq (6). Stationarity of the exponent i(ET+Seff(T)) requires

E - - -jfii => -|]ovo+Enk«>k|K+jv(x-x
t)a(x')dx1|<l>k> (16)

Thus, E must be the Hartree energy for the period T. Once
a solution with fundamental period T(E) is found, repetition -
for v periods yields a solution with S ff(vT)=vS ff(T) so that

Z Se tn' = E ^ ^ -=- (17)
{n} v {n}- l W { n } ( E )

where W { nj (E) - ET(E)+S^(T(E) )

(18)
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Finally, poles corresponding to bound states occur for

= 2mir (19)

giving rise to a quantization condition analogous to the Bohr-
Sommerfeld condition /pgdt=2mir. Thus, the periodic TDHF equa-
tions, eqs (10) or (11), together with eqs (12), (16), and (19)
specify a self-consistent quantized theory of large-amplitude
nuclear collective motion. It is shown in ref 2 that for infi-
nitesimal oscillations around the static solutions, this theory
reproduces the RPA limit.

Just as it is useful to continue the integrand of an in-
tegral with respect to real variables into the complex plane to
apply the saddle-point approximation, it is useful to consider
integration over complex t and o. A special case of particular
interest is that of purely imaginary time and real a. All of

\ the preceding derivations may be repeated with (it) replaced

fi by T, the interval (0,T) replaced by [-jij] and <J) (T) replaced

r • —HT
:'v by <J>(-T). Evaluation of the trace of e and the definition

It *VT/T lr

U K(X,T) - e K • (X,T) then yields

k +yVdc-x'Jafx'Jdx1)^ (20a)

*k(T/2) • e k«frk(-T/2) (20b)

and

] —| uk (21a)

uk(T/2) - uk(-T/2) (21b)
with

(>k(x,-T)4ik(x,T) (22)

In addition to the familiar static HF solution, these equations
admit solutions analogous to the instantons in field theory".
For a system which undergoes spontaneous fission, at large ne-
gative T, u begins at the static H.F. minimum, tunnels through
the fission barrier reaching the scission point at T=0 and then
bounces back to the H.F. solution at large positive T. The SPA

contribution to Tre for a single "bounce" is

. Since U(T) differs from u H F only
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in the neighborhood of T=0, nearly stationary solutions exist
containing any number of "bounces" with centers at arbitrary
times -T<T,<T ...<t <T. integration over the positions of the

2 n
centers yields a factor T /n!, so that the sum over all combi-
nations of "bounces" yields

Tre"HTZZ 4 e - n / u V E H p T = e V » ' ' (23)
n n '

More careful arguments in ref 4 which keep track of factors of
i arising from a negative eigenvalue in the second variation
matrix and factors of 1/2 in the steepest descent approximation
show that in addition to the real HF energy, the exponent of
eq (23) contains an imaginary term corresponding to the life-

-7dxdTu(-T)l-u(T)
time T = e dT

III. The Coupled-Cluster Expansion. Since this work in
collaboration with P. Hoodbhoy is available in the literature5,
only the basic ingredients and results will be tersely summa-
rized here.

Following Coester and Kümmel6, the many-body wave function
is written in terms of n-particle, n-hole operators S and a
Slater determinant * as follows:

eS|*> (24)

where
'r'

S = Ï. Sn (25)
n=l n

S = P £/dx<xi...xn|Sn|vi...vn>a
+(xi)...a

+(xn)aVn...

(26)

%:f (27)

r< p and v denote particles and holes respectively, and the field

f-') operators a (x) and a create a particle at point x and in state
r'"': v respectively. The S's are related to subsystem amplitudes by

the definition7 rg
+ + n n

<xi...xn|i|rn|vi...vn> = <*|aj ...aj a(xn). ..aU^e" |<|»

(28)

A feature of technical significance is the fact that, in contrast

I
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to an n-particle Greens function which has 2n spatial variables
and two time variables, S has only n spatial variables, n dis-
crete occupied state labels, and one time variable.

A linked-cluster expansion for the S's is straightforwardly,
although tediously, obtained by projecting the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation onto a complete set of states:

a ...a e"S

m m i
[HeS|*>-i|teS|«f»l = 0 (29)

The operators e He and e -ĝ e m a y b e e x P a n d e d i n multiple
commutator 'series which terminate after 5 and 2 terms respec-
tively. The final structure which emerges from projection onto
m-particle, m-hole states in an arbitrary time-dependent basis

is an equation for •jpr<x •••xinlSnilv •••vm> *n t e r m s °^ Sm+2'
1

Truncation of the hierarchy to obtain a self-contained set i
of m coupled equations clearly requires introduction of an ap-
proximation of S m + 1 and S m + 2 in terms of S through Sm. The

simplest hierarchy of approximations arises from setting Sr=0

for all r>m. For m=l, this yields precisely the TDHF approxi-
mation and extension to the m=2 level is shown in Section IV to
greatly improve the expectation values of two-body operators
for two interacting Lipkin systems.

For interactions with repulsive cores, the truncation
Sr=0 for r>m is unsuitable, and one is lead naturally to con-
sider a truncation in which V(x.x.)<x ...x |I|J |V ...V > is
approximated by appropriately antisymmetrized products of
V(x^x.), <X£X.|i|i jvgvt> and lower order subsystem amplitudes

6'8.

Specializing to the maximum overlap basis by requiring S -0, and

truncation at the m=2 level yields equations of motion for the [•'
single-particle wave functions and S '

and

T(x)<x|v>+E /dx'<v'|x'>T(x')<xx'Is |vvf>+Z <xv'U |vv'>
v' z v' 2

-E <x|v'>h , = i-jr<x|v>-iE <xv'|S |vv'>-<v'| v><x|v'>

<x x |Q|T(x )+T(X )|S |V
1 2 ' L 1 2 j 2 * 1

v >+<x x |QVi|» |v v
2 1 2 l r 2 ' l 2

+ir E <x x Is |v'v"><v'v" IVib |v v :
* vt vn 1 21 2 ' 2' I 2

-Ï h,h. <x x |s Jvv >+h„„ <x x Is |v i
VL

 V V, 1 2 z' 2 VV2 1 21 21 I
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= x~<x x Is |v v >+X <vx |S |v v ><x |*
3t 1 2 ' 2 1 » v l 2 2 ' 1 2 1 1

+<x v i s |v v ><x |I|I |v>+<v|(J< |v ><x x I s Ivv >
1 ' 2 ' 1 2 2 ' 1 ' ' 1 ' 1 1 2 ' 2 ' 2

-KV I lp Iv ><X X |S |v V>| (31)
1 1 ' ? 1 2 ' 2 ' 1 J

where

h = <v | T | v > + I < V \>|VI|I |v v> (32)
Vl 2 ' 2 v 1 2 2

Q is the Pauli operator and abbreviations of the following form
are used:

<v v |Vi|i \\)\}'> = ffdx dx <v |x ><v Ix >V(x x ) <x x I IJJ |vv'>
i 2 ' 2 ' I 2 l ' l 2 * 2 1 2 1 2 l r 2 '

•'": <xa|S |vv'> 5 /dx'<a|x'><xx'|S |vv'> (33)
2 2

A particularly attractive feature of eqs (30) and (31) is
the fact that for stationary states, they reduce to the time-

H independent coupled-cluster equations and are thus known to
; provide a successful microscopic theory of the ground states

of 16O and "0Ca. Thus the coupled-cluster theory provides a
suitable formalism to quantitatively investigate the role of
two-body collisions in nuclear dynamics for potentials with

•, strongly repulsive cores.
] IV. Applications. Although the generalizations of TDHF
'i described in this work have yet to be applied to nuclei in
j realistic calculations, much may be learned from exploration of
,- simpler model systems.
1 A simple, but reassuring test of the theory of quantized
r bound states is provided by a one-dimensional system of par-
! tides interacting via attractive 5-function;, forces with spin
j degeneracy 2S+1=N. For this system, which has a 1/N expansion9,
] the SPA correctly reproduces the leading ground state energy
; contribution of order N3 and the quadratic corrections yield
\ the N2 terms.
| A model system more relevant to nuclear dynamics is a one-
_] dimensional saturating system with a Hamiltonian containing a

short-range attractive Gaussian potential, a zero-range repul-
sive density-dependent interaction, and a weak long-range re-
pulsive Gaussian potential to simulate a Coulomb interaction.
For light "nuclei" the surface energy diminishes the binding
energy per particle whereas for large systems, the long-range
repulsive potential decreases the binding. For the chosen pa-
rameters, the binding energies per particle of 4, 8 and 16 par-
ticle systems are .574, .619 and .583 times the nuclear matter
binding energy respectively, so that a 16 particle system spon-
taneously fissions into two stable 8 particle daughters. Figure
1 displays a(x,x), eq (22), at 6 values of x for the bounce de-
scribing spontaneous fission. The solutions at the first and
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t

Figure 1. Spontaneous fission of a 16 particle self-bound
saturating system into two 8-particle daughters.

last value of T are visually indistinguishable from the HF
ground state density for 16 particles and the density distribu-
tions of two 8-particle ground states respectively. Extension
to three spatial dimensions is completely straightforward since
the theory can utilize existing TDHF technology.

Finally, a two-level model8, commonly referred tc as the
Lipkin model, provides interesting tests of both theories de-
scribed in this work. Consider first the bound state spectrum
for a 14 particle system with the Hamiltonian

H I pl,
aloal>oap'-oap-<, (34)

a=±]

f
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The exact solutions for the ground state mu.ltiplet, denoted
by crosses, are compared with periodic mean-field solutions in
Figure 2 as a function of coupling strangth V. The spectrum is

E n

0.4 Q6 06 I

Figure 2. Exact Lipkin model spectrum (crosses) compared with
mean-fie Id approximation as a function of e'1 = —-. The dot-
dash curves denote doubly degenerate approximate solutions and

the other curves are non-degenerate.

II
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symmetric with respect to E=0 and one notes, with the exception
of certain special regimes, that the entire spectrum is well
approximated.

Coupled-cluster corrections to the ground state energy of
this system as a function of V are shown in Figure 3. The

Figure 3. The exact ground state energy E (solid line), devia-
tion from E of the HF energy (short dashes), and deviation from
E of the coupled-cluster energy including S (long dashes).

Note that E is referred to the scale at the right and the energy
deviations use the scale at the left.

exact and mean-field energies are the same as shown in the top
curve of Figure 2, and the dashed curve shows how dramatically
the discrepancy is reduced by including S in the coupled-
cluster equations. 2

To emphasize the fact that few-body operators are well
described while the full many-body wave function is meaningless,

the operator Jz=iz(a*a +-a* a ) which counts the number of

particles in the upper-state minus the number in the lower state
is considered in Figure 4. Since the Lipkin Hamiltonian only
moves pairs of particles, projection of the exact wave function
onto states of specified number in each level must yield the
odd-even alternation shown by the solid line in Figure 4. Since
no low-order approximation has any information concerning such
14-body correlations, the HF and S approximations display no

such alternation but yield quite adequate approximations to
<J > and <JZ>.

z z
Finally, application of the time-dependent coupled cluster

approximation to two 14 particle Lipkin systems which begin in
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Figure 4. Probability PM

of projecting a component
with 2Mj+14 particles in

the upper state from the
exact, HF, and second-order
coupled cluster stationary-
wave functions.

their respective ground states and then form a 28-particle
interacting system for time T yields the results shown in
Figure 5. Again, one observes that expectation values of the

•-t

Figure 5. Excitation
energy AE and mean
value of j£ as a func
tion of interaction
time for exact, TDHF,
and second-order
coupled-cluster wave
functions.

2 4 6 8 D

i
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two-body operators H and j£ = E rap+a
D-

+iao-ap+^ I are svstein~

atically improved by the inclusion of S .

,j Conclusion. Of the many theoretical formalisms which re-
:] duce to TDHF in lowest order approximations; two complementary
1 alternatives have been explored in this work. Whether either
I will ultimately provide a practical quantitative theory of
I nuclear dynamics remains to be seen, but at least substantial
; progress has been made in dealing with the conceptual questions
A. of interpretation, quantization and tunneling and practical
j problems associated with repulsive cores. This work was sup-

ported in part through funds provided by DOE under contract
EY-76-C-02-3069.
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ABSTRACT '

We determine the thermal relaxation time for the approach to thermal

equilibrium by solving the Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation. The initial momentum

distribution is taken to be a sphere with an outer spherical shell. It is

found that thermal equilibrium is essentially reached within a time of about

—2240 fm/c (= 1.33 * 10 sec). The order of magnitude of this relaxation time

agrees with that Inferred from recent deep-inelastic heavy-ion experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

. in the discussion of nuclear dynamics, an Important quantity is the

length of time It takes for an excited nuclear system to reach thermal

equilibrium. This time is called the thermal relaxation time or simply re-

laxation time when the omission of the word 'thermal' gives rise to no am-

biguity. The relaxation time plays an important role in guiding the selection

of a proper treatment of the dynamics. ' If the time scale is short com-

pared to the relaxation time, the dynamics needs to include a large set of

variables describing the nature of the deviation from equilibrium. The set

of variables Is greatly reduced when thermal equilibrium is reached. For

example* In using the classical distribution function for the description

of the dynamics, the momentum distribution at a spatial point is given com-

pletely in terms of the local temperature T(r), the local Fermi energy u(r),

'! and the local displacement of the centroid P(r), when local thermal

equilibrium is reached. In contrast, a general non-equilibrium momentum

distribution needs to be described in the 3-dimensional momentum space and

Is therefore much more complicated.

Previously, in connection with the time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF)

approximation, an extension of the approximation to include particle col-

lislons was put forth to set up a framework for studying the approach to

'A

• i 3
:i thermal equilibrium for a finite system. The resultant equation is

analogous to the Boltzmann equation. One can introduce entropy in the usual

way and prove that the entropy of a system never decreases. It becomes

natural to define the situation when entropy becomes stationary as the state

of thermal equilibrium. One can prove ' further that when thermal

equilibrium Is reached, the occupation number of the states is given by the

Ferml-Direc distribution characterized by a temperature.

t
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In a related development, it was shown previously that the TDHF ap-

proximation can be approximately transcribed in terms of a pseudoparticle

simulation in which the dynamics is determined by following the collision-
4

less trajectories of a collection of pseudopartides. When the collisions

between particles are included, one obtains a Vlasov-Boltzmann equation. It

becomes meaningful to introduce local entropy, local Fermi momentum, local

temperature, and local momentum displacement. One can show that the total

1 time derivative of the local entropy never decreases and that when there is

thermal equilibrium, the momentum distribution is described by a displaced

VS Fermi-Dlrac distribution characterized by T(r), w(r), and ?(r).

'•% The H-theorem indicates only what the end points of the process of

;' thermalization will be. To see how the thermal equilibrium is approached,

v it is necessary to examine the dynamics of the approach to equilibrium. For

-\ a finite system, we have seen that a new type of level crossing brings about
3

thermal equilibrium. A detailed numerical calculation of the extended TDHF

1B now underway to examine how the level crossing affects heavy-ion dynamics.

He examine here a simpler problem on the approach to thermal equilibrium in

an infinite nuclear matter in a model calculation. The emphasis is here

placed on low-energy systemsc and our results supplement the recent study of

the approach to thermal equilibrium in very high-energy systems.

II. THE UEHLING-UHLENBECK EQUATION

For an infinite and homogeneous nuclear matter, the Vlasov-Boltzmann

equation Is reduced to the kinetic equation of Uehling and Uhlenbeck:

'* ^ ** r±2 +2 +2 -2,
3 r4
2m 2ml

1 U.I)
- f1f2(l-f3)(l-fA)]
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'i where f is the momentum distribution function, g is the degeneracy of the

iT;l single-particle states, and q = Pj~P-i' For simplicity, we shall use a con-

: 1 stant cross section having the magnitude of 1 fm /steradinn from (p,p) scat-

V:'j tering at an energy of ef. It is convenient to introduce dimensionless
quantity

p/p, (2.2)
r

J
1 where pf is the magnitude of the Fermi momentum. The Uehling-Uhlenbeck

I equation becomes

d x2 d x3 d x4 ö(«1+«2-X3-x4)6(x1 +x2 -X3 -x

(2.3)

- f <x1>f (x2) [1-f (x3) J [1-f (x4) J}

where T 1B a natural unit of time for this problem and is given by

1 Upon using a Fermi momentum of fi * (1.4 fm~ ) , we obtain

T = 77 fm/c. (2.5)

7 III. THE RELAXATION OF A MODEL SYSTEM

"U, In order to see the details of how thermal equilibrium Is approached,

•' we study the model system of a spherically symmetric momentum distribution

given by a sphere and an outer spherical shell. The sphere is taken to have

the radius of the Fermi momentum and the thin shell is located at the inter-

val 1.16 p £ £ |p| £ 1.24 p f with a thickness of 0.08 p f as shown in Fig. 1.

As the dynamics proceeds, the density peak at the spherical shell is

rapidly reduced at the start of the dynamical evolution. At time
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• t = 0.05 i , this peak is reduced by about 20%. However, the rate of re-
;. O

' duction of the height of the peak decreases as time goes on. The change in

-;\ occupation occurs mostly in the top region of the momentum distribution.

-."-'i One observed that as the distribution approaches the equilibrium distribu-

.I tlon, the momentum distribution changes at a slower and slower pace (Fig. 1).

"'] This is an expected result as the force driving the distribution becomes

1 weaker the closer one gets to equilibrium. At time t - 0.3 T to 0.4 T ,
•••'] o o

"A although the peak at x = 1.2 Is still discernable, the distribution as a

i whole is not far from that of a completely thermalized system. True thermal

equilibrium can only be approached in an exponential manner. It is reason-

able to infer from the results in Fig. 1 that thermal equilibrium is

essentially reached at t - 0.5 T . In terms of fm/c, the relaxation time
o

for our model system is

Relaxation ' 40 fm/c = X'33 X 10"22 sec' <3'»

Another analysis which is useful for studying the approach to thermal

equilibrium is to examine the temporal behavior of entropy defined by
. •+

s " -K\ —^S *f(p)£n *(P> + U-f(p)Hn[l-f(p)]}. (3.2)

B > (2irfi)3

One finds that entropy increases rather rapidly initially but begins to level

off after t • 0.3 t . At t = 0.5 x , the rate of entropy increase is very

small, indicating the dose approach to thermal equilibrium (Fig. 2).

IV. DISCUSSION

What we have examined Is the relaxation qf a model system of a peculiar

type in the realm of low-energy phenomena. However, from the experience in
o

the classical case of the approach to equilibrium, the relaxation times for s

lar systems are expected to have about the same order of magnitude.' For this
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reason, it is of Interest to compare this relaxation time we have determined

with those obtained from some other consideration and from experiment.

Previously, in connection with the extended TDHF approximation, an esti-

mate was given for the thermal relaxation time for a finite nucleus:

4000 , . // ,\
t , _. — r ~ rm/c. (4.1)

relaxation A

Thus, the relaxation time for a nucleus of mass A - 100 is t , - 40 fm/c

which agrees with the magnitude determined here. (Equation (4.1) is an es-

timate which is good for finite nuclei only.)

In the case of heavy-ion collisions, the momentum distributions at dif-

ferent parts of the composite system have been discussed previously. At a

time before the boundary between the two nuclei disappears, the momentum

distribution at various points in the two nuclei are single Fermi spheres

displaced according to the velocity of the separate nucleus in question.

After the boundary disappears, nucleons begin to flow from one nucleus to

the other-. The appropriate momentum distribution at the boundary region be-

comes a Fermi blsphere consisting of joining the two displaced Fermi spheres

but giving only e uniform normal density to the whole region. An investi-

gation of the approach to equilibrium should begin with this bisphere as the

initial momentum distribution. Work is underway to study the thermalization

of such a distribution. It is expected that the relaxation time will have

about the same order of magnitude as given by Eq. (3.1).

It is of interest to compare the relaxation time of Eq. (3.1) with the

experimental determination on the attainment of thermal equilibrium in deep
q

Inelastic heavy-ion reactions. In the experiment of Tamain et al., neutron

multiplicity in deep inelastic collisions of 400 MeV Cu + Au was measured.

It was found that the excitation energy Is shared between the fragments in

proportion to their masses and that the relaxation time leading to thermal
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-22
equilibrium of the composite system is of the order of 10 sec. This

value of relaxation tine agreeB with what is determined here.

The value of relaxation time given by Eq. (3.1) is a rather small one

as compared to the total time needed for some central low-energy collisions

of large nuclei which are of the order of a few hundred fm/c. The sepa-

ration of these two different time scales allows the Introduction of the

transport theory, as was advocated by Weidemnüller and others. In a dif-

ferent approach, one knows that when thermal equilibrium (either global or

local) is reached, the dynamics can be properly described in terms of nuclear

hydrodynamics. A hydrodynamical description for the collision of heavy

nuclei is worthy of further investigation.
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Fig. 1. The momentum distribution f (x) of a model system as a
function of time. The numbers beside each curve Is
the time measured In units of T where T IS given by
Eq. (2.5). °
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t/t.
Fig. 2. Entropy, in units of the Boltzmann constant

k„,aB a function of time.
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